
PART IV

Client-Side JavaScript Reference

This part of the book is a reference to client-side JavaScript. It includes entries for
important client-side JavaScript object such as Window, Document, Element, Event,
XMLHttpRequest, Storage, Canvas, and File. There is also an entry for the jQuery library.
The entries are arranged alphabetically by object name and each entry includes a com-
plete list of the constants, properties, methods and event handlers supported by that
object.

Previous editions of this book included a separate reference entry for each method, but
in this edition, the reference material is made more compact (without omitting details)
by including the method descriptions directly in the parent entry.
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ApplicationCache
application cache management API EventTarget

The ApplicationCache object is the value of the applicationCache property of the Window
object. It defines an API for managing updates to cached applications. For simple cached
applications, there is no need to use this API: it is sufficient to create (and update, as needed)
an appropriate cache manifest, as described in §20.4. More complex cached applications that
want to more actively manage updates can use the properties, methods, and event handlers
described here. See §20.4.2 for more details.

Constants
The following constants are the possible values of the status property.

unsigned short UNCACHED = 0
This application does not have a manifest attribute: it is not cached.

unsigned short IDLE = 1
The manifest has been checked and this application is cached and up-to-date.

unsigned short CHECKING = 2
The browser is currently checking the manifest file.

unsigned short DOWNLOADING = 3
The browser is downloading and caching files listed in the manifest.

unsigned short UPDATEREADY = 4
A new version of the application has been downloaded and cached.

unsigned short OBSOLETE = 5
The manifest no longer exists and the cache will be deleted.

Properties

readonly unsigned short status
This property describes the cache status of the current document. Its value will be one
of the constants listed above.
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Methods

void swapCache()

When the status property is UPDATEREADY, the browser is maintaining two cached versions of
the application: files are being served from the old version of the cache, and the new version
is freshly downloaded and ready for use when the application is next reloaded. You can call
swapCache() to tell the browser to immediately discard the old cache and begin serving files
from the new cache. Note, however, that this can lead to version skew issues, and a safer way
to flush the old cache and begin using the new one is to reload the application with
Location.reload().

void update()

Normally, the browser checks for a new version of the manifest file for a cached application
each time the application is loaded. Long-lived web apps can use this method to check for
updates more frequently.

Event Handlers
The browser fires a sequence of events on the ApplicationCache during the manifest check
and cache update process. You can use the following event handler properties of the
ApplicationCache object to register event handlers, or you can use the EventTarget methods
implemented by the ApplicationCache object. Handlers for most of these events are passed
a simple Event object. Handlers for progress events, however, are passed a ProgressEvent
object, which can be used to track how many bytes have been downloaded.

oncached
Triggered when an application has cached for the first time. This will be the last event in
the sequence of events.

onchecking
Triggered when the browser begins checking the manifest file for updates. This is the first
event in any sequence of application cache events.

ondownloading
Triggered when the browser begins downloading the resources listed in a manifest file,
either the first time the application is cached or when there is an update. This event will
generally be followed by one or more progress events.

onerror
Triggered when an error occurs during the cache update process. This can occur if the
browser is offline, for example, or if an uncached application references a nonexistent
manifest file.

onnoupdate
Triggered when the browser determines that the manifest has not changed and the cached
application is current. This is the last event in the sequence.

onobsolete
Triggered when the manifest file for a cached application no longer exists. This causes
the cache to be deleted. This is the last event in the sequence.

ApplicationCache
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onprogress
Triggered periodically while the application files are being downloaded and cached. The
event object associated with this event is a ProgressEvent.

onupdateready
Triggered when a new version of the application has been downloaded and cached (and
is ready for use the next time the application is loaded). This is the last event in the
sequence.

ArrayBuffer
a fixed-length sequence of bytes

An ArrayBuffer represents a fixed-length sequence of bytes in memory, but it defines no way
to get or set those bytes. ArrayBufferViews like the TypedArray classes provide a way to access
and interpret the bytes.

Constructor
new ArrayBuffer(unsigned long length)

Creates a new ArrayBuffer with the specified number of bytes. All bytes in the new ArrayBuffer
are initialized to 0.

Properties

readonly unsigned long byteLength
the length, in bytes, of the ArrayBuffer.

ArrayBufferView
common properties for types based on ArrayBuffers

ArrayBufferView serves as a superclass for types that provide access to the bytes of an Array-
Buffer. You can’t create an ArrayBufferView directly: it exists to define the common proper-
ties for subtypes like TypedArray and DataView.

Properties

readonly ArrayBuffer buffer
The underlying ArrayBuffer that this object is a view of.

readonly unsigned long byteLength
The length, in bytes, of the portion of buffer that is accessible through this view.

readonly unsigned long byteOffset
The starting position, in bytes, of the portion of the buffer that is accessible through this
view.

ArrayBufferView
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Attr
an element attribute

An Attr object represents an attribute of an Element node. You can obtain an Attr object
through the attributes property of the Node interface or by calling the getAttributeNode()
or getAttributeNodeNS() methods of the Element interface.

Since attribute values can be completely represented by strings, it is not usually necessary to
use the Attr interface at all. In most cases, the easiest way to work with attributes is with the
Element.getAttribute() and Element.setAttribute() methods. These methods use strings for
attribute values and avoid the use of Attr objects altogether.

Properties

readonly string localName
The name of the attribute, not including any namespace prefix.

readonly string name
The name of the attribute, including the namespace prefix, if there is one.

readonly string namespaceURI
The URI that identifies the attribute’s namespace, or null if it doesn’t have one.

readonly string prefix
The namespace prefix of the attribute, or null if it doesn’t have one.

string value
The value of the attribute.

Audio
an HTML <audio> element Node, Element, MediaElement

An Audio object represents an HTML <audio> element. Except for its constructor, an Audio
object has no properties, methods or event handlers other than those inherited from
MediaElement.

Constructor
new Audio([string src])

This constructor creates a new <audio> element with a preload attribute set to “auto”. If the
src argument is specified, it is used as the value of the src attribute.

BeforeUnloadEvent
Event object for unload events Event

The unload event is triggered on a Window object just before the browser navigates to a new
document, and gives a web application the opportunity to ask the user if he is really sure he
wants to leave the page. The object passed to unload event handler functions is a

Attr
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BeforeUnloadEvent object. If you want to require the user to confirm that he really wants to
leave the page, you do not need to, and should not, call the Window.confirm() method. Instead,
return a string from the event handler or set the returnValue of this event object to a string.
The string you return or set will be presented to the user in the confirmation dialog the user
sees.

See also Event and Window.

Properties

string returnValue
A message to be displayed to the user in a confirmation dialog before navigating away
from the page. Leave this property unset if you do not want to display a confirmation
dialog.

Blob
an opaque chunk of data, such as file contents

A Blob is an opaque type used to exchange data between APIs. Blobs may be very large and
may represent binary data, but neither is required. Blobs are often stored in files, but this is
an implementation detail. Blobs expose only their size and, optionally, a MIME type, and
they define a single method for treating a region of a Blob as a Blob.

A number of APIs use Blobs: see FileReader for a way to read the content of a Blob and
BlobBuilder for a way to create new Blob objects. See XMLHttpRequest for ways to download
and upload Blobs. See §22.6 for discussion of Blobs and the APIs that use them.

Properties

readonly unsigned long size
The length, in bytes, of the Blob.

readonly string type
The MIME type of the Blob, if it has one, or the empty string otherwise.

Methods

Blob slice(unsigned long start, unsigned long length, [string contentType])

Return a new Blob that represents the length bytes of this Blob starting at offset start. If
contentType is specified, it will be used as the type property of the returned Blob

BlobBuilder
create new Blobs

A BlobBuilder object is used to create new Blob objects out of strings of text and bytes from
ArrayBuffer objects and other Blobs. To build a Blob, create a BlobBuilder, call append() one
or more times, and then call getBlob().

BlobBuilder
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Constructor
new BlobBuilder()

Create a new BlobBuilder by calling the BlobBuilder() constructor with no arguments.

Methods

void append(string text, [string endings])

Appends the specified text, encoded using UTF-8, to the Blob that is being built.

void append(Blob data)

Append the content of the Blob data to the Blob that is being built.

void append(ArrayBuffer data)

Append the bytes of the ArrayBuffer data to the Blob that is being built.

Blob getBlob([string contentType])

Return a Blob that represents all the data that has been appended to this BlobBuilder since it
was created. Each call to this method returns a new Blob. If contentType is specified, it will
be the value of the type property of the returned Blob. If unspecified, the returned Blob will
have the empty string as its type.

Button
an HTML <button> Node, Element, FormControl

A Button object represents an HTML <button> element. Most of the properties and methods
of Buttons are described in FormControl and Element. When a Button has a type property (see
FormControl) “submit”, however, the other properties listed here specify form submission
parameters that override similar properties on the Button’s form (see FormControl).

Properties
The following properties are meaningful only when the <button> has a type of “submit”.

string formAction
This property mirrors the formaction HTML attribute. For submit buttons, it overrides
the action property of the form.

string formEnctype
This property mirrors the formenctype HTML attribute. For submit buttons, it overrides
the enctype property of the form and has the same legal values as that property.

string formMethod
This property mirrors the formmethod HTML attribute. For submit buttons, it overrides
the method property of the form.

string formNoValidate
This property mirrors the formnovalidate HTML attribute. For submit buttons, it over-
rides the noValidate property of the form.

Button
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string formTarget
This property mirrors the formtarget HTML attribute. For submit buttons, it overrides
the target property of the form.

Canvas
an HTML element for scripted drawing Node, Element

The Canvas object represents an HTML canvas element. It has no behavior of its own, but it
defines an API that supports scripted client-side drawing operations. You can specify the
width and height directly on this object, and you can extract an image from the canvas with
toDataURL(), but the actual drawing API is implemented by a separate “context” object re-
turned by the getContext() method. See CanvasRenderingContext2D.

Properties

unsigned long height
unsigned long width

These properties mirror the width and height attributes of the <canvas> tag and specify
the dimensions of the canvas coordinate space. The defaults are 300 for width and 150
for height.

If the size of the canvas element is not otherwise specified in a stylesheet or with the inline
style attribute, these width and height properties also specify the on-screen dimensions
of the canvas element.

Setting either of these properties (even setting it to its current value) clears the canvas to
transparent black and resets all of its graphics attributes to their default values.

Methods

object getContext(string contextId, [any args...])

This method returns an object with which you can draw into the Canvas element. When you
pass the string “2d”, it will return a CanvasRenderingContext2D object for 2D drawing. No
additional args are required in this case.

There is only one CanvasRenderingContext2D object per canvas element, so repeated calls
to getContext("2d") return the same object.

HTML5 standardizes the “2d” argument to this method and defines no other valid arguments.
A separate standard, WebGL, is under development for 3D graphics. In browsers that support
it, you can pass the string “webgl” to this method to obtain an object that allows 3D rendering.
Note, however, that the CanvasRenderingContext2D object is the only drawing context
documented in this book.

string toDataURL([string type], [any args...])

toDataURL() returns the contents of the canvas bitmap as a data:// URL that can easily be
used with an <img> tag or transmitted across the network. For example:

// Copy the content of a canvas into an <img> and append to the document
var canvas = document.getElementById("my_canvas");

Canvas
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var image = document.createElement("img");
image.src = canvas.toDataURL();
document.body.appendChild(image);

The type argument specifies the MIME type of the image format to use. If this argument is
omitted, the default value is “image/png”. The PNG image format is the only one that im-
plementations are required to support. For image types other than PNG, additional arguments
may be passed to specify encoding details. If type is “image/jpeg”, for example, the second
argument should be a number between 0 and 1 specifying the image quality level. No other
parameter arguments are standardized at the time of this writing.

To prevent cross-origin information leaks, toDataURL() does not work on <canvas> tags that
are not “origin-clean.” A canvas is not origin-clean if it has ever had an image drawn in it
(directly by drawImage() or indirectly through a CanvasPattern) that has a different origin than
the document that contains the canvas. Also, a canvas is not origin-clean if it has ever had
text drawn to it using a web font from a different origin.

CanvasGradient
a color gradient for use in a canvas

A CanvasGradient object represents a color gradient that can be assigned to both the
strokeStyle and fillStyle properties of a CanvasRenderingContext2D object. The create
LinearGradient() and createRadialGradient() methods of CanvasRenderingContext2D both
return CanvasGradient objects.

Once you have created a CanvasGradient object, use addColorStop() to specify what colors
should appear at what positions within the gradient. Between the positions you specify, colors
are interpolated to create a smooth gradient or fade. If you specify no color stops, the gradient
will be uniform transparent black.

Methods

void addColorStop(double offset, string color)

addColorStop() specifies fixed colors within a gradient. color is a CSS color string. offset is
a floating-point value in the range 0.0 to 1.0 that represents a fraction between the start and
end points of the gradient. An offset of 0 corresponds to the start point, and an offset of 1
corresponds to the end point.

If you specify two or more color stops, the gradient will smoothly interpolate colors between
the stops. Before the first stop, the gradient will display the color of the first stop. After the
last stop, the gradient will display the color of the last stop. If you specify only a single stop,
the gradient will be one solid color. If you specify no color stops, the gradient will be uniform
transparent black.

CanvasGradient
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CanvasPattern
an image-based pattern for use in a Canvas

A CanvasPattern object is an opaque object returned by the createPattern() method of a
CanvasRenderingContext2D object. A CanvasPattern object can be used as the value of the
strokeStyle and fillStyle properties of a CanvasRenderingContext2D object.

CanvasRenderingContext2D
the object used for drawing on a canvas

The CanvasRenderingContext2D object provides properties and methods for drawing two-
dimensional graphics. The following sections provide an overview. See §21.4, Canvas,
CanvasGradient, CanvasPattern, ImageData, and TextMetrics for further details.

Creating and rendering paths
A powerful feature of the canvas is its ability to build shapes up from basic drawing operations,
then either draw their outlines (stroke them) or paint their contents (fill them). The operations
accumulated are collectively referred to as the current path. A canvas maintains a single current
path.

In order to build a connected shape out of multiple segments, a joining point is needed be-
tween drawing operations. For this purpose, the canvas maintains a current position. The
canvas drawing operations implicitly use this as their start point and update it to what is
typically their end point. You can think of this like drawing with a pen on paper: when fin-
ishing a particular line or curve, the current position is where the pen rested after completing
the operation.

You can create a sequence of disconnected shapes in the current path that will be rendered
together with the same drawing parameters. To separate shapes, use the moveTo() method;
this moves the current position to a new location without adding a connecting line. When
you do this, you create a new subpath, which is the canvas term used for a collection of
operations that are connected.

The available path operations are lineTo() for drawing straight lines, rect() for drawing
rectangles, arc() and arcTo() for drawing partial circles, and bezierCurveTo() and quadratic
CurveTo() for drawing curves.

Once the path is complete, you can draw its outline with stroke(), paint its contents with
fill(), or do both.

In addition to stroking and filling, you can also use the current path to specify the clipping
region the canvas uses when rendering. Pixels inside this region are displayed; those outside
are not. The clipping region is cumulative; calling clip() intersects the current path with the
current clipping region to yield a new region.

If the segments in any of the subpaths do not form a closed shape, fill() and clip() opera-
tions implicitly close them for you by adding a virtual (not visible with a stroke) line segment

CanvasRenderingContext2D
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from the start to the end of the subpath. Optionally, you can call closePath() to explicitly
add this line segment.

To test whether a point is inside (or on the boundary of) the current path, use isPointIn
Path(). When a path intersects itself or consists of multiple overlapping subpaths, the defi-
nition of “inside” is based on the nonzero winding rule. If you draw a circle inside another
circle and both circles are drawn in the same direction, everything inside the larger circle is
considered inside the path. If, on the other hand, one circle is drawn clockwise and the other
counterclockwise, you have defined a donut shape and the interior of the smaller circle is
outside of the path. This same definition of insideness is used by the fill() and clip()
methods.

Colors, gradients, and patterns
When filling or stroking paths, you can specify how the lines or filled area are rendered using
the fillStyle and strokeStyle properties. Both accept CSS-style color strings, as well as
CanvasGradient and CanvasPattern objects that describe gradients and patterns. To create
a gradient, use the createLinearGradient() or createRadialGradient() methods. To create a
pattern, use createPattern().

To specify an opaque color using CSS notation, use a string of the form “#RRGGBB”, where
RR, GG, and BB are hexadecimal digits that specify the red, green, and blue components of
the color as values between 00 and FF. For example, bright red is “#FF0000”. To specify a
partially transparent color, use a string of the form “rgba(R,G,B,A)”. In this form, R, G, and
B specify the red, green, and blue components of the color as decimal integers between 0 and
255, and A specifies the alpha (opacity) component as a floating-point value between 0.0 (fully
transparent) and 1.0 (fully opaque). For example, half-transparent bright red is
“rgba(255,0,0,0.5)”.

Line width, line caps, and line joins
Canvas defines several properties that specify how lines are stroked. You can specify the width
of the line with the lineWidth property, how the end points of lines are drawn with the
lineCap property, and how lines are joined using the lineJoin property.

Drawing rectangles
You can outline and fill rectangles with strokeRect() and fillRect(). In addition, you can
clear the area defined by a rectangle with clearRect().

Drawing images
In the Canvas API, images are specified using Image objects that represent HTML <img> ele-
ments or offscreen images created with the Image() constructor. (See the Image reference page
for details.) A <canvas> element or <video> element can also be used as an image source.

You can draw an image into a canvas with the drawImage() method, which, in its most general
form, allows an arbitrary rectangular region of the source image to be scaled and rendered
into the canvas.

CanvasRenderingContext2D
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Drawing Text
The fillText() method draws text and the strokeText() method draws outlined text. The
font property specifies the font to use; the value of this property should be a CSS font speci-
fication string. The textAlign property specifies whether text is left-justified, centered, or
right-justified on the X coordinate you pass, and the textBaseline property specifies where
the text is drawn in relation to the Y coordinate you pass.

Coordinate space and transformations
By default, the coordinate space for a canvas has its origin at (0,0) in the upper left corner of
the canvas, with x values increasing to the right and y values increasing down. The width and
height attributes of the <canvas> tag specify the maximum X and Y coordinates, and a single
unit in this coordinate space normally translates to a single on-screen pixel.

You can define your own coordinate space and the coordinates you pass to the canvas drawing
methods will automatically be transformed. This is done with the translate(), scale(), and
rotate() methods, which affect the transformation matrix of the canvas. Because the coordi-
nate space can be transformed like this, the coordinates you pass to methods such as
lineTo() cannot be measured in pixels and the Canvas API uses floating-point numbers in-
stead of integers.

Shadows
CanvasRenderingContext2D can automatically add a drop shadow to anything you draw.
The color of the shadow is specified with shadowColor, and its offset is changed using
shadowOffsetX and shadowOffsetY. In addition, the amount of feathering applied to the shad-
ow’s edge can be set with shadowBlur.

Compositing
Usually, when you draw on a canvas, the newly drawn graphics appear on top of the previous
content of the canvas, partially or fully obscuring the old content, depending on the opacity
of the new graphics. The process of combining new pixels with old pixels is called “compo-
siting” and you can alter the way the canvas composites pixels by specifying different values
for the globalCompositeOperation property. For example, you can set this property so that
newly drawn graphics appear underneath the existing content.

The following table lists the allowed property values and their meanings. The word source in
the table refers to the pixels being drawn onto the canvas, and the word destination refers to
the existing pixels on the canvas. The word result refers to the pixels that result from the
combination of the source and destination. In the formulas, the letter S is the source pixel,
D is the destination pixel, R is the result pixel, αs is the alpha channel (the opacity) of the source
pixel, and αd is the alpha channel of the destination:

Value Formula Meaning

"copy" R = S Draws the source pixel, ignoring the destination pixel.

"destination-atop" R=(1-αd)S + αsD Draw the source pixel underneath the destination. If the source
is transparent, the result is also transparent.

CanvasRenderingContext2D
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Value Formula Meaning

"destination-in" R = αsD Multiply the destination pixel by the opacity of the source
pixel, but ignore the color of the source.

"destination-out" R = (1-αs)D The destination pixel is made transparent when the source is
opaque and is left unchanged when the source is transparent.
The color of the source pixel is ignored.

"destination-over" R = (1-αd)S + D The source pixel appears behind the destination pixel, show-
ing through based on the transparency of the destination.

"lighter" R = S + D The color components of the two pixels are simply added
together and clipped if the sum exceeds the maximum value.

"source-atop" R=αdS + (1-αs)D Draw the source pixel on top of the destination but multiply
it by the opacity of the destination. Don’t draw anything over
a transparent destination.

"source-in" R = αdS Draw the source pixel, but multiply it by the opacity of the
destination. The color of the destination is ignored. If the
destination is transparent, the result is transparent, too.

"source-out" R = (1-αd)S The result is the source pixel where the destination is trans-
parent and transparent pixels where the destination is opa-
que. The color of the destination is ignored.

"source-over" R = S + (1-αs)D The source pixel is drawn on top of the destination pixel. If the
source is translucent, the destination pixel contributes to the
result. This is the default value of the
globalCompositeOperation property.

"xor" R = (1-αd)S + (1-αs)D If the source is transparent, the result is the destination. If the
destination is transparent, the result is the source. If source
and destination are both transparent or both opaque, the
result is transparent.

Saving graphics state
The save() and restore() methods allow you to save and restore the state of a
CanvasRenderingContext2D object. save() pushes the current state onto a stack, and
restore() pops the most recently saved state off the top of the stack and sets the current
drawing state based on those stored values.

All properties of the CanvasRenderingContext2D object (except for the canvas property,
which is a constant) are part of the saved state. The transformation matrix and clipping region
are also part of the state, but the current path and current point are not.

Manipulating Pixels
The getImageData() method allows you to query the raw pixels of a canvas, and putImage
Data() allows you to set individual pixels. These can be useful if you want to implement image
processing operations in JavaScript.

CanvasRenderingContext2D
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Properties

readonly Canvas canvas
The Canvas element upon which this context will draw.

any fillStyle
The current color, pattern, or gradient used for filling paths. This property can be set to
a CSS color string or to a CanvasGradient or CanvasPattern object. The default fill style
is solid black.

string font
The font to be used by text-drawing methods, specified as a string, using the same syntax
as the CSS font attribute. The default is “10px sans-serif”. If the font string uses font size
units like “em” or “ex” or uses relative keywords like “larger”, “smaller”, “bolder”, or
“lighter”, these are interpreted relative to the computed style of the CSS font of the
<canvas> element.

double globalAlpha
Specifies additional transparency to be added to everything drawn on the canvas. The
alpha value of all pixels drawn on the canvas is multiplied by the value of this property.
The value must be a number between 0.0 (makes everything completely transparent) and
1.0 (the default: adds no additional transparency).

string globalCompositeOperation
This property specifies how source pixels being rendered onto the canvas are combined
(or “composited”) with the destination pixels that already exist in the canvas. This prop-
erty is typically only useful when you are working with partially transparent colors or
have set the globalAlpha property. The default value is "source-over". Other commonly
used values are “destination-over” and “copy”. See the table of legal values above. Note
that at the time of this writing, browsers have differing implementations of certain com-
positing modes: some composite locally and some composite globally. See §21.4.13 for
details.

string lineCap
The lineCap property specifies how lines should be terminated. It matters only when
drawing wide lines. Legal values for this property are listed in the following table. The
default value is “butt”.

Value Meaning

"butt" This default value specifies that the line should have no cap. The end of the line is straight and is perpendicular to
the direction of the line. The line is not extended beyond its endpoint.

"round" This value specifies that lines should be capped with a semicircle whose diameter is equal to the width of the line
and which extends beyond the end of the line by one half the width of the line.

"square" This value specifies that lines should be capped with a rectangle. This value is like “butt”, but the line is extended
by half of its width.

CanvasRenderingContext2D
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string lineJoin
When a path includes vertices where line segments and/or curves meet, the lineJoin
property specifies how those vertices are drawn. The effect of this property is apparent
only when drawing with wide lines.

The default value of the property is “miter”, which specifies that the outside edges of the
two line segments are extended until they intersect. When two lines meet at an acute
angle, mitered joins can become quite long. The miterLimit property places an upper
bound on the length of a miter. If a miter would exceed this limit, it is converted to a bevel.

The value “round” specifies that the outside edges of the vertex should be joined with a
filled arc whose diameter is equal to the width of the line. The value “bevel” specifies
that the outside edges of the vertex should be joined with a filled triangle.

double lineWidth
Specifies the line width for stroking (line drawing) operations. The default is 1. Lines are
centered over the path, with half of the line width on each side.

double miterLimit
When lines are drawn with the lineJoin property set to “miter” and two lines meet at an
acute angle, the resulting miter can be quite long. When miters are too long, they become
visually jarring. This miterLimit property places an upper bound on the length of the
miter. This property expresses a ratio of the miter length to half the line width. The default
value is 10, which means that a miter should never be longer than 5 times the line width.
If a miter formed by two lines would be longer than the maximum allowed by
miterLimit, those two lines will be joined with a bevel instead of a miter.

double shadowBlur
Specifies how much blur shadows should have. The default is 0, which produces crisp-
edged shadows. Larger values produce larger blurs, but note that the units are not meas-
ured in pixels and are not affected by the current transform.

string shadowColor
Specifies the color of shadows as a CSS color string. The default is transparent black.

double shadowOffsetX
double shadowOffsetY

Specify the horizontal and vertical offset of the shadows. Larger values make the shad-
owed object appear to float higher above the background. The default is 0. These values
are in coordinate space units and they are independent of the current transform.

any strokeStyle
Specifies the color, pattern, or gradient used for stroking (drawing) paths. This property
can be a CSS color string or a CanvasGradient or a CanvasPattern object.

string textAlign
Specifies the horizontal alignment of text and the meaning of the X coordinate passed to
fillText() and strokeText(). Legal values are “left”, “center”, “right”, “start”, and
“end”. The meaning of “start” and “end” depend on the dir (text direction) attribute of
the <canvas> tag. The default is “start”.
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string textBaseline
Specifies the vertical alignment of text and the meaning of the Y coordinate passed to
fillText() and strokeText(). Legal values are “top”, “middle”, “bottom”, “alphabetic”,
“hanging”, and “ideographic”. The default is “alphabetic”.

Methods

void arc(double x, y,radius, startAngle,endAngle, [boolean anticlockwise])

This method adds an arc to the current subpath of a canvas, using a center point and radius.
The first three arguments to this method specify the center and radius of a circle. The next
two arguments are angles that specify the start and end points of an arc along the circle. These
angles are measured in radians. The three o’clock position along the positive X axis is an angle
of 0, and angles increase in the clockwise direction. The final argument specifies whether the
arc is traversed counterclockwise (true) or clockwise (false or omitted) along the circle’s
circumference.

Invoking this method adds a straight line between the current point and the start point of the
arc and then adds the arc itself to the current path.

void arcTo(double x1, y1, x2, y2, radius)

This method adds a straight line and an arc to the current subpath and describes that arc in
a way that makes it particularly useful for adding rounded corners to polygons. The arguments
x1 and y1 specify a point P1, and the arguments x2 and y2 specify a point P2. The arc that is
added to the path is a portion of a circle with the specified radius. The arc has one point
tangent to the line from the current position to P1 and one point that is tangent to the line
from P1 to P2. The arc begins and ends at these two tangent points and is drawn in the
direction that connects those two points with the shortest arc. Before adding the arc to the
path, this method adds a straight line from the current point to the start point of the arc. After
calling this method, the current point is at the end point of the arc, which lies on the line
between P1 and P2.

Given a context object c, you can draw a 100x100 square with rounded corners (of varying
radii) with code like this:

c.beginPath();
c.moveTo(150, 100);          // Start in the middle of the top edge
c.arcTo(200,100,200,200,40); // Draw top edge and rounded upper right corner
c.arcTo(200,200,100,200,30); // Draw right edge and (less) rounded lower right
c.arcTo(100,200,100,100,20); // Draw bottom and rounded lower left corner
c.arcTo(100,100,200,100,10); // Draw left and rounded upper left corner
c.closePath();               // Back to the starting point.
c.stroke();                  // Draw the path

void beginPath()

beginPath() discards any currently defined path and begins a new one. There is no current
point after a call to beginPath().

When the context for a canvas is first created, beginPath() is implicitly called.
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void bezierCurveTo(double cp1x, cp1y,cp2x, cp2y, x, y)

bezierCurveTo() adds a cubic Bezier curve to the current subpath of a canvas. The start point
of the curve is the current point of the canvas, and the end point is (x,y). The two Bezier
control points (cpX1, cpY1) and (cpX2, cpY2) define the shape of the curve. When this method
returns, the current position is (x,y).

void clearRect(double x, y, width, height)

clearRect() fills the specified rectangle with transparent black. Unlike rect(), it does not
affect the current point or the current path.

void clip()

This method computes the intersection of the inside of the current path with the current
clipping region and uses that (smaller) region as the new clipping region. Note that there is
no way to enlarge the clipping region. If you want a temporary clipping region, you should
first call save() so that you can later restore() the original clipping region. The default clip-
ping region for a canvas is the canvas rectangle itself.

Like the fill() method, clip() treats all subpaths as closed and uses the nonzero winding
rule for distinguishing the inside of the path from the outside of the path.

void closePath()

If the current subpath of the canvas is open, closePath() closes it by adding a line connecting
the current point to the first point of the subpath. It then begins a new subpath (as if by calling
moveTo()) at that same point.

fill() and clip() treat all subpaths as if they had been closed, so you only need to call
closePath() explicitly if you want to stroke() a closed path.

ImageData createImageData(ImageData imagedata)

Returns a new ImageData object with the same dimensions as data.

ImageData createImageData(double w, double h)

Returns a new ImageData object with the specified width and height. All pixels within this
new ImageData object are initialized to transparent black (all color components and alpha
are 0).

The w and h arguments specify image dimensions in CSS pixels. Implementations are allowed
to map single CSS pixels to more than one underlying device pixel. The width and height
properties of the returned ImageData object specify the image dimensions in device pixels,
and these values may not match the w and h arguments.

CanvasGradient createLinearGradient(double x0, y0, x1, y1)

This method creates and returns a new CanvasGradient object that linearly interpolates colors
between the start point (x0,y0) and the end point (x1,y1). Note that this method does not
specify any colors for the gradient. Use the addColorStop() method of the returned object to
do that. To stroke lines or fill areas using a gradient, assign a CanvasGradient object to the
strokeStyle or fillStyle properties.
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CanvasPattern createPattern(Element image, string repetition)

This method creates and returns a CanvasPattern object that represents the pattern defined
by a tiled image. The image argument must be an <img>, <canvas>, or <video> element con-
taining the image to be used as the pattern. The repetition argument specifies how the image
is tiled. The possible values are:

Value Meaning

"repeat" Tile the image in both directions. This is the default.

"repeat-x" Tile the image in the X dimension only.

"repeat-y" Tile the image in the Y dimension only.

"no-repeat" Do not tile the image; use it a single time only.

To use a pattern for stroking lines or filling areas, use a CanvasPattern object as the value of
the strokeStyle or fillStyle properties.

CanvasGradient createRadialGradient(double x0, y0, r0, x1, y1, r1)

This method creates and returns a new CanvasGradient object that radially interpolates colors
between the circumferences of the two specified circles. Note that this method does not specify
any colors for the gradient. Use the addColorStop() method of the returned object to do that.
To stroke lines or fill areas using a gradient, assign a CanvasGradient object to the
strokeStyle or fillStyle properties.

Radial gradients are rendered by using the color at offset 0 for the circumference of the first
circle, the color at offset 1 for the second circle, and interpolated color values at circles between
the two.

void drawImage(Element image, double dx, dy, [dw, dh])

Copy the specified image (which must be an <img>, <canvas>, or <video> element) into the
canvas with its upper left corner at (dx,dy). If dw and dh are specified, the image is scaled so
that it is dw pixels wide and dh pixels high.

void drawImage(Element image, double sx, sy, sw, sh, dx, dy, dw, dh)

This version of the drawImage() method copies a source rectangle of the specified image into
a destination rectangle of the canvas. image must be an <img>, <canvas>, or <video> element.
(sx,sy) specifies the upper left corner of the source rectangle within that image and sw and
sh specify the width and height of the source rectangle. Note that these arguments are in CSS
pixels and are not subject to transformation. The remaining arguments specify the destination
rectangle into which the image should be copied: see the five-argument version of draw
Image() for details. Note that these destination rectangle arguments are transformed by the
current transformation matrix.

void fill()

fill() fills the current path with the color, gradient, or pattern specified by the fillStyle
property. Any subpaths that are not closed are filled as if the closePath() method had been
called on them. (Note, however, that this does not actually cause those subpaths to become
closed.)
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Filling a path does not clear the path. You can call stroke() after calling fill() without
redefining the path.

When the path intersects itself or when subpaths overlap, fill() canvas uses the nonzero
winding rule to determine which points are inside the path and which are outside. This means,
for example, that if your path defines a square inside of a circle and the square’s subpath winds
in the opposite direction of the circle’s path, the interior of the square will be outside of the
path and will not be filled.

void fillRect(double x, y, width, height)

fillRect() fills the specified rectangle with the color, gradient, or pattern specified by the
fillStyle property.

Unlike the rect() method, fillRect() has no effect on the current point or the current path.

void fillText(string text, double x, y, [double maxWidth])

fillText() draws text using the current font and fillStyle properties. The x and y arguments
specify where on the canvas the text should be drawn, but the interpretation of these argu-
ments depends on the textAlign and textBaseline properties, respectively.

If textAlign is left or is start (the default) for a canvas that uses left-to-right text (also the
default) or end for a canvas that uses right-to-left text, the text is drawn to the right of the
specified X coordinate. If textAlign is center, the text is horizontally centered around the
specified X coordinate. Otherwise (if textAlign is “right”, is “end” for left-to-right text, or is
“start” for right-to-left text), the text is drawn to the left of the specified X coordinate.

If textBaseline is “alphabetic” (the default), “bottom”, or “ideographic”, most of the glyphs
will appear above the specified Y coordinate. If textBaseline is “center”, the text will be
approximately vertically centered on the specified Y coordinate. And if textBaseline is “top”
or “hanging”, most of the glyphs will appear below the specified Y coordinate.

The optional maxwidth argument specifies a maximum width for the text. If the text would
be wider than maxWidth, the text will be drawn using a smaller or more condensed version of
the font instead.

ImageData getImageData(double sx, sy, sw, sh)

The arguments to this method are untransformed coordinates that specify a rectangular region
of the canvas. The method copies the pixel data from that region of the canvas into a new
ImageData object and returns that object. See ImageData for an explanation of how to access
the red, green, blue, and alpha components of the individual pixels.

The RGB color components of the returned pixels are not premultiplied by the alpha value.
If any portions of the requested rectangle lie outside the bounds of the canvas, the associated
pixels in the ImageData are set to transparent black (all zeros). If the implementation uses
more than one device pixel per CSS pixel, the width and height properties of the returned
ImageData object will be different from the sw and sh arguments.

Like Canvas.toDataURL(), this method is subject to a security check to prevent cross-origin
information leakage. getImageData() only returns an ImageData object if the underlying can-
vas is “origin-clean”; otherwise, it raises an exception. A canvas is not origin-clean if it has
ever had an image drawn in it (directly by drawImage() or indirectly through a CanvasPattern)
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that has a different origin than the document that contains the canvas. Also, a canvas is not
origin-clean if it has ever had text drawn to it using a web font from a different origin.

boolean isPointInPath(double x, y)

isPointInPath() returns true if the specified point falls within or on the edge of the current
path and returns false otherwise. The specified point is not transformed by the current trans-
formation matrix. x should be a value between 0 and canvas.width and y should be a value
between 0 and canvas.height.

The reason that isPointInPath() tests untransformed points is that it is designed for “hit-
testing”: determining whether a user’s mouse click (for example) is on top of the portion of
the canvas described by the path. In order to do hit-testing, mouse coordinates must first be
translated so that they are relative to the canvas rather than the window. If the canvas’s size
on the screen is different than the size declared by its width and height attributes (if
style.width and style.height have been set, for example), the mouse coordinates also have
to be scaled to match the canvas coordinates. The following function is designed for use as
an onclick handler of a <canvas> and performs the necessary transformation to convert mouse
coordinates to canvas coordinates:

// An onclick handler for a canvas tag.  Assumes a path is currently defined.
function hittest(event) {   
    var canvas = this;                 // Called in the context of the canvas
    var c = canvas.getContext("2d");   // Get drawing context of the canvas

    // Get the canvas size and position
    var bb = canvas.getBoundingClientRect(); 

    // Convert mouse event coordinates to canvas coordinates
    var x = (event.clientX-bb.left)*(canvas.width/bb.width);
    var y = (event.clientY-bb.top)*(canvas.height/bb.height);

    // Fill the path if the user clicked on it
    if (c.isPointInPath(x,y)) c.fill();
}

void lineTo(double x, double y)

lineTo() adds a straight line to the current subpath. The line begins at the current point and
ends at (x,y). When this method returns, the current position is (x,y).

TextMetrics measureText(string text)

measureText() measures the width that the specified text would occupy if drawn with the
current font and returns a TextMetrics object containing the results of the measurement. At
the time of this writing, the returned object has only a single width property, and the text
height and bounding box are not measured.

void moveTo(double x, double y)

moveTo() sets the current position to (x,y) and begins a new subpath with this as its first point.
If there was a previous subpath and it consisted of just one point, that empty subpath is
removed from the path.
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void putImageData(ImageData imagedata, double dx, dy, [sx, sy, sw, sh])

putImageData() copies a rectangular block of pixels from an ImageData object onto the canvas.
This is a low-level pixel copy operation: the globalCompositeOperation and globalAlpha at-
tribute are ignored, as are the clipping region, transformation matrix, and shadow-drawing
attributes.

The dx and dy arguments specify the destination point in the canvas. Pixels from data will be
copied to the canvas starting at that point. These arguments are not transformed by the current
transformation matrix.

The last four arguments specify a source rectangle within the ImageData. If specified, only
the pixels within that rectangle will be copied to the canvas. If these arguments are omitted,
all pixels in the ImageData will be copied. If these arguments specify a rectangle that exceeds
the bounds of the ImageData, the rectangle will be clipped to those bounds. Negative values
for sx and sy are allowed.

One use for ImageData objects is as a “backing store” for a canvas—saving a copy of the
canvas pixels in an ImageData (using getImageData()) allows you to draw temporarily on the
canvas and then restore it to its original state with putImageData().

void quadraticCurveTo(double cpx, cpy, x, y)

This method adds a quadratic Bezier curve segment to the current subpath. The curve starts
at the current point and ends at (x,y). The control point (cpX, cpY) specifies the shape of the
curve between these two points. (The mathematics of Bezier curves is beyond the scope of
this book, however.) When this method returns, the current position is (x,y). Also see the
bezierCurveTo() method.

void rect(double x, y, w, h)

This method adds a rectangle to the path. This rectangle is in a subpath of its own and is not
connected to any other subpaths in the path. When this method returns, the current position
is (x,y). A call to this method is equivalent to the following sequence of calls:

c.moveTo(x,y);
c.lineTo(x+w, y);
c.lineTo(x+w, y+h);
c.lineTo(x, y+h);
c.closePath();

void restore()

This method pops the stack of saved graphics states and restores the values of the Canvas-
RenderingContext2D properties, the clipping path, and the transformation matrix. See the
save() method for further information.

void rotate(double angle)

This method alters the current transformation matrix so that any subsequent drawing appears
rotated within the canvas by the specified angle. It does not rotate the <canvas> element itself.
Note that the angle is specified in radians. To convert degrees to radians, multiply by
Math.PI and divide by 180.
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void save()

save() pushes a copy of the current graphics state onto a stack of saved graphics states. This
allows you to temporarily change the graphics state, and then restore the previous values with
a call to restore().

The graphics state of a canvas includes all the properties of the CanvasRenderingContext2D
object (except for the read-only canvas property). It also includes the transformation matrix
that is the result of calls to rotate(), scale(), and translate(). Additionally, it includes the
clipping path, which is specified with the clip() method. Note, however, that the current
path and current position are not part of the graphics state and are not saved by this method.

void scale(double sx, double sy)

scale() adds a scale transformation to the current transformation matrix of the canvas. Scaling
is done with independent horizontal and vertical scaling factors. For example, passing the
values 2.0 and 0.5 causes subsequently drawn paths to be twice as wide and half as high as
they would otherwise have been. Specifying a negative value for sx causes X coordinates to
be flipped across the Y axis, and a negative value of sy causes Y coordinates to be flipped
across the X axis.

void setTransform(double a, b, c, d, e, f)

This method allows you to set the current transformation matrix directly rather than through
a series of calls to translate(), scale(), and rotate(). After calling this method, the new
transformation is:

x'   a c e   x   =  ax + cy + e
y' = b d f × y   =  bx + dy + f
1    0 0 1   1

void stroke()

The stroke() method draws the outline of the current path. The path defines the geometry
of the line that is produced, but the visual appearance of that line depends on the strokeStyle,
lineWidth, lineCap, lineJoin, and miterLimit properties.

The term stroke refers to a pen or brush stroke. It means “draw the outline of.” Contrast this
stroke() method with fill(), which fills the interior of a path rather than stroking the outline
of the path.

void strokeRect(double x, y, w, h)

This method draws the outline (but does not fill the interior) of a rectangle with the specified
position and size. Line color and line width are specified by the strokeStyle and lineWidth
properties. The appearance of the rectangle corners is specified by the lineJoin property.

Unlike the rect() method, strokeRect() has no effect on the current path or the current point.

void strokeText(string text, double x, y, [maxWidth])

strokeText() works just like fillText(), except that instead of filling the individual character
glyphs with fillStyle, it strokes the outline of each glyph using strokeStyle. strokeText()
produces interesting graphical effects when used at large font sizes, but fillText() is more
commonly used for actually drawing text.
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void transform(double a, b, c, d, e, f)

The arguments to this method specify the six nontrivial elements of a 3x3 affine transforma-
tion matrix T:

a c e
b d f
0 0 1

transform() sets the current transformation matrix to the product of the transformation ma-
trix and the T:

CTM' = CTM × T

Translations, scales, and rotations can be implemented in terms of this general-purpose
transform() method. For a translation, call transform(1,0,0,1,dx,dy). For a scale, call
transform(sx, 0, 0, sy, 0, 0). For a clockwise rotation around the origin by an angle x, use:

transform(cos(x),sin(x),-sin(x), cos(x), 0, 0)

For a shear by a factor of k parallel to the X axis, call transform(1,0,k,1,0,0). For a shear
parallel to the Y axis, call transform(1,k,0,1,0,0).

void translate(double x, double y)

translate() adds horizontal and vertical offsets to the transformation matrix of the canvas.
The arguments dx and dy are added to all points in any subsequently defined paths.

ClientRect
an element bounding box

A ClientRect object describes a rectangle, using Window or viewport coordinates. The get
BoundingClientRect() method of Element returns objects of this kind to describe the on-screen
bounding box of an element. ClientRect objects are x static: they do not change when the
element they describe changes.

Properties

readonly float bottom
The Y position, in viewport coordinates, of the bottom edge of the rectangle.

readonly float height
The height, in pixels, of the rectangle. In IE8 and before, this property is not defined; use
bottom-top instead.

readonly float left
The X position, in viewport coordinates, of the left edge of the rectangle.

readonly float right
The X position, in viewport coordinates, of the right edge of the rectangle.

readonly float top
The Y position, in viewport coordinates, of the top edge of the rectangle.

ClientRect
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readonly float width
The width, in pixels, of the rectangle. In IE8 and before, this property is not defined; use
right-left instead.

CloseEvent
specifies whether a WebSocket closed cleanly Event

When a WebSocket connection closes, a nonbubbling, noncancelable close event is fired on
the WebSocket object and an associated CloseEvent object is passed to any registered event
handlers.

Properties

readonly boolean wasClean
If the WebSocket connection closed in the controlled way specified by WebSocket pro-
tocol, with acknowledgment between client and server, the close is said to be clean, and
this property will be true. If this property is false, the WebSocket may have closed as
the result of a network error of some sort.

Comment
an HTML or XML comment Node

A Comment node represents a comment in an HTML or XML document. The content of the
comment (i.e., the text between <!-- and -->) is available through the data property or through
the nodeValue property inherited from Node. You can create a comment object
with Document.createComment().

Properties

string data
The text of the comment.

readonly unsigned long length
The number of characters in the comment.

Methods

void appendData(string data)
void deleteData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count)
void insertData(unsigned long offset, string data)
void replaceData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count, string data)
string substringData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count)

Comment nodes have most of the methods of a Text node, and those methods work as
they do on Text nodes. They are listed here, but see Text for documentation.

Comment
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Console
debugging output

Modern browsers (and older ones with debugger extensions, such as Firebug, installed) define
a global property console that refers to a Console object. The methods of this object define a
API for simple debugging tasks, such as logging messages to a console window (the console
may go by a name such as “Developer Tools” or “Web Inspector”).

There is no formal standard that defines the Console API, but the Firebug debugger extension
for Firefox has established a de facto standard and browser vendors seem to be implementing
the Firebug API, which is documented here. Support for the basic console.log() function is
nearly universal, but the other functions may not be as well supported in all browsers.

Note that in some older browsers, the console property is only defined when the console
window is open, and running scripts that use the Console API without the console open will
cause errors.

See also ConsoleCommandLine.

Methods

void assert(any expression, string message)

Display an error message on the console if expression is false or a falsy value like null,
undefined, 0, or the empty string.

void count([string title])

Display the specified title string along with a count of the number of times that this method
has been called with that string.

void debug(any message...)

Like console.log(), but mark the output as debugging information.

void dir(any object)

Display the JavaScript object on the console in a way that allows the developer to examine
its properties or elements and interactively explore nested objects or arrays.

void dirxml(any node)

Display XML or HTML markup for the document node in the console.

void error(any message...)

Like console.log(), but mark the output as an error.

void group(any message...)

Display message in the same way that log() does, but display it as the title of a collapsible
group of debug messages. All subsequent console output will be formatted as part of this
group until a corresponding call to groupEnd() occurs.

void groupCollapsed(any message...)

Begin a new group of messages, but start it in its collapsed state, so that subsequent debugging
output is hidden by default.

Console
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void groupEnd()

End the debugging output group most recently started with group() or groupCollapsed().

void info(any message...)

Like console.log(), but mark the output as an informative message.

void log(string format, any message...)

This method displays its arguments in the console. In the simplest case, when format does
not contain any % characters, it simply converts its arguments to strings and displays them
with spaces in between. When an object is passed to this method, the string that is displayed
in the console will be clickable to view the contents of the object.

For more complex log messages, this method supports a simple subset of the C language
printf() formatting capabilities. The message arguments will be interpolated into the
format argument in place of the character sequences “%s”, “%d”, “%i”, “%f”, and “%o”, and
then the formatted string will be displayed in the console (followed by any unused message
arguments). Arguments that replace “%s” are formatted as strings. Those that replace “%d”
or “%i” are formatted as integers. Those that replace “%f” are formatted as floating-point
numbers, and those that replace “%o” are formatted as clickable objects.

void profile([string title])

Start the JavaScript profiler, and display title at the start of its report.

void profileEnd()

Stop the profiler and display its code profiling report.

void time(string name)

Start a timer with the specified name.

void timeEnd(string name)

End the timer with the specified name, and display the name and the time elapsed since the
corresponding call to time()

void trace()

Display a stack trace.

void warn(any message...)

Like console.log(), but mark the output as a warning.

ConsoleCommandLine
global utilities for the console window

Most web browsers support a JavaScript console (which may be known by a name like “De-
veloper Tools” or “Web Inspector”) that allows you to enter individual lines of JavaScript
code. In addition to the normal global variables and functions of client-side JavaScript, the
console command line typically supports the useful properties and functions described here.
See also the Console API.
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Properties

readonly Element $0
The document element most recently selected via some other feature of the debugger.

readonly Element $1
The document element selected before $0.

Methods

void cd(Window frame)

When a document includes nested frames, the cd() function allows you to switch global
objects and execute subsequent commands in the scope of the specified frame.

void clear()

Clear the console window.

void dir(object o)

Display the properties or elements of o. Like Console.dir().

void dirxml(Element elt)

Display an XML or HTML-based representation of elt. Like Console.dirxml().

Element $(string id)

A shortcut for document.getElementById().

NodeList $$(string selector)

Return an array-like object of all elements matching the specified CSS selector. This is a
shortcut for document.querySelectorAll(). In some consoles, it returns a true array rather than
a NodeList.

void inspect(any object, [string tabname])

Display the object, possibly switching from the console to a different tab of the debugger.
The second argument is an optional hint about how you would like the object displayed.
Supported values may include “html”, “css”, “script”, and “dom”.

string[] keys(any object)

Returns an array of the property names for object.

void monitorEvents(Element object, [string type])

Log events of the specified type dispatched to object. Values for type include “mouse”, “key”,
“text”, “load”, “form”, “drag”, and “contextmenu”. If type is omitted, all events on object
are logged.

void profile(string title)

Begin code profiling. See Console.profile().

void profileEnd()

End profiling. See Console.profileEnd().
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void unmonitorEvents(Element object, [string type])

Stop monitoring type events on object.

any[] values(any object)

Returns an array of the property values for object.

CSS2Properties
see CSSStyleDeclaration

CSSRule
a rule in a CSS stylesheet

Description
A CSSRule object represents a rule in a CSSStyleSheet: it represents style information to be
applied to a specific set of document elements. selectorText is the string representation of
the element selector for this rule, and style is a CSSStyleDeclaration object that represents
the set of style attributes and values to apply to the selected elements.

The CSS Object Model specification actually defines a hierarchy of CSSRule subtypes to rep-
resent different kinds of rules that can appear in a CSS stylesheet. The properties listed here
are properties of the generic CSSRule type and of its CSSStyleRule subtype. Style rules are the
most common and most important types of rules in a stylesheet, and the ones you are most
likely to script.

In IE8 and before, CSSRule objects support only the selectorText and style properties.

Constants

unsigned short STYLE_RULE = 1
unsigned short IMPORT_RULE = 3
unsigned short MEDIA_RULE = 4
unsigned short FONT_FACE_RULE = 5
unsigned short PAGE_RULE = 6
unsigned short NAMESPACE_RULE = 10

These are the possible values of the type property below and they specify what kind of
rule it is. If type is anything other than 1, the CSSRule object will have other properties
that are not documented here.

Properties

string cssText
The complete text of this CSS rule.

readonly CSSRule parentRule
The rule, if any, within which this rule is contained.

CSSRule
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readonly CSSStyleSheet parentStyleSheet
The stylesheet within which this rule is contained.

string selectorText
When type is STYLE_RULE, this property holds the selector text that specifies the document
elements this style rule applies to.

readonly CSSStyleDeclaration style
When type is STYLE_RULE, this property specifies the styles that should be applied to
elements specified by selectorText. Note that while the style property itself is read-only,
the properties of the CSSStyleDeclaration object to which it refers are read/write.

readonly unsigned short type
The type of this rule. The value will be one of the constants defined above.

CSSStyleDeclaration
a set of CSS attributes and their values

A CSSStyleDeclaration object represents a set of CSS style attributes and their values, and it
allows those style values to be queried and set using JavaScript property names that are similar
to CSS property names. The style property of an HTMLElement is a read/write CSSStyle-
Declaration object, as is the style property of a CSSRule object. The return value of
Window.getComputedStyle(), however, is a CSSStyleDeclaration object whose properties are
read-only.

A CSSStyleDeclaration object makes CSS style attributes available through JavaScript prop-
erties. The names of these JavaScript properties correspond closely to the CSS attribute names,
with minor changes required to avoid syntax errors in JavaScript. Multiword attributes that
contain hyphens, such as “font-family”, are written without hyphens in JavaScript, with each
word after the first capitalized: fontFamily. Also, the “float” attribute conflicts with the re-
served word float, so it translates to the property cssFloat. Note that you can use unmodified
CSS attribute names if you use strings and square brackets to access the properties.

Properties
In addition to the properties described above, a CSSStyleDeclaration has two additional
properties:

string cssText
The textual representation of a set of style attributes and their values. The text is for-
matted as in a CSS stylesheet, minus the element selector and the curly braces that
surround the attributes and values.

readonly unsigned long length
The number of attribute/value pairs contained in this CSSStyleDeclaration. A CSSStyle-
Declaration object is also an array-like object whose elements are the names of the CSS
style attributes that are declared.
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CSSStyleSheet
a CSS stylesheet

This interface represents a CSS stylesheet. It has properties and methods for disabling the
stylesheet, and for querying, inserting, and removing CSSRule style rules. The CSSStyleSheet
objects that apply to a document are members of the styleSheets[] array of the Document
object and may also be available through the sheet property of the <style> or <link> element
that defines or links to the stylesheet.

In IE8 and before, use the rules[] array instead of cssRules[], and use addRule() and
removeRule() instead of the DOM standard insertRule() and deleteRule().

Properties

readonly CSSRule[] cssRules
A read-only, array-like object holding the CSSRule objects that compose the stylesheet.
In IE, use the rules property instead.

boolean disabled
If true, the stylesheet is disabled and is not applied to the document. If false, the style-
sheet is enabled and is applied to the document.

readonly string href
The URL of a stylesheet that is linked to the document, or null for inline stylesheets.

readonly string media
A list of media to which this stylesheet applies. You can query and set this property as a
single string, or treat it as an array-like object of media types with appendMedium() and
deleteMedium() methods. (Formally, the value of this property is a MediaList object, but
that type is not covered in this reference.)

readonly Node ownerNode
The document element that “owns” this stylesheet, or null if there isn’t one. See Link
and Style.

readonly CSSRule ownerRule
The CSSRule (from a parent stylesheet) that caused this stylesheet to be included, or
null if this stylesheet was included in some other way. (Note that the entry for CSSRule
in this reference only documents style rules, not @import rules.)

readonly CSSStyleSheet parentStyleSheet
The stylesheet that included this one, or null if this stylesheet was included directly in
the document.

readonly string title
The title of the stylesheet, if specified. A title can be specified by the title attribute of a
<style> or <link> element that refers to the stylesheet.

readonly string type
The MIME type of this stylesheet. CSS stylesheets have a type of “text/css”.
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Methods

void deleteRule(unsigned long index)
This method deletes the rule at the specified index from the cssRules array. In IE8 and
before, use the equivalent method removeRule() instead.

unsigned long insertRule(string rule, unsigned long index)
This method inserts (or appends) a new CSS rule (a single string that specifies selector
and styles within curly braces) at the specified index of the cssRules array of this style-
sheet. In IE8 and before, use addRule() instead, and pass the selector string and the styles
string (without curly braces) as two separate arguments, passing the index as the third
argument.

DataTransfer
a transfer of data via drag-and-drop

When the user performs a drag-and-drop operation, a sequence of events is fired on the drag
source or the drop target (or both, if they are both in a browser window). These events are
accompanied by an event object whose dataTransfer property (see Event) refers to a Data-
Transfer object. The DataTransfer object is the central object for any drag-and-drop opera-
tion: the drag source stores the data to be transferred in it, and the drop target extracts the
transferred data from it. In addition, the DataTransfer object manages a negotiation between
the drag source and drop target about whether the drag-and-drop should be a copy, move,
or link operation.

The API described here was created by Microsoft for IE, and it has been at least partially
implemented by other browsers. HTML5 standardizes the basic IE API. As this book goes to
press, HTML5 has defined a new version of the API that defines the items property as an
array-like object of DataTransferItem objects. This is an appealing and rational API, but since
no browsers yet implement it, it is not documented here. Instead, this page documents the
features that (mostly) work in current browsers. See §17.7 for further discussion of this quirky
API.

Properties

string dropEffect
This property specifies the type of data transfer this object represents. It must have one
of the values “none”, “copy”, “move”, or “link”. Typically, the drop target will set this
property from a dragenter or dragover event. The value of this property may also be
affected by the modifier keys that the user holds down while performing the drag, but
that is platform-dependent.

string effectAllowed
This property specifies what combination of copy, move, and link transfers are allowed
for this drag-and-drop operation. It is typically set by the drag source in response to the
dragstart event. Legal values are “none”, “copy”, “copyLink”, “copyMove”, “link”,
“linkMove”, “move”, and “all”. (As a mnemonic, note that in the values that specify two
operations, the operation names always appear in alphabetical order.)
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readonly File[] files
If the data being dragged is one or more files, this property will be set to an array or array-
like object of File objects.

readonly string[] types
This is an array-like object of strings that specify the MIME types of the data that has
been stored in this DataTransfer object (with setData() if the drag source is within the
browser or by some other mechanism if the drag source is outside of the browser). The
array-like object that holds the types is supposed to have a contains() method for testing
whether a specific string is present. Some browsers just make this a true array, however,
and in that case, you can use the indexOf() method instead.

Methods

void addElement(Element element)

This method tells the browser to use element when creating the visual effect that the user sees
while dragging. This method is generally called by the drag source, and it may not be imple-
mented or have any effect in all browsers.

void clearData([string format])

Removes any data in the specified format that was previously set with setData().

string getData(string format)

Return the transferred data in the specified format. If format is equal (ignoring case) to “text”,
use “text/plain” instead. And if it is equal (ignoring case) to “url”, use “text/uri-list” instead.
This method is called by the drop target in response to the drop event at the end of a drag-
and-drop operation.

void setData(string format, string data)

Specify the data to be transferred, and the MIME type format of that data. The drag source
calls this method in response to a dragstart event at the beginning of a drag-and-drop opera-
tion. It cannot be called from any other event handler. If the drag source can make its data
available in more than one format, it can call this method multiple times to register values for
each supported format.

void setDragImage(Element image, long x, long y)

This method specifies an image (typically an <img> element) that should be displayed to the
user as a visual representation of the value being dragged. The x and y coordinates give mouse
pointer offsets within the image. This method can only be called by the drag source in response
to the dragstart event.

DataView
read and write values from an ArrayBuffer ArrayBufferView

A DataView is an ArrayBufferView that wraps an ArrayBuffer (or a region of an array buffer)
and defines methods for reading and writing 1-, 2-, and 4-byte signed and unsigned integers
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and 4- and 8-byte floating-point numbers from or into the buffer. The methods support both
big-endian and little-endian byte orders. See also TypedArray.

Constructor
new DataView(ArrayBuffer buffer, 
             [unsigned long byteOffset], [unsigned long byteLength])

This constructor creates a new DataView object that allows read and write access to the bytes
in buffer or a region of buffer. With one argument, it creates a view of the entire buffer. With
two arguments, it creates a view that extends from byte number byteOffset to the end of the
buffer. And with three arguments, it creates a view of the byteLength bytes starting at byte
Offset.

Methods
Each of these method reads a numeric value from, or writes a numeric value into, the under-
lying ArrayBuffer. The method name specifies the type that is read or written. All methods
that read or write more than one byte accept an optional final littleEndian argument. If this
argument is omitted, or is false, big-endian byte ordering is used, with the most significant
bytes being read or written first. If the argument is true, however, little-endian byte ordering
is used.

float getFloat32(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 4 bytes starting at byteOffset as a floating-point number and return that number.

double getFloat64(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 8 bytes starting at byteOffset as a floating-point number and return that number.

short getInt16(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 2 bytes starting at byteOffset as a signed integer number and return that number.

long getInt32(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 4 bytes starting at byteOffset as a signed integer number and return that number.

byte getInt8(unsigned long byteOffset)

Interpret the byte at byteOffset as a signed integer number and return that number.

unsigned short getUint16(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 2 bytes starting at byteOffset as an unsigned integer number and return that
number.

unsigned long getUint32(unsigned long byteOffset, [boolean littleEndian])

Interpret the 4 bytes starting at byteOffset as an unsigned integer number and return that
number.

unsigned byte getUint8(unsigned long byteOffset)

Interpret the byte at byteOffset as an unsigned integer number and return that number.

void setFloat32(unsigned long byteOffset, float value, [boolean littleEndian])

Convert value to a 4-byte floating-point representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.
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void setFloat64(unsigned long byteOffset, double value, [boolean littleEndian])

Convert value to an 8-byte floating-point representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.

void setInt16(unsigned long byteOffset, short value, [boolean littleEndian])

Convert value to a 2-byte integer representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.

void setInt32(unsigned long byteOffset, long value, [boolean littleEndian])

Convert value to a 4-byte integer representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.

void setInt8(unsigned long byteOffset, byte value)

Convert value to a 1-byte integer representation and write that byte at byteOffset.

void setUint16(unsigned long byteOffset,unsigned short value,[boolean little
Endian])

Convert value to a 2-byte unsigned integer representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.

void setUint32(unsigned long byteOffset, unsigned long value, [boolean littleEndian])

Convert value to a 4-byte unsigned integer representation and write those bytes at byteOffset.

void setUint8(unsigned long byteOffset, octet value)

Convert value to a 1-byte unsigned integer representation and write that byte at byteOffset.

Document
an HTML or XML document Node

A Document object is a Node that serves as the root of a document tree.
The documentElement property is the root Element of the document. A Document node may
have other children (such as Comment and DocumentType nodes), but it has only one Ele-
ment child that holds all the content of the document.

You most commonly obtain a Document object via the document property of a Window.
Document objects are also available through the contentDocument property of IFrame elements
or the ownerDocument property of any Node.

Most of the properties of a Document object provide access to elements of the document or
to other important objects associated with the document. A number of Document methods
do the same thing: provide a way to look up elements within the document tree. Many other
Document methods are “factory methods” that create elements and related objects.

Documents, like the Elements they contain, are event targets. They implement the methods
defined by EventTarget, and they also support quite a few event handler properties.

You can create new Document objects by using the createDocument()
and createHTMLDocument() methods of the DOMImplementation:

document.implementation.createHTMLDocument("New Doc");
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It is also possible to load an HTML or XML file from the network and parse it into a Document
object. See the responseXML property of the XMLHttpRequest object.

The reference entry for HTMLDocument, which appeared in previous versions of this book,
has been merged into this page. Note that some of the properties, methods, and event handlers
described here are HTML-specific and will not work for XML documents.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, you can also use the value of the name attribute of
<iframe>, <form>, and <img> elements as document properties. The value of these properties
is the named Element or a NodeList of such elements. For named <iframe> elements, however,
the property refers to the Window object of the <iframe>. See §15.2.2 for details.

readonly Element activeElement
The document element that currently has the keyboard focus.

Element body
For HTML documents, this element refers to the <body> Element. (For documents that
define framesets, this property refers to the outermost <frameset> instead.)

readonly string characterSet
The character encoding of this document.

string charset
The character encoding of this document. This is like characterSet, but you can set it to
change the encoding.

readonly string compatMode
This property is the string “BackCompat” if the document is being rendered in CSS
“quirks mode” for backward compatibility with very old browsers. Otherwise, this prop-
erty is “CSS1Compat”.

string cookie
This property allows you to read, create, modify, and delete the cookie or cookies that
apply to the current document. A cookie is a small amount of named data stored by the
web browser. It gives web browsers a “memory” so they can use data input on one page
in another page or recall user preferences across web browsing sessions. Cookie data is
automatically transmitted between web browser and web server when appropriate so
server-side scripts can read and write cookie values. Client-side JavaScript code can also
read and write cookies with this property. Note that this is a read/write property but the
value you read from it is not, in general, the same as the value you write. See §20.2 for
details.

readonly string defaultCharset
The browser’s default character set.

readonly Window defaultView
The web browser Window object in which this document is displayed.
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string designMode
If this property is “on”, the entire document is editable. If it is “off”, the entire document
is not editable. (But elements with their contenteditable property set may still be editable,
of course.) See §15.10.4.

string dir
For HTML documents, this property mirrors the dir attribute of the <html> element. It
is the same, therefore, as documentElement.dir.

readonly DocumentType doctype
The DocumentType node that represents the document’s <!DOCTYPE>.

readonly Element documentElement
The root element of the document. For HTML documents, this property is always the
Element object representing the <html> tag. This root element is also available through
the childNodes[] array inherited from Node, but it is not generally the first element of
that array. See also the body property.

string domain
The hostname of the server from which the document was loaded, or null if there is none.
You can set this property to a suffix of itself in order to relax the same-origin policy and
grant access to documents served from related domains. See §13.6.2.1 for details.

readonly HTMLCollection embeds
An array-like object of <embed> elements in the document.

readonly HTMLCollection forms
An array-like object of all Form elements in the document.

readonly Element head
For HTML documents, this property refers to the <head> element.

readonly HTMLCollection images
An array-like object of all Image elements in the document.

readonly DOMImplementation implementation
The DOMImplementation object for this document.

readonly string lastModified
Specifies the date and time of the most recent modification to the document. This value
comes from the Last-Modified HTTP header that is optionally sent by the web server.

readonly HTMLCollection links
An array-like object of all hyperlinks in the document. This HTMLCollection contains
all <a> and <area> elements that have href attributes, and does not include <link> ele-
ments. See Link.

readonly Location location
A synonym for Window.location.

readonly HTMLCollection plugins
A synonym for the embeds property.
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readonly string readyState
This property is the string “loading” if the document is still loading and “complete” if it
is fully loaded. The browser fires a readystatechange event at the Document when this
property changes to “complete”.

readonly string referrer
The URL of the document that linked to this document, or null if this document was
not accessed through a hyperlink or if the web server did not report the referring docu-
ment. This property allows client-side JavaScript to access the HTTP referer header.
Note the spelling difference, however: the HTTP header has three r’s, and the JavaScript
property has four r’s.

readonly HTMLCollection scripts
An array-like object of all the <script> elements in the document.

readonly CSSStyleSheet[] styleSheets
A collection of objects representing all stylesheets embedded in or linked into a docu-
ment. In HTML documents, this includes stylesheets defined with <link> and <style>
tags.

string title
The plain-text content of the <title> tag for this document.

readonly string URL
The URL from which the document was loaded. This value is often the same as the
location.href property, but if a script changes the fragment identifier (the
location.hash property), the location property and the URL property will no longer refer
to the same URL. Don’t confuse Document.URL with Window.URL.

Methods

Node adoptNode(Node node)

This method removes node from whatever document it is currently part of and changes its
ownerDocument property to this document, making it ready for insertion into this document.
Contrast this with importNode(), which copies a node from another document without re-
moving it.

void close()

Closes a document stream opened with the open() method, forcing any buffered output to be
displayed.

Comment createComment(string data)

Create and return a new Comment node with the specified content.

DocumentFragment createDocumentFragment()

Create and return a new, empty DocumentFragment node.
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Element createElement(string localName)

Create and return a new, empty Element node with the specified tag name. In HTML docu-
ments, the tag name is converted to uppercase.

Element createElementNS(string namespace, string qualifiedName)

Create and return a new, empty, Element node. The first argument specifies the namespace
URI for the element, and the second argument specifies the namespace prefix, a colon, and
the tag name of the element.

Event createEvent(string eventInterface)

Create and return an uninitialized synthetic Event object. The argument must specify the type
of event, and the argument should be a string such as “Event”, “UIEvent”, “MouseEvent”,
“MessageEvent”, or so on. After creating an Event object, you can initialize its read-only
properties by calling an appropriate event-initialization method on it, such as initEvent(),
initUIEvent(), initMouseEvent(), or so on. Most of these event-specific initialization methods
are not covered in this book, but see Event.initEvent() for the simplest one. When you have
created and initialized an synthetic event object, you can dispatch it using the dispatchE
vent() method of EventTarget. Synthetic events will always have an isTrusted property of
false.

ProcessingInstruction createProcessingInstruction(string target, string data)

Creates and returns a new ProcessingInstruction node with the specified target and data string.

Text createTextNode(string data)

Creates and returns a new Text node to represent the specified text.

Element elementFromPoint(float x, float y)

Return the most deeply nested Element at window coordinates (x, y).

boolean execCommand(string commandId, [boolean showUI, [string value]])

Execute the editing command named by the commandId argument in whatever editable element
has the insertion cursor. HTML5 defines the following commands:

bold              insertLineBreak          selectAll
createLink        insertOrderedList        subscript
delete            insertUnorderedList      superscript
formatBlock       insertParagraph          undo
forwardDelete     insertText               unlink
insertImage       italic                   unselect
insertHTML        redo

Some of these commands (such as “createLink”) require an argument value. If the second
argument to execCommand() is false, the third argument gives the argument that the command
is to use. Otherwise, the browser will prompt the user for the necessary value. See §15.10.4
for more on execCommand().
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Element getElementById(string elementId)

This method searches the document for an Element node with an id attribute whose value is
elementId and returns that Element. If no such Element is found, it returns null. The value
of the id attribute is intended to be unique within a document, but if this method finds more
than one Element with the specified elementId, it returns the first. This is an important and
commonly used method because it provides a simple way to obtain the Element object that
represents a specific document element. Note that the name of this method ends with “Id”,
not with “ID”.

NodeList getElementsByClassName(string classNames)

Returns an array-like object of elements that have a class attribute that includes all of the
specified classNames. classNames may be a single class or a space-separated list of classes. The
returned NodeList object is live and is automatically updated as the document changes. The
elements in the returned NodeList appear in the same order as they appear in the document.
Note that this method is also defined on Element.

NodeList getElementsByName(string elementName)

This method returns a live, read-only, array-like object of Elements that have a name attribute
whose value is elementName. If there are no matching elements, it returns a NodeList with
length 0.

NodeList getElementsByTagName(string qualifiedName)

This method returns a read-only array-like object that contains all Element nodes from the
document that have the specified tag name, in the order in which they appear in the document
source. The NodeList is “live”—its contents are automatically updated as necessary when the
document changes. For HTML elements, tag name comparison is case-insensitive. As a special
case, the tag name “*” matches all elements in a document.

Note that the Element interface defines a method by the same name that searches only a
subtree of the document.

NodeList getElementsByTagNameNS(string namespace, string localName)

This method works like getElementsByTagName(), but it specifies the desired tag name as a
combination of namespace URI and local name within that namespace.

boolean hasFocus()

This method returns true if this document’s Window has the keyboard focus (and, if that
window is not a top-level window, all of its ancestors are focused).

Node importNode(Node node, boolean deep)

This method is passed a node defined in another document and returns a copy of the node
that is suitable for insertion into this document. If deep is true, all descendants of the node
are also copied. The original node and its descendants are not modified in any way. The
returned copy has its ownerDocument property set to this document but has a parentNode of
null because it has not yet been inserted into the document. Event-listener functions registered
on the original node or tree are not copied. See also adoptNode().
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Window open(string url, string name, string features, [boolean replace])

When the open() method of a document is invoked with three or more arguments, it acts just
like the open() method of the Window object. See Window.

Document open([string type], [string replace])

With two or fewer arguments, this method erases the current document and begins a new
one (using the existing Document object, which is the return value). After calling open(), you
can use the write() and writeln() methods to stream content to the document and close()
to end the document and force its new content to be displayed. See §15.10.2 for details.

The new document will be an HTML document if type is omitted or is “text/html”. Otherwise,
it will be a plain text document. If the replace argument is true, the new document replaces
the old one in the browsing history.

This method should not be called by a script or event handler that is part of the document
being overwritten, because the script or handler will itself be overwritten.

boolean queryCommandEnabled(string commandId)

Returns true if it is currently meaningful to pass commandId to execCommand() and false other-
wise. The “undo” command, for example, is not enabled if there is nothing to undo. See
§15.10.4.

boolean queryCommandIndeterm(string commandId)

Returns true if commandId is in an indeterminate state for which queryCommandState() cannot
return a meaningful value. Commands defined by HTML5 are never indeterminate, but
browser-specific commands might be. See §15.10.4.

boolean queryCommandState(string commandId)

Return the state of the specified commandId. Some editing commands, such as “bold” and
“italic,” have a state true if the cursor or selection is in italic and false if it is not. Most
commands are stateless, however, and this method always returns false for those. See
§15.10.4.

boolean queryCommandSupported(string commandId)

Returns true if the browser supports the specified command and false otherwise. See
§15.10.4.

string queryCommandValue(string commandId)

Returns the state of the specified command as a string. See §15.10.4.

Element querySelector(string selectors)

Returns the first element in this document that matches the specified CSS selectors (this may
be a single CSS selector or a comma-separated group of selectors).
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NodeList querySelectorAll(string selectors)

Returns an array-like object containing all Elements in this Document that match the specified
selectors (this may be a single CSS selector or a comma-separated group of selectors). Unlike
the NodeLists returned by getElementsByTagName() and similar methods, the NodeList re-
turned by this method is not live: it is just a static snapshot of the elements that matched when
the method was called.

void write(string text...)

This method appends its arguments to the document. You can use this method while the
document is loading to insert content at the location of the <script> tag, or you can use it
after calling the open() method. See §15.10.2 for details.

void writeln(string text...)

This method is like HTMLDocument.write(), except that it follows the appended text with a
newline character, which may be useful when writing the content of a <pre> tag, for example.

Events
Browsers do not fire many events directly at Document objects, but Element events do bubble
up to the Document that contains them. Therefore, Document objects support all of the event
handler properties listed in Element. Like Elements, Document objects implement the
EventTarget methods.

Browsers do fire two document readiness events at the Document object. When the ready
State property changes, the browser fires a readystatechange event. You can register a handler
for this event with the onreadystatechange property. The browser also fires a
DOMContentLoaded event (see §17.4) when the document tree is ready (but before external
resources have finished loading). You must use an EventTarget method to register a handler
for those events, however, since there is an onDOMContentLoaded property.

DocumentFragment
adjacent nodes and their subtrees Node

The DocumentFragment interface represents a portion—or fragment—of a document. More
specifically, it is a list of adjacent nodes and all descendants of each, but without any common
parent node. DocumentFragment nodes are never part of a document tree, and the inherited
parentNode property is always null. DocumentFragment nodes exhibit a special behavior that
makes them quite useful, however: when a request is made to insert a DocumentFragment
into a document tree, it is not the DocumentFragment node itself that is inserted but instead
each child of the DocumentFragment. This makes DocumentFragment useful as a temporary
placeholder for nodes that you wish to insert, all at once, into a document.

You can create a new, empty DocumentFragment with Document.createDocumentFragment().

You can search for elements in a DocumentFragment with querySelector() and
querySelectorAll(), which work just like the same methods of the Document object.
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Methods

Element querySelector(string selectors)

See Document.querySelector().

NodeList querySelectorAll(string selectors)

See Document.querySelectorAll().

DocumentType
the <!DOCTYPE> declaration of a document Node

This infrequently used type represents the <!DOCTYPE> declaration of a document. The
doctype property of a Document holds the DocumentType node for that document. Docu-
mentType nodes are immutable and cannot be modified in any way.

DocumentType nodes are used to create new Document objects with DOMImplementa
tion.createDocument(). You can create new DocumentType objects with DOMImplementa
tion.createDocumentType().

Properties

readonly string name
The name of the document type. This identifier immediately follows <!DOCTYPE> at the
start of a document, and it is the same as the tag name of the document’s root element.
For HTML documents, this will be “html”.

readonly string publicId
The public identifier of the DTD, or the empty string if none was specified.

readonly string systemId
The system identifier of the DTD, or the empty string if none was specified.

DOMException
an exception thrown by a Web API

Most client-side JavaScript APIs throw DOMException objects when they need to signal an
error. The code and name properties of the object provide more details about the error. Note
that a DOMException can be thrown when reading or writing a property of an object as well
as when calling a method of an object.

DOMException is not a subclass of the core JavaScript Error type, but it functions like one,
and some browsers include a message property for compatibility with Error.
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Constants

unsigned short INDEX_SIZE_ERR = 1
unsigned short HIERARCHY_REQUEST_ERR = 3
unsigned short WRONG_DOCUMENT_ERR = 4
unsigned short INVALID_CHARACTER_ERR = 5
unsigned short NO_MODIFICATION_ALLOWED_ERR = 7
unsigned short NOT_FOUND_ERR = 8
unsigned short NOT_SUPPORTED_ERR = 9
unsigned short INVALID_STATE_ERR = 11
unsigned short SYNTAX_ERR = 12
unsigned short INVALID_MODIFICATION_ERR = 13
unsigned short NAMESPACE_ERR = 14
unsigned short INVALID_ACCESS_ERR = 15
unsigned short TYPE_MISMATCH_ERR = 17
unsigned short SECURITY_ERR = 18
unsigned short NETWORK_ERR = 19
unsigned short ABORT_ERR = 20
unsigned short URL_MISMATCH_ERR = 21
unsigned short QUOTA_EXCEEDED_ERR = 22
unsigned short TIMEOUT_ERR = 23
unsigned short DATA_CLONE_ERR = 25

These are the possible values of the code property. The constant names are verbose
enough to indicate the approximate reason that the exception was thrown.

Properties

unsigned short code
One of the constant values listed above, indicating what type of exception occurred.

string name
The name of the specific exception type. This will be one of the constant names listed
above, as a string.

DOMImplementation
global DOM methods

The DOMImplementation object defines methods that are not specific to any particular
Document object but rather are “global” to an implementation of the DOM. You can obtain
a reference to the DOMImplementation object through the implementation property of any
Document object.

DOMImplementation
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Methods

Document createDocument(string namespace, string qualifiedName, DocumentType doctype)

This method creates and returns a new XML Document object. If qualifiedName is specified,
a root element with that name is created and added to the document as its documentElement.
If qualifiedName includes a namespace prefix and a colon, namespace should be the URI that
uniquely identifies the namespace. If the doctype argument is non-null, the ownerDocument
property of this DocumentType object is set to the newly created document and the Docu-
mentType node is added to the new document.

DocumentType createDocumentType(string qualifiedName, publicId, systemId)

This method creates and returns a new DocumentType node to represent a <!DOCTYPE> dec-
laration that you can pass to createDocument().

Document createHTMLDocument(string title)

This method creates a new HTMLDocument object with a skeletal document tree that in-
cludes the specified title. The documentElement property of the returned object is an <html>
element, and this root element has <head> and <body> tags as its children. The <head> element
in turn has a <title> child, which has the specified title string as its child.

DOMSettableTokenList
a token list with a settable string value DOMTokenList

A DOMSettableTokenList is a DOMTokenList that also has a value property that can be set to
specify the entire set of tokens at once.

The classList property of Element is a DOMTokenList that represents the set of tokens in
the className property, which is a string. If you want to set all the classList tokens at once,
you can simply set the className property to a new string. The sandbox property of the
IFrame element is a little different. This property and the HTML attribute that it is based on
was defined by HTML5 and so there is no need for an old string representation and a new
DOMTokenList representation. In this case, the property is simply defined as a DOMSettable
TokenList: you can read it and write it as if it were a string, or you can use its methods and
use it as a set of tokens. The htmlFor property of Output and the audio property of Video are
also DOMSettableTokenLists.

Properties

string value
The space-separated string representation of the set of tokens. You can read or write this
property to treat the set as a single string value. You do not normally need to use this
property explicitly, however: when you use a DOMSettableTokenList as a string, it is
this string value that is returned. And if you assign a string to a DOMSettableTokenList,
this property is implicitly set.

DOMSettableTokenList
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DOMTokenList
a set of space-separated tokens

A DOMTokenList is a parsed representation of a space-separated string of tokens, such as
the className property of a Element. A DOMTokenList is, as its name implies, a list—it is an
array-like object with a length property and you can index it to retrieve the individual tokens.
But more importantly, it defines methods contains(), add(), remove(), and toggle() methods
that allow you to treat it as a set of tokens. If you use a DOMTokenList as if it was a string,
it evaluates to a space-separated string of tokens.

The HTML5 classList property of Element objects is a DOMTokenList, in browsers that
support that property, and is the only DOMTokenList you are likely to use often. See also
DOMSettableTokenList.

Properties

readonly unsigned long length
A DOMTokenList is an array-like object; this property specifies the number of unique
tokens it contains.

Methods

void add(string token)

If the DOMTokenList does not already contain token, add it at the end of the list.

boolean contains(string token)

Returns true if the DOMTokenList contains token, or false otherwise.

string item(unsigned long index)

Return the token at the specified index or null if index is out of bounds. You can also index
the DOMTokenList directly instead of calling this method.

void remove(string token)

If this DOMTokenList contains token, remove it. Otherwise, do nothing.

boolean toggle(string token)

If the DOMTokenList contains token, remove it. Otherwise add it.

Element
a document element Node, EventTarget

An Element object represents an element in an HTML or XML document. The tagName prop-
erty specifies the tag name or type of the element. Standard HTML attributes of the element
are available through JavaScript properties of the Element object. Attributes, including XML
attributes and nonstandard HTML attributes can also be accessed with the getAttribute()
and setAttribute() methods. Element content is available through properties inherited from
Node. If you are only interested in the Element relatives of an Element, you can use the
children property or firstElementChild, nextElementSibling, and related properties.

DOMTokenList
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There are a number of ways to obtain Element objects from documents. The docu
mentElement property of a Document refers to the root element for that document, such as
the <html> element of an HTML document. For HTML documents, the head and body prop-
erties are similar: they refer to the <head> and <body> elements of the document. To locate a
specific named element by its unique id attribute, use Document.getElementById(). As descri-
bed in §15.2, you can also obtain Element objects with Document and Element methods such
as getElementsByTagName(), getElementsByClassName(), and querySelectorAll(). Finally, you
can create new Element objects for insertion into a document with Document.createElement().

Web browsers fire many different kinds of events on document elements, and Element objects
define many event handler properties. In addition, Element objects define the EventTarget
methods (see EventTarget) for adding and removing event listeners.

The reference entry for HTMLElement, which appeared in previous versions of this book,
has been merged with this section. Note that some of the properties, methods, and event
handlers described here are HTML-specific and will not work with the elements of XML
documents.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, the HTML attributes of HTML elements are acces-
sible as JavaScript properties of the Element object. HTML tags and their legal attributes are
listed at the end of this reference entry.

readonly Attr[] attributes
An array-like object of Attr objects that represent the HTML or XML attributes of this
element. Element objects generally make attributes accessible through JavaScript prop-
erties, however, so it is never really necessary to use this attributes[] array.

readonly unsigned long childElementCount
The number of child elements (not child nodes) that this element has.

readonly HTMLCollection children
An array-like object of the Element children (excluding non-Element children, such as
Text and Comment nodes) of this Element.

readonly DOMTokenList classList
The class attribute of an element is a space-separated list of class names. This property
allows access to the individual elements of that list and defines methods for querying,
adding, removing, and toggling class names. See DOMTokenList for details.

string className
This property represents the class attribute of the element. class is a reserved word in
JavaScript, so the JavaScript property is className instead of class. Note that this prop-
erty name is misleading, since the class attribute often includes more than one class
name.

readonly long clientHeight
readonly long clientWidth

If this element is the root element (see document.documentElement), these properties return
the dimensions of the Window. These are the inner or viewport dimensions that exclude

Element
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scrollbars and other browser “chrome”. Otherwise, these properties return the dimen-
sions of the element’s content plus padding.

readonly long clientLeft
readonly long clientTop

These properties return the number of pixels between the left or top edge of the element’s
border and the left or top edge of its padding. Normally this is just the left and top border
width, but these amounts may also include the width of a scrollbar if one is rendered on
the left or top of the element.

CSSStyleDeclaration currentStyle
This IE-specific property represents the cascaded set of all CSS properties that apply to
the element. You can use it in IE8 and before as a substitute for the
standard Window.getComputedStyle() method.

readonly object dataset
You can associate arbitrary values with any HTML element by assigning those values to
attributes whose names begin with the special prefix “data-”. This dataset property is
the set of data attributes for an element and makes it easy to set and query them.

The value of this property behaves like a regular JavaScript object. Each property of the
object corresponds to one data attribute on the element. If the element has an attribute
named data-x, the dataset object has a property named x, and dataset.x has the same
value as getAttribute("data-x") does.

Querying and setting properties of the dataset object queries and sets the corresponding
data attributes of this element. You can use the delete operator to remove data attributes,
and you can use a for/in loop to enumerate the data attributes.

readonly Element firstElementChild
This property is like the firstChild property of Node, but it ignores Text and Comment
nodes and only returns Elements.

string id
The value of the id attribute. No two elements within the same document should have
the same value for id.

string innerHTML
A read/write string that specifies the HTML or XML markup that is contained within the
element, not including the opening and closing tags of the element itself. Querying this
property returns the content of the element as a string of HTML or XML text. Setting
this property to a string of HTML or XML text replaces the content of the element with
the parsed representation of that text.

readonly boolean isContentEditable
This property is true if the element is editable or false otherwise. An element may be
editable because of the contenteditable property on it or an ancestor or because of the
designMode property of the containing Document.

string lang
The value of the lang attribute, which specifies the language code for the element’s
content.

Element
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readonly Element lastElementChild
This property is like the lastChild property of Node, but it ignores Text and Comment
nodes and only returns Elements.

readonly string localName
The local, unprefixed name for this element. This differs from the tagName attribute,
which includes the namespace prefix if there is one (and is converted to uppercase for
HTML elements).

readonly string namespaceURI
The URL that formally defines the namespace for this element. This can be null or a
string such as “http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml”.

readonly Element nextElementSibling
This property is like the nextSibling property of Node, but it ignores Text and Comment
nodes and only returns Elements.

readonly long offsetHeight
readonly long offsetWidth

The height and width, in pixels, of the element and all its content, including the element’s
CSS padding and border, but not its margin.

readonly long offsetLeft
readonly long offsetTop

The X and Y coordinates of the upper left corner of the CSS border of the element relative
to the offsetParent container element.

readonly Element offsetParent
Specifies the container element that defines the coordinate system in which offsetLeft
and offsetTop are measured. For most elements, offsetParent is the <body> element that
contains them. However, if an element has a dynamically positioned container, the dy-
namically positioned element is the offsetParent, and if the element is in a table, a <td>,
<th>, or <table> element may be the offsetParent. See §15.8.5.

string outerHTML
The HTML or XML markup that defines this element and its children. If you set this
property to a string, you replace this element (and all of its content) with the result of
parsing the new value as an HTML or XML document fragment.

readonly string prefix
The namespace prefix for this element. This is usually null, unless you are working with
an XML document that uses namespaces.

readonly Element previousElementSibling
This property is like the previousSibling property of Node, but it ignores Text and Com-
ment nodes and only returns Elements.

readonly long scrollHeight
readonly long scrollWidth

The overall height and width, in pixels, of an element. When an element has scrollbars
(because of the CSS overflow attribute, for example), these properties differ from
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offsetHeight and offsetWidth, which simply report the size of the visible portion of the
element.

long scrollLeft
long scrollTop

The number of pixels that have scrolled off the left edge of the element or off the top edge
of the element. These properties are useful only for elements with scrollbars, such as
elements with the CSS overflow attribute set to auto. When these properties are queried
on the <html> element (see Document.documentElement), they specify the amount of scroll-
ing for the document as a whole. Note that these properties do not specify the amount
of scrolling in an <iframe> tag. You can set these properties to scroll an element or the
entire document. See §15.8.5.

readonly CSSStyleDeclaration style
The value of the style attribute that specifies inline CSS styles for this element. Note that
the value of this property is not a string but an object with read/write properties that
correspond to CSS style attributes. See CSSStyleDeclaration for details.

readonly string tagName
The tag name of the element. For HTML documents, the tag name is returned in upper-
case, regardless of its capitalization in the document source, so a <p> element would have
a tagName property of “P”. XML documents are case-sensitive, and the tag name is re-
turned exactly as it is written in the document source. This property has the same value
as the inherited nodeName property of the Node interface.

string title
The value of the title attribute of the element. Many browsers display the value of this
attribute in a tool tip when the mouse hovers over the element.

Methods

void blur()

This method transfers keyboard focus to the body element of the containing Document object.

void click()

This method simulates a click on this element. If clicking on this element would normally
make something happen (following a link, for example), this method makes that happen, too.
Otherwise, calling this method just triggers a click event on the element.

void focus()

Transfer keyboard focus to this element.

string getAttribute(string qualifiedName)

getAttribute() returns the value of a named attribute of an element or null if no attribute
with that name exists. Note that the HTMLElement object defines JavaScript properties that
match each of the standard HTML attributes, so you need to use this method with HTML
documents only if you are querying the value of nonstandard attributes. In HTML documents,
attribute name comparisons are case-insensitive.

Element
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In XML documents, attribute values are not available directly as element properties and must
be looked up by calling this method. For XML documents that use namespaces, include the
namespace prefix and colon in the attribute name passed to this method or use
getAttributeNS() instead.

string getAttributeNS(string namespace, string localName)

This method works just like the getAttribute() method, except that the attribute is specified
by a combination of namespace URI and local name within that namespace.

ClientRect getBoundingClientRect()

Returns a ClientRect object that describes the bounding box of this element.

ClientRect[] getClientRects()

Returns an array-like object of ClientRects that describes one or more rectangles occupied by
this element. (Inline elements that span more than one line usually require more than one
rectangle to accurately describe their region of the window.)

NodeList getElementsByClassName(string classNames)

Returns an array-like object of descendant elements that have a class attribute that includes
all of the specified classNames. classNames may be a single class or a space-separated list of
classes. The returned NodeList object is live and is automatically updated as the document
changes. The elements in the returned NodeList appear in the same order as they appear in
the document. Note that this method is also defined on Document.

NodeList getElementsByTagName(string qualifiedName)

This method traverses all descendants of this element and returns an live array-like NodeList
of Element nodes representing all document elements with the specified tag name. The ele-
ments in the returned array appear in the same order in which they appear in the source
document.

Note that Document objects also have a getElementsByTagName() method that works just like
this one but that traverses the entire document, rather than just the descendants of a single
element.

NodeList getElementsByTagNameNS(string namespace, string localName)

This method works like getElementsByTagName(), except that the tag name of the desired
elements is specified as a combination of a namespace URI and a local name defined within
that namespace.

boolean hasAttribute(string qualifiedName)

This method returns true if this element has an attribute with the specified name and false
otherwise. In HTML documents, attribute names are case-insensitive.

boolean hasAttributeNS(string namespace, string localName)

This method works like hasAttribute(), except that the attribute is specified by namespace
URI and local name within that namespace.

Element
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void insertAdjacentHTML(string position, string text)

This method inserts the specified HTML markup text at the specified position relative to this
element. The position argument must be one of these four strings:

Position Meaning

beforebegin Insert the text before the opening tag

afterend Insert the text after the closing tag

afterbegin Insert the text right after the opening tag

beforeend Insert the text right before the closing tag

Element querySelector(string selectors)

Returns the first descendant of this element that matches the specified CSS selectors (this
may be a single CSS selector or a comma-separated group of selectors).

NodeList querySelectorAll(string selectors)

Returns an array-like object containing all descendants of this Element that match the speci-
fied selectors (this may be a single CSS selector or a comma-separated group of selectors).
Unlike the NodeList returned by getElementsByTagName(), the NodeList returned by this
method is not live: it is just a static snapshot of the elements that matched when the method
was called.

void removeAttribute(string qualifiedName)

removeAttribute() deletes a named attribute from this element. Attempts to remove non-
existent attributes are silently ignored. In HTML documents, attribute names are case-
insensitive.

void removeAttributeNS(string namespace, string localName)

removeAttributeNS() works just like removeAttribute(), except that the attribute to be
removed is specified by namespace URI and local name.

void scrollIntoView([boolean top])

If an HTML element is not currently visible in the window, this method scrolls the document
so that it becomes visible. The top argument is an optional hint about whether the element
should be positioned near the top or bottom of the window. If true or omitted, the browser
will attempt to position the element near the top. If false, the browser will attempt to position
the element near the bottom. For elements that accept the keyboard focus, such as Input
elements, the focus() method implicitly performs this same scroll-into-view operation. See
also the scrollTo() method of Window.

void setAttribute(string qualifiedName, string value)

This method sets the specified attribute to the specified value. If no attribute by that name
already exists, a new one is created. In HTML documents, the attribute name is converted to
lowercase before being set. Note that HTMLElement objects of an HTML document define
JavaScript properties that correspond to all standard HTML attributes, and you can set at-
tributes directly with those properties. Thus, you need to use this method only if you want
to set a nonstandard attribute.

Element
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void setAttributeNS(string namespace, string qualifiedName, string value)

This method is like setAttribute(), except that the attribute to be created or set is specified
with a namespace URI and a qualified name that consists of a namespace prefix, a colon, and
a local name within the namespace.

Event Handlers
Element objects that represent HTML elements define quite a few event handler properties.
Set any of the properties listed below to a function, and that function will be invoked when
a specific type of event occurs on (or bubbles up to) the element. You can also use the methods
defined by EventTarget to register event handlers, of course.

Most events bubble up the document hierarchy to the Document node, and then on from
there to the Window object. So each of the event handler properties listed here are also defined
on the Document and Window object. The Window object has quite a few event handlers of
its own, however, and the properties marked with an asterisk in the table below have a dif-
ferent meaning on the Window object. For historical reasons, event handlers registered as
HTML attributes of the <body> element are registered on the Window object, and this means
that the handler properties with asterisks have a different meaning on the <body> element than
they do on other elements. See Window.

Many of the events listed here are only triggered on certain types of HTML elements. But
because most of those events bubble up the document tree, the event handler properties are
defined generically for all elements. The HTML5 media events fired on <audio> and <video>
tags do not bubble, so they are documented in MediaElement. Similarly, some HTML5 form-
related events do not bubble and are covered under FormControl.

Event Handler Invoked When...

onabort resource loading canceled at user’s request

onblur* element loses input focus

onchange user changes form control content or state (fired for complete edits, not individual keystrokes)

onclick element activated by mouse click or other means

oncontextmenu context menu is about to be displayed, usually because of a right-click

ondblclick two rapid mouse clicks occur

ondrag drag continues (triggered on drag source)

ondragend drag ends (triggered on drag source)

ondragenter drag enters (triggered on drop target)

ondragleave drag leaves (triggered on drop target)

ondragover drag continues (triggered on drop target)

ondragstart user initiates drag-and-drop (triggered on drag source)

ondrop user completes drag-and-drop (triggered on drop target)

onerror* resource loading failed (usually because of a network error)

onfocus* element gains keyboard focus

oninput input occurs on a form element (triggered more frequently than onchange)
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Event Handler Invoked When...

onkeydown the user presses a key

onkeypress a keypress generates a printable character

onkeyup the user releases a key

onload* resource loading (e.g., for <img>) has completed

onmousedown the user presses a mouse button

onmousemove the user moves the mouse

onmouseout the mouse leaves an element

onmouseover the mouse enters an element

onmouseup the user releases a mouse button

onmousewheel the user rotates the mouse wheel

onreset a <form> is reset

onscroll* an element with scrollbars is scrolled

onselect the user selects text in a form element

onsubmit when a <form> is submitted

HTML Elements and Attributes
This reference section includes individual reference pages for the following HTML element
types:

Element(s) Reference Page Element(s) Reference Page

<audio> Audio <output> Output

<button>, <input type="button"> Button <progress> Progress

<canvas> Canvas <script> Script

<fieldset> FieldSet <select> Select

<form> Form <style> Style

<iframe> IFrame <td> TableCell

<img> Image <tr> TableRow

<input> Input <tbody>, <tfoot>, <thead> TableSection

<label> Label <table> Table

<a>, <area>, <link> Link <textarea> TextArea

<meter> Meter <video> Video

<option> Option   

The HTML elements that do not have reference pages of their own are those whose only
properties simply mirror the HTML attributes of the element. The following attributes are
legal on any HTML element, and are therefore properties of all Element objects:

Element
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Attribute Description

accessKey keyboard shortcut

class CSS class: see the className and classList properties above.

contentEditable Whether element content is editable.

contextMenu The ID of a <menu> element to display as a context menu. Supported only by IE at the time of this
writing.

dir Text direction: “ltr” or “rtl”.

draggable A boolean attribute set on elements that are drag sources for the Drag-and-Drop API.

dropzone An attribute set on elements that are drop targets for the Drag-and-Drop API.

hidden A boolean attribute set on elements that should not be displayed.

id A unique identifier for the element.

lang The primary language of the text in the element.

spellcheck Whether element text should have spelling checked.

style Inline CSS styles for the element. See the style property above.

tabIndex Specifies the focus order of the element.

title Tooltip text for the element.

The following HTML elements define no attributes other than the global attributes above:

<abbr> <code> <footer> <hr> <rt> <sup>

<address> <datalist> <h1> <i> <ruby> <tbody>

<article> <dd> <h2> <kbd> <s> <tfoot>

<aside> <dfn> <h3> <legend> <samp> <thead>

<b> <div> <h4> <mark> <section> <title>  

<bdi> <dl> <h5> <nav> <small> <tr>

<bdo> <dt> <h6> <noscript> <span> <ul>  

<br> <em> <head> <p> <strong> <var>  

<caption> <figcaption> <header> <pre> <sub> <wbr>

<cite> <figure> <hgroup> <rp> <summary>

The remaining HTML elements, and the attributes they support, are listed below. Note that
this table only lists attributes other than the global attributes described above. Also note that
this table includes elements that also have their own reference page:

Element Attributes

<a> href, target, ping, rel, media, hreflang, type

<area> alt, coords, shape, href, target, ping, rel, media, hreflang, type

<audio> src, preload, autoplay, loop, controls
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Element Attributes

<base> href, target

<blockquote> cite

<body> onafterprint, onbeforeprint, onbeforeunload, onblur, onerror, onfocus, onhashchange, onload, onmessage,
onoffline, ononline, onpagehide, onpageshow, onpopstate, onredo, onresize, onscroll, onstorage, onundo,
onunload

<button> autofocus, disabled, form, formaction, formenctype, formmethod, formnovalidate, formtarget, name, type,
value

<canvas> width, height

<col> span

<colgroup> span

<command> type, label, icon, disabled, checked, radiogroup

<del> cite, datetime

<details> open

<embed> src, type, width, height,

<fieldset> disabled, form, name

<form> accept-charset, action, autocomplete, enctype, method, name, novalidate, target

<html> manifest

<iframe> src, srcdoc, name, sandbox, seamless, width, height

<img> alt, src, usemap, ismap, width, height

<input> accept, alt, autocomplete, autofocus, checked, dirname, disabled, form, formaction, formenctype, formme-
thod, formnovalidate, formtarget, height, list, max, maxlength, min, multiple, name, pattern, placeholder,
readonly, required, size, src, step, type, value, width

<ins> cite, datetime

<keygen> autofocus, challenge, disabled, form, keytype, name

<label> form, for

<li> value

<link> href, rel, media, hreflang, type, sizes

<map> name

<menu> type, label

<meta> name, http-equiv, content, charset

<meter> value, min, max, low, high, optimum, form

<object> data, type, name, usemap, form, width, height

<ol> reversed, start

<optgroup> disabled, label

<option> disabled, label, selected, value

<output> for, form, name

Element
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Element Attributes

<param> name, value

<progress> value, max, form

<q> cite

<script> src, async, defer, type, charset

<select> autofocus, disabled, form, multiple, name, required, size

<source> src, type, media

<style> media, type, scoped

<table> summary

<td> colspan, rowspan, headers

<textarea> autofocus, cols, disabled, form, maxlength, name, placeholder, readonly, required, rows, wrap

<th> colspan, rowspan, headers, scope

<time> datetime, pubdate

<track> default, kind, label, src, srclang

<video> src, poster, preload, autoplay, loop, controls, width, height

ErrorEvent
an uncaught exception from a worker thread Event

When an uncaught exception occurs in a Worker thread, and the exception is not handled by
the onerror function in the WorkerGlobalScope, that exception causes a nonbubbling error
event to be triggered on the Worker object. The event has an ErrorEvent object associated
with it to provide details about the exception that occurred. Calling preventDefault() on the
ErrorEvent object (or returning false from the event handler) will prevent the error from
propagating further to containing threads and may also prevent it from being displayed in an
error console.

Properties

readonly string filename
The URL of the JavaScript file in which the exception was originally thrown.

readonly unsigned long lineno
The line number within that file at which the exception was thrown.

readonly string message
A message describing the exception.

ErrorEvent
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Event
details for standard events, IE events and jQuery events

When an event handler is invoked, it is passed an Event object whose properties give details
about the event, such as the type of event and the element on which it occurred. The methods
of this Event object can control the propagation of the event. All modern browsers implement
a standard event model, except IE, which, in version 8 and before, defines its own incom-
patible model. This page documents the standard event object properties and methods and
the IE alternatives to them, and also covers the jQuery event object, which emulates a standard
event object for IE. Read more about events in Chapter 17 and more about jQuery events in
§19.4.

In the standard event model, different kinds of events have different kinds of event objects
associated with them: mouse events have a MouseEvent object with mouse-related properties,
for example, and keyboard events have a KeyEvent with key-related properties. Both the
MouseEvent and KeyEvent types share a common Event superclass. In the IE and jQuery
event models, however, a single Event object type is used for all events that can occur on
Element objects. Event properties that are specific to keyboard events won’t have a useful
value when a mouse event occurs, but those properties will still be defined. For simplicity,
this page collapses the event hierarchy and documents the properties for all events that can
be delivered to Element objects (and that then bubble up to the Document and Window
objects).

Originally, almost all client-side JavaScript events were triggered on document elements, and
it is therefore natural to lump the properties of document-related event objects together like
this. But HTML5 and related standards introduce a number of new event types that are trig-
gered on objects that are not document elements. These event types often have Event types
of their own, and those types are covered on their own reference pages. See BeforeUnloadEvent,
CloseEvent, ErrorEvent, HashChangeEvent, MessageEvent, PageTransitionEvent,
PopStateEvent, ProgressEvent, and StorageEvent.

Most of those event object types extend Event. Other new HTML5-related event types do not
define an event object type of their own—the object associated with those events is just an
ordinary Event object. This page documents that “ordinary” Event object plus the properties
of some of its subtypes. The properties marked with an asterisk in the list below are the ones
that are defined by the Event type itself. These are the properties that are inherited by event
types like MessageEvent and are the properties that are defined for simple, ordinary events like
the load event of the Window object and the playing event of a MediaElement object.

Constants
These constants define the values of the eventPhase property. That property, and these con-
stants, are not supported in the IE event model.

unsigned short CAPTURING_PHASE = 1
The event is being dispatched to capturing event handlers registered on ancestors of its
target.

unsigned short AT_TARGET = 2
The event is being dispatched at its target.

Event
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unsigned short BUBBLING_PHASE = 3
The event is bubbling and is being dispatched on ancestors of its target.

Properties
The properties listed here are defined by the standard event model for Event objects and also
for the event objects associated with mouse and key events. Properties from the IE and jQuery
event models are also listed. Properties with an asterisk are defined directly by Event and are
universally available on any standard Event object, regardless of the event type.

readonly boolean altKey
Whether the Alt key was held down when the event occurred. Defined for mouse and
key events and also by IE events.

readonly boolean bubbles*
true if the event is of a type that bubbles (unless stopPropagation() is called); false
otherwise. Not defined by IE events.

readonly unsigned short button
Which mouse button changed state during a mousedown, mouseup, or click event. A
value of 0 indicates the left button, a value of 2 indicates the right button, and a value of
1 indicates the middle mouse button. Note that this property is defined when a button
changes state; it is not used to report whether a button is held down during a mousemove
event, for example. Also, this property is not a bitmap: it cannot tell you if more than
one button is held down. Finally, some browsers only generate events for left button
clicks.

IE events define an incompatible button property. In that browser, this property is a bit
mask: the 1 bit is set if the left button was pressed, the 2 bit is set if the right button was
pressed, and the 4 bit is set if the middle button (of a three-button mouse) was pressed.
jQuery does not emulate the standard button property in IE, but see the which property
instead.

readonly boolean cancelable*
true if the default action associated with the event can be canceled with preventDefault();
false otherwise. Defined by all standard event types, but not by IE events.

boolean cancelBubble
In the IE event model, if an event handler wants to stop an event from being propagated
up to containing objects, it must set this property to true. Use the stopPropagation()
method for standard events.

readonly integer charCode
For keypress events, this property is the Unicode encoding of the printable character that
was generated. This property is 0 for nonprinting function keys and is not used for key-
down and keyup events. Use String.fromCharCode() to convert this value to a string.
Most browsers set keyCode to the same value as this property for keypress events. In
Firefox, however, keyCode is undefined for keypress events and you must use charCode.
This property is nonstandard and is not defined in IE events or emulated by jQuery.
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readonly long clientX
readonly long clientY

The X and Y coordinates of the mouse pointer relative to the client area, or browser
window. Note that these coordinates do not take document scrolling into account; if an
event occurs at the very top of the window, clientY is 0 regardless of how far down the
document has been scrolled. These properties are defined for all types of mouse events.
These properties are defined for IE events as well as standard events. See also pageX and
pageY.

readonly boolean ctrlKey
Whether the Ctrl key was held down when the event occurred. Defined for mouse and
key events and also by IE events.

readonly EventTarget currentTarget*
The Element, Document, or Window that is currently handling this event. During cap-
turing and bubbling, this is different from target. Not defined by IE events but emulated
by jQuery events.

readonly DataTransfer dataTransfer
For drag-and-drop events, this property specifies the DataTransfer object that coordi-
nates the entire drag-and-drop operation. Drag-and-drop events are a kind of mouse
event; any event that has this property set will also have clientX, clientY, and other
mouse event properties. The drag-and-drop events are dragstart; drag and drag end on
the drag source; and dragenter, dragover, dragleave, and drop on the drop target. See
DataTransfer and §17.7 for details on drag-and-drop operations.

readonly boolean defaultPrevented*
true if defaultPrevented() has been called on this event or false otherwise. This is a new
addition to the standard event model and may not be implemented in all browsers.
(jQuery events define an isDefaultPrevented() method that works like this property.)

readonly long detail
A numeric detail about the event. For click, mousedown, and mouseup events, this field
is the click count: 1 for a single-click, 2 for a double-click, 3 for a triple-click, and so on.
In Firefox, DOMMouseScroll events use this property to report mousewheel scroll
amounts.

readonly unsigned short eventPhase*
The current phase of event propagation. The value is one of the three constants defined
above. Not supported by IE events.

readonly boolean isTrusted*
true if this event was created and dispatched by the browser or false if it is a synthetic
event that was created and dispatched by JavaScript code. This is a relatively new addition
to the standard event model and may not be implemented by all browsers.

readonly Element fromElement
For mouseover and mouseout events in IE, fromElement refers to the object from which
the mouse pointer is moving. For standard events, use the relatedTarget property.

Event
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readonly integer keyCode
The virtual keycode of the key that was pressed. This property is used for all types of
keyboard events. Keycodes may be browser-, OS-, and keyboard-hardware-dependent.
Typically, when a key displays a printing character on it, the virtual keycode for that key
is the same as the encoding of the character. Key codes for nonprinting function keys
may vary more, but see Example 17-8 for a set of commonly used codes. This property
has not been standardized but is defined by all browsers, including IE.

readonly boolean metaKey
Whether the Meta key was held down when the event occurred. Defined for mouse and
key events and also by IE events.

readonly integer offsetX, offsetY
For IE events, these properties specify the coordinates at which the event occurred within
the coordinate system of the event’s source element (see srcElement). Standard events
have no equivalent properties.

readonly integer pageX, pageY
These nonstandard, but widely supported, properties are like clientX and clientY, but
use document coordinates rather than window coordinates. IE events do not define these
properties, but jQuery emulates them for all browsers.

readonly EventTarget relatedTarget*
Refers to an event target (usually a document element) that is related to the target node
of the event. For mouseover events, it is the element the mouse left when it moved over
the target. For mouseout events, it is the element the mouse entered when leaving the
target. This property is not defined by IE events but is emulated by jQuery events. See
the IE properties fromElement and toElement.

boolean returnValue
For IE events, set this property to false to cancel the default action of the source element
on which the event occurred. For standard events, use the preventDefault() method
instead.

readonly long screenX, screenY
For mouse events, these properties specify the X and Y coordinates of the mouse pointer
relative to the upper left corner of the user’s monitor. These properties are not generally
useful but are defined for all types of mouse events and are supported by standard events
and IE events.

readonly boolean shiftKey
Whether the Shift key was held down when the event occurred. Defined for mouse and
key events and also by IE events.

readonly EventTarget srcElement
For IE events, this property specifies the object on which the event was triggered. For
standard events, use target instead.
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readonly EventTarget target*
The target object for this event—i.e., the object on which the event was triggered. (All
objects that can be event targets implement the methods of EventTarget.) This property
is not defined for IE events, but it is emulated by jQuery events. See srcElement.

readonly unsigned long timeStamp*
A number that specifies the date and time at which the event occurred or that can at least
be used to determine the order in which two events occurred. Many browsers return a
timestamp that you can pass to the Date() constructor. In Firefox 4 and before, however,
this property is some other kind of timestamp, such as the number of milliseconds since
the computer was booted. IE events do not support it. jQuery sets this property to a
timestamp in the format returned by Date.getTime().

Element toElement
For mouseover and mouseout events in IE, toElement refers to the object into which the
mouse pointer is moving. For standard events, use relatedTarget instead.

readonly string type*
The name of the event that this Event object represents. This is the name under which
the event handler was registered or the name of the event-handler property with the
leading “on” removed—for example, “click”, “load”, or “submit”. This property is de-
fined by standard events and IE events.

readonly Window view
The window (called a “view” for historical reasons) in which the event was generated.
This property is defined for all standard user-interface events, such as mouse and key-
board events. It is not supported in IE events.

readonly integer wheelDelta
For mousewheel events, this property specifies the amount of scrolling that has occurred
in the Y axis. Different browsers set different values on this property: see §17.6 for details.
This is a nonstandard property but is supported by all browsers, including IE8 and before.

readonly integer wheelDeltaX
readonly integer wheelDeltaY

For mousewheel events in browsers that support two-dimensional mouse wheels, these
properties specify the amount of scrolling in the X and Y dimensions. See §17.6 for an
explanation of how to interpret these properties. If wheelDeltaY is defined, it will have
the same value as the wheelDelta property.

readonly integer which
This nonstandard legacy property is supported by browsers other than IE and is emulated
in jQuery. For mouse events, it is one more than the button property: 1 means the left
button, 2 means the middle button, and 3 means the right button. For key events, it has
the same value as keyCode.

Methods
All of these methods are defined by the Event class itself, so they are each available on any
standard Event object.
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void initEvent(string type, boolean bubbles, boolean cancelable)

This method initializes the type, bubbles, and cancelable properties of an Event object. Create
a new event object by passing the string “Event” to the createEvent() method of Document.
Then, after initializing it with this method, dispatch it on any EventTarget by passing it to the
dispatchEvent() method of that target. The other standard event properties (besides type,
bubbles, and cancelable) will be initialized by the dispatch. If you want to create, initialize,
and dispatch a more complicated synthetic event, you’ll have to pass a different argument
(such as “MouseEvent”) to createEvent() and then initialize the event object with a type-
specific initializing function such as initMouseEvent() (not documented in this book).

void preventDefault()

Tells the web browser not to perform the default action associated with this event, if there is
one. If the event is not of a type that is cancelable, this method has no effect. This method is
not defined on IE event objects, but is emulated by jQuery. In the IE event model, set the
returnValue property to false instead.

void stopImmediatePropagation()

Like stopPropagation(), but in addition, prevent the invocation of any other handlers regis-
tered on the same document element. This method is a new addition to the standard event
model and may not be implemented in all browsers. It is not supported in the IE event model
but is emulated by jQuery.

void stopPropagation()

Stops the event from propagating any further through the capturing, target, or bubbling pha-
ses of event propagation. After this method is called, any other event handlers for the same
event on the same node are called, but the event is not dispatched to any other nodes. This
method is not supported in the IE event model, but it is emulated by jQuery. In IE, set
cancelBubble to true instead of calling stopPropagation().

Proposed Properties
The properties listed here are proposed by the current draft of the DOM Level 3 Events spec-
ification. They address key areas of incompatibility among today’s browsers but are not yet
(at the time of this writing) implemented by any browsers. If implemented interoperably they
will make it much easier to write portable code to handle text input events, key events, and
mouse events.

readonly unsigned short buttons
This property is like IE’s version of the button property described above.

readonly string char
For keyboard events, this property holds the character string (which may have more than
one character) generated by the event.

readonly string data
For textinput events, this property specifies the text that was input.

readonly unsigned long deltaMode
For wheel events, this property specifies the appropriate interpretation of the deltaX,
deltaY, and deltaZ properties. The value of this property will be one of these constants:
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DOM_DELTA_PIXEL, DOM_DELTA_LINE, DOM_DELTA_PAGE. The value of this property is deter-
mined in a platform-dependent way. It may depend on system preferences or on keyboard
modifiers held down during the wheel event.

readonly long deltaX, deltaY, deltaZ
For wheel events, these properties specify how much the mousewheel rotated around
each of its three possible axes.

readonly unsigned long inputMethod
For textinput events, this property specifies how the text was input. The value will be
one of these constants: DOM_INPUT_METHOD_UNKNOWN, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_KEYBOARD,
DOM_INPUT_METHOD_PASTE, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_DROP, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_IME,
DOM_INPUT_METHOD_OPTION, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_HANDWRITING, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_VOICE,
DOM_INPUT_METHOD_MULTIMODAL, DOM_INPUT_METHOD_SCRIPT.

readonly string key
For keyboard events that generate characters, this property has the same value as char.
If the keyboard event did not generate characters, this property holds the name of the
key (such as “Tab” or “Down”) that was pressed.

readonly string locale
For keyboard events and textinput events, this property specifies a language code (such
as “en-GB”) that identifies the locale for which the keyboard was configured, if that
information is known.

readonly unsigned long location
For keyboard events, this property specifies the keyboard location of the key that was
pressed. The value will be one of these constants: DOM_KEY_LOCATION_STANDARD,
DOM_KEY_LOCATION_LEFT, DOM_KEY_LOCATION_RIGHT, DOM_KEY_LOCATION_NUMPAD,
DOM_KEY_LOCATION_MOBILE, DOM_KEY_LOCATION_JOYSTICK.

readonly boolean repeat
For keyboard events, this property will be true if the event was caused because a key was
held down long enough to begin repeating.

Proposed Method
Like the Proposed Properties listed above, the method listed here has been proposed in a draft
standard but not yet implemented by any browsers.

boolean getModifierState(string modifier)
For mouse and keyboard events, this method returns true if the specified modifier key
was held down when the event occurred, or false otherwise. modifier may be one of the
strings “Alt”, “AltGraph”, “CapsLock”, “Control”, “Fn”, “Meta”, “NumLock”, “Scroll”,
“Shift”, “SymbolLock”, and “Win”.
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EventSource
a Comet connection to an HTTP server EventTarget

An EventSource represents a long-lived HTTP connection through which a Web server can
“push” textual messages. To use these “Server Sent Events”, pass the server URL to the
EventSource() constructor and then register a message event handler on the resulting
EventSource object.

Server Sent Events are new, and at the time of this writing, are not supported in all browsers.

Constructor
new EventSource(string url)

Creates a new EventSource object connected to the web server at the specified url. url is
interpreted relative to the URL of the containing document.

Constants
These constants define the possible values of the readyState property.

unsigned short CONNECTING = 0
The connection is being set up, or the connection closed and the EventSource is
re-connecting.

unsigned short OPEN = 1
The connection is open and events are being dispatched.

unsigned short CLOSED = 2
The connection was closed, either because close() was called or a fatal error occurred
and it is not possible to reconnect.

Properties

readonly unsigned short readyState
The state of the connection. The constants above define the possible values.

readonly string url
The absolute URL to which the EventSource is connected.

Methods

void close()

This method closes the connection. Once this method is called, the EventSource object can
no longer be used. If you need to connect again, create a new EventSource.

Event Handlers
Network communication is asynchronous, so EventSource triggers events when the connec-
tion opens, when an error occurs, and when messages arrive from the server. You can register
event handlers on the properties listed here, or you can use the methods of EventTarget in-
stead. EventSource events are all dispatched on the EventSource object itself. They do not
bubble and have no default action that can be canceled.
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onerror
Triggered when an error occurs. The associated event object is a simple Event.

onmessage
Triggered when a message arrives from the server. The associated event object is an
MessageEvent, and the text of the server’s message is available through the data property
of that object.

onopen
Triggered when the connection opens. The associated event object is a simple Event.

EventTarget
an object that receives events

Objects that have events fired on them or objects to which events bubble need to have a way
to define handlers for those events. These objects typically define event handler registration
properties whose names begin with “on”, and they also typically define the methods described
here. Event handler registration is a surprisingly complex topic. See §17.2 for details, and
note, in particular, that IE8 and before use different methods, described in a special section
following, than all other browsers do.

Methods

void addEventListener(string type, function listener, [boolean useCapture])

This method registers the specified listener function as an event handler for events of the
specified type. type is an event name string and does not include an “on” prefix. The
useCapture argument should be true if this is a capturing event handler (see §17.2.3) being
registered on a document ancestor of the true event target. Note that some browsers still
require you to pass a third argument to this function, and you must pass false to register an
ordinary noncapturing handler.

boolean dispatchEvent(Event event)

This method dispatches a synthetic event to this event target. Create a new Event object with
document.createEvent(), passing the event name (such as “event” for simple events). Next,
call the event initialization method for the Event object you created: for a simple event, this
will be initEvent() (see Event). Next, pass the initialized event to this method to dispatch it.
In modern browsers, every Event object has an isTrusted property. That property will be
false for any synthetic event dispatched by JavaScript.

Every kind of event object defines a type-specific initialization method. Those methods are
infrequently used, have long and cumbersome argument lists, and are not documented in this
book. If you need to create, initialize, and dispatch synthetic events of some type more com-
plex than a basic Event, you’ll have to look up the initialization method online.

void removeEventListener(string type, function listener, [boolean useCapture])

This method removes a registered event listener function. It takes the same arguments as
addEventListener().

EventTarget
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Internet Explorer Methods
IE8 and before do not support addEventListener() and removeEventListener(). Instead, they
implement these two methods, which are quite similar. (§17.2.4 lists a few important
differences.)

void attachEvent(string type, function listener)

Register the specified listener function as an event handler for events of the specified type.
Note that this method expects type to include the prefix “on” before the event name.

void detachEvent(string type, function listener)

This method works like attachEvent() in reverse.

FieldSet
a <fieldset> in an HTML form Node, Element, FormControl

The FieldSet object represents a <fieldset> in an HTML <form>. FieldSets implement most,
but not all, of the properties and methods of FormControl.

Properties

boolean disabled
true if the FieldSet is disabled. Disabling a FieldSet disables the form controls it contains.

readonly HTMLFormControlsCollection elements
An array-like object of all form controls contained within this <fieldset>.

File
a file in the local filesystem Blob

A File is a Blob that has a name and possibly also a modification date. It represents a file in
the local file system. Obtain a user-selected file from the files array of an <input
type=file> element, or from the files array of the DataTransfer object associated with the
Event object that accompanies a drop event.

You can also obtain File objects that represent files in a private, sandboxed filesystem, as
described in §22.7. The filesystem API is not stable at the time of this writing, however, and
it is not documented in this reference section.

You can upload the contents of a file to a server with a FormData object or by passing the File
to XMLHttpRequest.send(), but there is not much else you can do with the File object itself.
Use FileReader to read the contents of a File (or of any Blob).

Properties

readonly Date lastModifiedDate
The modification date of the file, or null if it is not available.
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readonly string name
The name of the file (but not its path).

FileError
error while reading a file

A FileError object represents an error that occurred when reading a file with FileReader or
FileReaderSync. If the synchronous API is used, the FileError object is thrown. If the asyn-
chronous API is used, the FileError object is the value of the error property of the FileReader
object when the error event is dispatched.

Note that the FileWriter API (which is described in §22.7, but is not stable enough to docu-
ment in this reference section) adds new error code constants to this object.

Constants
The FileError error codes are the following:

unsigned short NOT_FOUND_ERR = 1
The file does not exist. (Perhaps it was deleted after the user selected it, but before your
program attempted to read it.)

unsigned short SECURITY_ERR = 2
Unspecified security issues prevent the browser from allowing your code to read the file.

unsigned short ABORT_ERR = 3
The attempt to read the file was aborted.

unsigned short NOT_READABLE_ERR = 4
The file is not readable, perhaps because its permissions have changed or because another
process has locked it.

unsigned short ENCODING_ERR = 5
A call to readAsDataURL() failed because the file was too long to encode in a data:// URL.

Properties

readonly unsigned short code
This property specifies what kind of error occurred. Its value is one of the constants above.

FileReader
asynchronously read a File or Blob EventTarget

A FileReader defines an asynchronous API for reading the content of a File or any Blob. To
read a file, follow these steps:

• Create a FileReader with the FileReader() constructor.

• Define whichever event handlers you need.

• Pass your File or Blob object to one of the four read methods.

FileError
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• When your onload handler is triggered, the file contents are available as the result prop-
erty. Or, if the onerror handler is triggered, the error property refers to a FileError object
that provides more information.

• When the read is complete, you can reuse the FileReader object or discard it and create
new ones as needed.

See FileReaderSync for a synchronous API that you can use in worker threads.

Constructor
new FileReader()

Create a new FileReader object with the FileReader() constructor, which expects no
arguments.

Constants
These constants are the values of the readyState property:

unsigned short EMPTY = 0
No read method has been called yet.

unsigned short LOADING = 1
A read is in progress.

unsigned short DONE = 2
A read has completed successfully or with an error.

Properties

readonly FileError error
If an error occurs during a read, this property will refer to a FileError that describes the
error.

readonly unsigned short readyState
This property describes the current state of the FileReader. Its value will be one of the
three constants listed above.

readonly any result
If the read completed successfully, this property will hold the File or Blob contents as a
string or ArrayBuffer (depending on which read method was called). When readyState
is LOADING or when a progress event is fired, this property may contain partial contents
of the File or Blob. If no read method has been called or if an error has occurred, this
property will be null.

Methods

void abort()

This method aborts a read. It sets readyState to DONE, sets result to null, and sets error to a
FileError object with a code of FileError.ABORT_ERR. Then it fires an abort event and a loadend
event.

FileReader
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void readAsArrayBuffer(Blob blob)

Asynchronously read the bytes of blob and make them available as an ArrayBuffer on the
result property.

void readAsBinaryString(Blob blob)

Asynchronously read the bytes of blob, encode them as a JavaScript binary string, and set the
result property to the resulting string. Each “character” in a JavaScript binary string has a
character code between 0 and 255. Use String.charCodeAt() to extract these byte values. Note
that binary strings are an inefficient representation of binary data: when possible you should
use ArrayBuffers instead.

void readAsDataURL(Blob blob)

Asynchronously read the bytes of blob, encode them (along with the type of the Blob) into a
data:// URL, and set the result property to the resulting string.

void readAsText(Blob blob, [string encoding])

Asynchronously read the bytes of blob and decode them using the specified encoding into a
string of Unicode text and then set the result property to that decoded string. If encoding is
not specified, UTF-8 will be used (UTF-16 encoded text is also automatically detected and
decoded if it begins with a Byte Order Mark).

Event Handlers
Like all asynchronous APIs, FileReader is event based. You can use the handler properties
listed here to register event handlers, or you can use the EventTarget methods implemented
by FileReader.

FileReader events are triggered on the FileReader object itself. They do not bubble and have
no default action to cancel. FileReader event handlers are always passed a ProgressEvent
object. A successful read begins with a loadstart event, followed by zero or more progress
events, a load event, and a loadend event. A unsuccessful read begins with a loadstart event,
followed by zero or more progress events, an error or abort event, and a loadend event.

onabort
Triggered if the read is aborted with the abort() method.

onerror
Triggered if an error of some sort occurs. The error property of the FileReader will refer
to a FileError object that has an error code.

onload
Triggered when the File or Blob has been successfully read. The result property of the
FileReader holds the File or Blob content, in a representation that depends on the read
method that was called.

onloadend
Every call to a FileReader read method eventually produces a load event, an error event,
or an abort event. The FileReader also triggers a loadend event after each of these events
for the benefit of scripts that want to listen for only one event instead of listening for all
three.

FileReader
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onloadstart
Triggered after a read method is invoked but before any data has been read.

onprogress
Triggered approximately 20 times a second while File or Blob data is being read. The
ProgressEvent object will specify how many bytes have been read, and the result property
of the FileReader may contain a representation of those bytes.

FileReaderSync
synchronously read a File or Blob

FileReaderSync is a synchronous version of the FileReader API, available only to Worker
threads. The synchronous API is easier to use than the asynchronous one: simply create a
FileReaderSync() object and then call one of its read methods, which will either return the
contents of the File or Blob or throw a FileError object instead.

Constructor
new FileReaderSync()

Create a new FileReaderSync object with the FileReaderSync() constructor, which expects
no arguments.

Methods
These methods throw a FileError object if the read fails for any reason.

ArrayBuffer readAsArrayBuffer(Blob blob)

Read the bytes of blob and return them as an ArrayBuffer.

string readAsBinaryString(Blob blob)

Read the bytes of blob, encode them as a JavaScript binary string (see String.fromChar-
Code()), and return that binary string.

string readAsDataURL(Blob blob)

Read the bytes of blob, and encode those bytes, along with the type property of blob into a
data:// URL, and then return that URL.

string readAsText(Blob blob, [string encoding])

Read the bytes of blob, decode them into text using the specified encoding (or using UTF-8
or UTF-16 if no encoding is specified), and return the resulting string.

Form
a <form> in an HTML document Node, Element

The Form object represents a <form> element in an HTML document. The elements property
is an HTMLCollection that provides convenient access to all elements of the form. The
submit() and reset() methods allow a form to be submitted or reset under program control.
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Each form in a document is represented as an element of the document.forms[] array. The
elements of a form (buttons, input fields, checkboxes, and so on) are collected in the array-
like object Form.elements. Named form controls can be referenced directly by name: the con-
trol name is used as a property name on the Form object. Thus, to refer to an Input element
with a name attribute of “phone” within a form f, you might use the JavaScript expression
f.phone.

See §15.9 for more on HTML forms. See FormControl, FieldSet, Input, Label, Select, and
TextArea for more on the form controls that can appear in a form.

This page documents HTML5 form features which, at the time of this writing, were not yet
widely implemented.

Properties
Most of the properties listed here simply mirror the HTML attributes of the same name.

string acceptCharset
A list of one or more allowed character sets in which the form data may be encoded for
submission.

string action
The URL to which the form should be submitted.

string autocomplete
The string “on” or “off”. If “on”, the browser can prefill form controls with saved values
from a previous visit to the page.

readonly HTMLFormControlsCollection elements
An array-like object of form controls contained by this form.

string enctype
Specifies the way the values of the form controls are encoded for submission. The legal
values of this property are:

• “application/x-www-form-urlencoded” (the default)

• “multipart/form-data”

• “text/plain”

readonly long length
The number of form controls represented by the elements property. Form elements be-
have as if they themselves were array-like objects of form controls, and for a form f and
an integer n, the expression f[n] is the same as f.elements[n].

string method
The HTTP method used to submit the form to the action URL. Either “get” or “post”.

string name
The name of the form, as specified by the HTML name attribute. You can use the value
of this property as a property name on the document object. The value of that document
property will be this Form object.
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boolean noValidate
true if the form is not to be validated before submission. Mirrors the HTML
novalidate attribute.

string target
The name of a window or frame in which the document returned by form submission is
to be displayed.

Methods

boolean checkValidity()

In browsers that support form validation, this method checks the validity of each form control.
It returns true if they are all valid. If any controls are not valid, it fires an invalid event on that
control and then returns false.

void dispatchFormChange()

This method triggers a formchange event on each control in this form. The form usually does
this automatically when user input triggers a change event, so you do not normally need to
call this method.

void dispatchFormInput()

This method triggers a forminput event on each control in this form. The form usually does
this automatically when user input triggers an input event, so you do not normally need to
call this method.

void reset()

Reset all form elements to their default values.

void submit()

Submit the form manually, without triggering an submit event.

Event Handlers
These form-related event handler properties are defined on Element, but they are documented
in more detail here because they are triggered on Form elements.

onreset
Invoked just before the elements of the form are reset. Return false or cancel the event
to prevent the reset.

onsubmit
Invoked just before the form is submitted. Return false or cancel the event to prevent
the submission.

FormControl
common features of all form controls

Most HTML form controls are <input> elements, but forms can also contain <button>,
<select>, and <textarea> controls. This page documents the features that those element types
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have in common. See §15.9 for an introduction to HTML forms, and see Form, Input,
Select, and TextArea for more on forms and form controls.

The <fieldset> and <output> elements implement most, but not all, of the properties descri-
bed here. This reference treats FieldSet and Output objects as FormControls even though
they do not implement every property.

This page documents certain HTML5 form features (particularly form validation) which, at
the time of this writing, were not yet widely implemented.

Properties

boolean autofocus
true if the control should automatically receive keyboard focus as soon as the document
is loaded. (FieldSet and Output controls do not implement this property.)

boolean disabled
true if the form control is disabled. Disabled controls do not respond to user input and
are not subject to form validation. (Output elements do not implement this property;
FieldSet elements use it to disable all of the controls they contain.)

readonly Form form
A reference to the Form that is the owner of this control, or null if it does not have one.
If a control is contained within a <form> element, that is its form owner. Otherwise, if the
control has an HTML form attribute that specifies the ID of a <form>, that named form
is the form owner.

readonly NodeList labels
An array-like object of Label elements associated with this control. (FieldSet controls do
not implement this property.)

string name
The value of the HTML name attribute for this control. A control’s name can be used as
a property of the Form element: the value of that property is the control element. Control
names are also used when submitting a form.

string type
For <input> elements, the type property has the value of the type attribute, or the value
“text” if no type attribute is specified on the <input> tag. For <button>, <select>, and
textarea elements, the type property is “button”, “select-one” (or “select-multiple”, if
the multiple attribute is set), and “textarea”. For <fieldset> elements, the type is “field-
set”, and for <output> elements the type is “output”.

readonly string validationMessage
If the control is valid or is not subject to validation, this property will be the empty string.
Otherwise, this property contains a localized string that explains why the user’s input is
invalid.

readonly FormValidity validity
This property refers to an object that specifies whether the user’s input for this control
is valid, and if not, why not.

FormControl
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string value
Every form control has a string value that is used when the form is submitted. For text
input controls, the value is the user’s input. For buttons, the value is just the value of the
HTML value attribute. For output elements, this property is like the textContent property
inherited from Node. FieldSet elements do not implement this property.

readonly boolean willValidate
This property is true if the control takes part in form validation, and false otherwise.

Event Handlers
Form controls define the following event handler properties. You can also register event han-
dlers using the EventTarget methods implemented by all Elements:

Event Handler Invoked when

onformchange When a change event is fired on any control in the form, the form broadcasts a nonbubbling formchange
event to all of its controls. Controls can use this handler property to detect changes to their sibling controls.

onforminput When an input event is fired on any control in the form, the form broadcasts a nonbubbling forminput
event to all of its controls. Controls can use this handler property to detect changes to their sibling controls.

oninvalid If a form control does not validate, an invalid event will be fired on it. This event does not bubble, but if
canceled, the browser will not display an error message for the control.

Methods

boolean checkValidity()

Returns true if the control is valid (or if it is not subject to validation). Otherwise, it fires an
invalid event at the control and returns false.

void setCustomValidity(string error)

If error is a nonempty string, this method marks the control as invalid and uses error as a
localized message when reporting the element’s invalidity to the user. If error is the empty
string, any previous error string is removed and the control is considered valid.

FormData
an HTTP multipart/form-data request body

The FormData type is a feature of XMLHttpRequest Level 2 (XHR2) that makes it easy to
perform HTTP PUT requests with multipart/form-data encoding using an XMLHttpRequest.
Multipart encoding is necessary, for example, if you want to upload multiple File objects in
a single request.

Create a FormData object with the constructor, and then add name/value pairs to it with the
append() method. Once you have added all of the parts of your request body, you can pass
the FormData to the send() method of an XMLHttpRequest.
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Constructor
new FormData()

This no-argument constructor returns an empty FormData object.

Methods

void append(string name, any value)

This method adds a new part, with the specified name and value, to the FormData. The
value argument can be a string or a Blob (recall that File objects are Blobs).

FormValidity
the validity of a form control

The validity property of a FormControl refers to a FormValidity object that is a live represen-
tation of the validity state of that control. If the valid property is false, the control is not
valid, and at least one of the other properties will be true to indicate the nature of the validity
error (or errors).

Form validation is an HTML5 feature that, at the time of this writing, is not yet widely
implemented.

Properties

readonly boolean customError
A script called FormControl.setCustomValidity() on this element.

readonly boolean patternMismatch
The input does not match the pattern regular expression.

readonly boolean rangeOverflow
The input is too large.

readonly boolean rangeUnderflow
The input is too small.

readonly boolean stepMismatch
The input does not match the specified step.

readonly boolean tooLong
The input is too long.

readonly boolean typeMismatch
The input is of the wrong type.

readonly boolean valid
If this property is true, the form control is valid, and all the other properties are false.
If this property is false, the form control is not valid, and at least one of the other prop-
erties is true.

readonly boolean valueMissing
The form element was required, but no value was entered.

FormValidity
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Geocoordinates
a geographical position

An object of this type represents a position on the surface of the earth.

Properties

readonly double accuracy
The accuracy of the latitude and longitude values, in meters.

readonly double altitude
The altitude, in meters above sea level, or null if altitude is not available.

readonly double altitudeAccuracy
The accuracy, in meters, of the altitude property. If altitude is null, altitudeAccuracy
will also be null.

readonly double heading
The user’s direction of travel, in degrees clockwise from true north, or null if the heading
is not available. If heading information is available, but speed is 0, heading will be NaN.

readonly double latitude
The user’s latitude in decimal degrees north of the equator.

readonly double longitude
The user’s longitude in decimal degrees east of the Greenwich Meridian.

readonly double speed
The user’s speed in meters per second, or null if speed information is not available. This
property will never be a negative number. See also heading.

Geolocation
obtain the user’s latitude and longitude

The Geolocation object defines methods for determining the user’s precise geographical lo-
cation. In browsers that support it, the Geolocation object is available through the Naviga-
tor object as navigator.geolocation. The methods described here depend on a few other
types: locations are reported in the form of a Geoposition object and errors are reported as
GeolocationError objects.

Methods

void clearWatch(long watchId)

Stops watching the user’s location. The watchId argument must be the value returned by the
corresponding call to watchPosition().

void getCurrentPosition(function success, [function error], [object options])

Asynchronously determines the user’s location using any options (see the list of option prop-
erties below) that were specified. This method returns immediately, and when the user’s
location becomes available, it passes a Geoposition object to the specified success callback.
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Or, if an error occurs (perhaps because the user did not grant permission to share her location),
it passes a GeolocationError object to the error callback if one was specified.

long watchPosition(function success, [function error], [object options])

This method is like getCurrentPosition(), but after determining the user’s current location,
it continues to monitor the user’s location and invokes success callback every time the position
is found to have changed significantly. The return value is a number that you can pass to
clearWatch() to stop tracking the user’s location.

Options
The options argument to getCurrentPosition() and watchPosition() is a regular JavaScript
object with zero or more of the following properties:

boolean enableHighAccuracy
This option is a hint that a high-accuracy position is desired, even if it would take longer
to determine or would use more battery power, for example. The default is false. In
devices that can determine position via WiFi signals or by GPS, setting this option to
true will typically mean “use the GPS”.

long maximumAge
This option specifies the largest acceptable age (in milliseconds) of the first Geoposition
object passed to the successCallback. The default is 0, which means that each call to
getCurrentPosition() or watchPosition() will have to request a new position fix. If you
set this option to 60000, for example, the implementation is allowed to return any Ge-
oposition determined in the last minute.

long timeout
This option specifies how long, in milliseconds, the requester is willing to wait for a
position fix. The default value is Infinity. If more than timeout milliseconds elapse, the
errorCallback will be invoked. Note that time spent asking the user for permission to
share her location does not count against this timeout value.

GeolocationError
an error while querying the user’s location

If an attempt to determine the user’s geographical position fails, your error callback function
will be invoked with a GeolocationError object that describes what went wrong.

Constants
These constants are the possible values of the code property:

unsigned short PERMISSION_DENIED = 1
The user did not grant permission to share her or his location.

unsigned short POSITION_UNAVAILABLE = 2
The location could not be determined for an unspecified reason. This could be caused
by a network error, for example.

GeolocationError
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unsigned short TIMEOUT = 3
The location could not be determined within the time allotted (see the timeout option
described in Geolocation).

Properties

readonly unsigned short code
This property will have one of the three values above.

readonly string message
A message that provides more details about the error. The message is intended to aid
with debugging and is not suitable for display to end users.

Geoposition
a timestamped position report

A Geoposition object represents the user’s geographical position at a specific time. Objects
of this type have only two properties: a timestamp and a reference to a Geocoordinates object
that holds the actual position properties.

Properties

readonly Geocoordinates coords
This property refers to a Geocoordinates object whose properties specify the user’s lati-
tude, longitude, etc.

readonly unsigned long timestamp
The time at which those coordinates were valid, in milliseconds since the epoch. You can
use this value to create a Date object if desired.

HashChangeEvent
event object for hashchange events Event

Browsers fire a hashchange event when the fragment identifier (the portion of a URL beginning
with the hash mark #) of the document URL changes. This can happen because of a scripted
change to the hash property of the Location object, or because the user used the browser’s
Back or Forward buttons to navigate through the browser’s history. In either case, a hash-
change event is triggered. The associated event object is a HashChangeEvent. See §22.2 for
more on history management with location.hash and the hashchange event.

Properties

readonly string newURL
This property holds the new value of location.href. Note that this is the complete URL,
not just the hash portion of it.

readonly string oldURL
This property holds the old value of location.href.

HashChangeEvent
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History
the browsing history of a Window

The History object represents the browsing history of a window. For privacy reasons, how-
ever, it does not allow scripted access to the actual URLs that have been visited. The methods
of the History object allow scripts to move the window backward and forward through the
browsing history and to add new entries to the browsing history.

Properties

readonly long length
This property specifies the number of entries in the browser’s history list. Since there is
no way to determine the index of the currently displayed document within this list,
knowing the size of this list is not particularly helpful.

Methods

void back()

back() causes the window or frame to which the History object belongs to revisit the URL (if
any) that was visited immediately before the current one. Calling this method has the same
effect as clicking on the browser’s Back button. It is also equivalent to:

history.go(-1);

void forward()

forward() causes the window or frame to which the History object belongs to revisit the URL
(if any) that was visited immediately after the current one. Calling this method has the same
effect as clicking on the browser’s Forward button. It is also equivalent to:

history.go(1);

void go([long delta])

The History.go() method takes an integer argument and causes the browser to visit the URL
that is the specified number of positions away in the browsing history list maintained by the
History object. Positive arguments move the browser forward through the list, and negative
arguments move it backward. Thus, calling history.go(-1) is equivalent to calling
history.back() and produces the same effect as clicking on the Back button. With an argu-
ment of 0 or no argument at all, this method reloads the currently displayed document.

void pushState(any data, string title, [string url])

This method adds a new entry to the window’s browsing history, storing a structured clone
(see “Structured Clones” on page 672) of data as well as the specified title and url. If the
user later uses the browser’s history navigation mechanism to return to this saved state, a
popstate event will be triggered on the window, and the PopStateEvent object will hold another
clone of data in its state property.

The title argument provides a name for this state, and browsers may display it in their history
UI. (At the time of this writing, browsers ignore this argument). If specified, the url argument
is displayed in the location bar and gives this state a permanent state that can be bookmarked
or shared with others. url is resolved relative to the current document location. If url is an
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absolute URL, it must have the same origin as the current document. One common technique
is to use URLs that are just fragment identifiers beginning with #.

void replaceState(any data, string title, [string url])

This method is like pushState(), except that instead of creating a new entry in the window’s
browsing history, it updates the current entry with a new state data, title, and url.

HTMLCollection
an element collection accessible by name or number

An HTMLCollection is a read-only array-like object of Element objects that also defines prop-
erties corresponding to the name and id values of the collected elements. The Document object
defines HTMLCollection properties such as forms and image.

HTMLCollection objects define item() and namedItem() methods, for retrieving elements by
position or name, but it is never necessary to use them: you can simply treat the HTMLCol-
lection as a JavaScript object and access its properties and array elements. For example:

document.images[0]     // A numbered element of an HTMLCollection
document.forms.address // A named element of an HTMLCollection

Properties

readonly unsigned long length
The number of elements in the collection.

Methods

Element item(unsigned long index)

Returns the element at the specified index in the collection or null if index is out of bounds.
You can also simply specify the position within array brackets instead of calling this method
explicitly.

object namedItem(string name)

Returns the first element from the collection that has the specified name for its id or name
attribute, or null if there is no such element. You can also place the element name within
array brackets instead of calling this method explicitly.

HTMLDocument
see Document

HTMLElement
see Element

HTMLElement
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HTMLFormControlsCollection
a array-like object of form controls HTMLCollection

HTMLFormControlsCollection is a specialized HTMLCollection used by Form elements to
represent collections of form controls. Like HTMLCollection, you can index it numerically,
like an array, or treat it like an object and index it with the names or IDs of form controls.
HTML forms often have multiple controls (usually radio buttons or checkboxes) that have
the same value for their name attribute, and an HTMLFormControlsCollection handles this
differently than an ordinary HTMLCollection would.

When you read a property of an HTMLFormControlsCollection, and the form contains more
than one element that has that property as its name, the HTMLFormControlsCollection re-
turns an array-like object of all form controls that share the name. In addition, the returned
array-like object has a value property that returns the value attribute of the first checked radio
button with that name. You can even set this value property to check the radio button with
the corresponding value.

HTMLOptionsCollection
a collection of Option elements HTMLCollection

HTMLOptionsCollection is a specialized HTMLCollection that represents the Option ele-
ments within a Select element. It overrides the namedItem() method to handle multiple Option
elements with the same name, and it defines methods for adding and removing elements. For
historical reasons, HTMLOptionsCollection defines a writable length property that you can
set to truncate or extend the collection.

Properties

unsigned long length
This property returns the number of elements in the collection. Unlike the length prop-
erty of a regular HTMLCollection, however, this one is not read-only. If you set it to a
value smaller than its current value, the collection of Option elements is truncated, and
those that are no longer in the collection are removed from the containing Select element.
If you set length to a value larger than its current value, empty <option/> elements are
created and added to the Select element and to the collection.

long selectedIndex
The index of the first selected Option in the collection, or -1 if no Option is selected. You
can set this property to change the selected item.

Methods

void add(Element option, [any before])

Insert the option (which must be an <option> or <optgroup> element) into this collection (and
into the Select element) at the position specified by before. If before is null, insert it at the
end. If before is an integer index, insert it before the item that is currently at that index. If
before is another Element, insert the option before that element.

HTMLFormControlsCollection
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Element item(unsigned long index)

HTMLOptionsCollection inherits this method from HTMLCollection. It returns the element
at the specified index or null if index is out of bounds. You can also index the collection
directly with square brackets instead of calling this method explicitly.

object namedItem(string name)

This method returns all Option elements in the collection that have the specified name or ID.
If no elements match, it returns null. If one Option element matches, it returns that element.
If more than one element matches, it returns a NodeList of those elements. Note that you can
index an HTMLOptionsCollection directly, using name as a property name instead of calling
this method explicitly.

void remove(long index)

This method removes the <option> element at the specified index in the collection. If invoked
with no argument or with an argument that is out of bounds, it may remove the first element
in the collection.

IFrame
an HTML <iframe> Node, Element

An IFrame object represents an <iframe> element in an HTML document. If you look up an
<iframe> using getElementById() or a similar query function, you’ll get an IFrame object. If,
however, you access the <iframe> through the frames property of the Window object, or by
using the name of the <iframe> as a property of the containing window, the object you obtain
is the Window object that the <iframe> represents.

Properties

readonly Document contentDocument
The document contained in this <iframe> element. If the document displayed in the
<iframe> is from a different origin, the same-origin policy (§13.6.2) will prevent access
to this document.

readonly Window contentWindow
The Window object of the <iframe>. (The frameElement of that Window object will be a
reference back to this IFrame object.)

string height
The height, in CSS pixels, of the <iframe>. This property mirrors the HTML height
attribute.

string name
The name of the <iframe>. This property mirrors the HTML name attribute, and its value
can be used as the target of Link and Form objects.

readonly DOMSettableTokenList sandbox
This property mirrors the HTML5 sandbox attribute and allows it to be queried and set
as a string or as a set of individual tokens.

IFrame
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The sandbox attribute specifies that the browser should impose additional security re-
strictions on untrusted content displayed in an <iframe>. If the sandbox attribute is present
but empty, the <iframe> content will be treated as if it was from a distinct origin, will not
be allowed to run scripts, will not be allowed to display forms, and will not be allowed
to change the location of its containing window. The sandbox attribute can also be set to
a space-separated list of tokens, each of which lifts one of those additional security re-
strictions. The valid tokens are “allow-same-origin”, “allow-scripts”, “allow-forms”, and
“allow-top-navigation”.

The sandbox attribute is not yet widely implemented at the time of this writing. See an
HTML reference for further details.

boolean seamless
This property mirrors the HTML seamless attribute. If true, the browser should render
the content of the <iframe> so that it appears to be part of the containing document. This
means, in part, that the browser must apply the CSS styles of the containing document
to the content of the <iframe>.

The seamless attribute was introduced as part of HTML5 and is not yet widely imple-
mented at the time of this writing.

string src
This property mirrors the src attribute of the <iframe>: it specifies the URL of the framed
content.

string srcdoc
This property mirrors the srcdoc HTML attribute and specifies the content of the
<iframe> as a string. The srcdoc attribute was recently introduced as part of HTML5 and
is not yet implemented at the time of this writing.

string width
The width, in CSS pixels, of the <iframe>. This property mirrors the HTML width
attribute.

Image
an <img> in an HTML document Node, Element

An Image object represents an image embedded in an HTML document with an <img> tag.
The images that appear in a document are collected in the document.images[] array.

The src property of the Image object is the most interesting one. When you set this property,
the browser loads and displays the image specified by the new value. This allows visual effects
such as image rollovers and animations. See §21.1 for examples.

You can create offscreen Image objects by simply creating new <img> elements with
document.createElement() or with the Image() constructor. Note that this constructor does
not have an argument to specify the image to be loaded: to load an image, simply set the
src property of your Image object. To actually display the image, insert the Image object into
the document.

Image
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Constructor
new Image([unsigned long width, unsigned long height])

You can create a new Image as you would create any HTML element with docu
ment.createElement(). For historical reasons, however, client-side JavaScript also defines the
Image() constructor to do the same thing. If the width or height arguments are specified, they
set the width and height attributes of the <img> tag.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, Image elements also expose the following HTML
attributes as JavaScript properties: alt, usemap, ismap.

readonly boolean complete
true if no image src was specified or if the image has been completely downloaded.
false otherwise.

unsigned long height
The on-screen height at which the image is displayed, in CSS pixels. Set this to change
the height of the image.

readonly unsigned long naturalHeight
The intrinsic height of the image.

readonly unsigned long naturalWidth
The intrinsic width of the image.

string src
The URL of the image. Setting this property causes the specified image to load. If the
Image object has been inserted into the document, the new image will be displayed.

unsigned long width
The width, in CSS pixels, at which the image is actually displayed on the screen. You can
set this to change the on-screen size of the image.

ImageData
an array of pixel data from a <canvas>

An ImageData object holds the red, green, blue, and alpha (transparency) components of a
rectangular region of pixels. Obtain an ImageData object with the createImageData() or
getImageData() methods of the CanvasRenderingContext2D object of a <canvas> tag.

The width and height properties specify the dimensions of the rectangle of pixels. The data
property is an array that holds the pixel data. Pixels appear in the data[] array in left-to-right
and top-to-bottom order. Each pixel consists of four byte values that represent the R, G, B,
and A components, in that order. Thus, the color components for a pixel at (x,y) within an
ImageData object image can be accessed like this:

var offset = (x + y*image.width) * 4;
var red = image.data[offset];
var green = image.data[offset+1];
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var blue = image.data[offset+2];
var alpha = image.data[offset+3];

The data[] array is not a true JavaScript array, but an optimized array-like object whose
elements are integers between 0 and 255. The elements are read/write, but the length of
the array is fixed. For any ImageData object i, i.data.length will always equal
i.width * i.height * 4.

Properties

readonly byte[] data
A read-only reference to a read/write array-like object whose elements are bytes.

readonly unsigned long height
The number of rows of image data.

readonly unsigned long width
The number of pixels per row of data.

Input
an HTML <input> element Node, Element, FormControl

An Input object represents an HTML form <input> element. Its appearance and behavior
depends on its type attribute: an Input element might represent a simple text input field, a
checkbox, a radio box, a button, or a file selection element, for example. Because an
<input> element can represent so many kinds of form controls, the Input element is one of
the most complicated. See §15.9 for an overview of HTML forms and form elements. Note
that some of the important properties of the Input element (such as type, value, name, and
form) are documented in FormControl.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, Input elements also implement all of the properties
defined by Element and FormControl. The properties marked with an asterisk in this list are
newly defined by HTML5 and are not yet, at the time of this writing, widely implemented.

string accept
When type is “file”, this property is a comma-separated list of MIME types that specify
the types of files that may be selected. The strings “audio/*”, “video/*”, and “image/*”
are also legal. Mirrors the accept attribute.

string autocomplete
True if the browser can prefill this Input element with a value from a previous session.
Mirrors that autocomplete attribute. See also the autocomplete property of Form.

boolean checked
For checkable input elements, this property specifies whether the element is “checked”
or not. Setting this property changes the visual appearance of the input element.

Input
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boolean defaultChecked
For checkable input elements, this property specifies the initial checkedness of the ele-
ment. When the form is reset, the checked property is restored to the value of this prop-
erty. Mirrors the checked attribute.

string defaultValue
For elements with a textual value, this property holds the initial value displayed by the
element. When the form is reset, the element is restored to this value. Mirrors the
value attribute.

readonly File[] files
For elements whose type is “file”, this property is an array-like object of the File object
or objects that the user selected.

string formAction*
For submit button elements, this property specifies a value that overrides the action
property of the containing form. Mirrors the formaction attribute.

string formEnctype*
For submit button elements, this property specifies a value that overrides the enctype
property of the containing form. Mirrors the formenctype attribute.

string formMethod*
For submit button elements, this property specifies a value that overrides the method
property of the containing form. Mirrors the formmethod attribute.

boolean formNoValidate*
For submit button elements, this property specifies a value that overrides the
noValidate property of the containing form. Mirrors the formnovalidate attribute.

string formTarget*
For submit button elements, this property specifies a value that overrides the target
property of the containing form. Mirrors the formtarget attribute.

boolean indeterminate
For checkboxes, this property specifies whether the element is in an indeterminate (nei-
ther checked nor unchecked) state. This property does not mirror an HTML attribute:
you can only set it with JavaScript.

readonly Element list*
A <datalist> element that contains <option> elements that a browser can use as sugges-
tions or autocompletion values.

string max*
A maximum valid value for this Input element.

long maxLength
If type is “text” or “password”, this property specifies the maximum number of characters
that the user is allowed to enter. Note that this is not the same as the size property.
Mirrors the maxlength attribute.

string min*
A maximum valid value for this Input element.

Input
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boolean multiple*
true if the input element should accept more than one value of the specified type. Mirrors
the multiple attribute.

string pattern*
The text of a regular expression that the input must match in order to be considered valid.
This property uses JavaScript regular expression syntax (without the leading and trailing
slashes), but note that the property is a string, not a RegExp object. Also note that in
order be considered valid, the entire string of input must match the pattern, not just a
substring. (This is as if the pattern begins with ̂  and ends with $.) This property mirrors
the pattern attribute.

string placeholder
A short string of text that will appear within the Input element as a prompt to the user.
When the user focuses the element, the placeholder text will vanish and an insertion
cursor will appear. This property mirrors the placeholder attribute.

boolean readOnly
If true, this Input element is not editable. Mirrors the readonly attribute.

boolean required*
If true, the containing form will not be considered valid if the user does not enter a value
in this Input element. Mirrors the required attribute.

readonly Option selectedOption*
If the list property is defined and multiple is false, this property returns the selected
Option element child of the list, if there is one.

unsigned long selectionEnd
Returns or sets the index of the first input character after the selected text. See also
setSelectionRange().

unsigned long selectionStart
Returns or sets the index of the first selected character in the <textarea>. See also setSe
lectionRange().

unsigned long size
For Input elements that allow text input, this property specifies the width of the element
in characters. Mirrors the size attribute. Contrast with maxLength.

string step*
For numeric input types (including date and time input), this property specifies the gran-
ularity or step size of the allowed input values. This property can be the string “any” or
a floating-point number. Mirrors the step attribute.

Date valueAsDate*
Returns the element’s value (see FormControl) as a Date object.

double valueAsNumber*
Returns the element’s value (see FormControl) as a number.
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Methods
In addition to the methods listed here, Input elements also implement all of the methods
defined by Element and FormControl. The methods marked with an asterisk in this list are
newly defined by HTML5 and are not yet, at the time of this writing, widely implemented.

void select()

This method selects all the text displayed by this Input element. In most browsers, this means
that the text is highlighted and that new text entered by the user replaces the highlighted text
instead of being appended to it.

void setSelectionRange(unsigned long start, unsigned long end)

This method selects text displayed in this Input element, starting with the character at position
start and continuing up to (but not including) the character at end.

void stepDown([long n])*

For elements that support the step property, decrease the current value by n steps.

void stepUp([long n])*

For elements that support the step property, increase the current value by n steps.

jQuery jQuery 1.4

the jQuery library

Description
This is a quick reference for the jQuery library. See Chapter 19 for complete details on the
library and for examples of its use. This reference page is organized and formatted somewhat
differently than the other pages in this reference section. It uses the following conventions in
the method signatures. Arguments named sel are jQuery selectors. Arguments named idx are
integer indexes. Arguments named elt or elts are document elements or array-like objects
of document elements. Arguments named f are callback functions and nested parentheses are
used to indicate the arguments that jQuery will pass to the function you supply. Square
brackets indicate optional arguments. If an optional argument is followed by an equals sign
and a value, that value will be used when the argument is omitted. The return value of a
function or a method follows the close parenthesis and a colon. Methods with no return value
specified return the jQuery object on which they are invoked.

jQuery Factory Function
The jQuery function is a namespace for a variety of utility functions, but it is also the factory
function for creating jQuery objects. jQuery() can be invoked in all of the ways shown below,
but it always returns a jQuery object that represents a collection of document elements (or
the Document object itself). The symbol $ is an alias for jQuery, and you can use $() instead
of jQuery() in each of the forms following:
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jQuery(sel [, context=document])
Returns a new jQuery object that represents the document elements that are descendants
of context and match the selector string sel.

jQuery(elts)
Returns a new jQuery object that represents the specified elements. elts may be a single
document element or an array or array-like object (such as a NodeList or another jQuery
object) of document elements.

jQuery(html, [props])
Parses html as a string of HTML-formatted text and returns a new jQuery object that
contains the one or more top-level elements in the string. If html describes a single HTML
tag, props may be an object that specifies HTML attributes and event handlers for the
newly created element.

jQuery(f)
Registers f as a function to be invoked when the document has loaded and is ready to be
manipulated. If the document is already ready, f is invoked immediately as a method of
the document object. Returns a jQuery object that contains only the document object.

jQuery Selector Grammar
The jQuery selector grammar is very similar to the CSS3 selector grammar, and it is explained
in detail in §19.8.1. The following is a summary:

Simple tag, class and ID selectors

*            tagname       .classname     #id

Selector Combinations

A B    B as a descendant of A
A > B  B as a child of A
A + B  B as a sibling following A
A ~ B  B as a sibling of A

Attribute Filters

[attr]       has attribute
[attr=val]   has attribute with value val
[attr!=val]  does not have attribute with value val
[attr^=val]  attribute begins with val
[attr$=val]  attribute ends with val
[attr*=val]  attribute includes val
[attr~=val]  attribute includes val as a word
[attr|=val]  attribute begins with val and optional hyphen

Element Type Filters

:button      :header       :password      :submit
:checkbox    :image        :radio         :text
:file        :input        :reset
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Element State Filters

:animated    :disabled     :hidden        :visible
:checked     :enabled      :selected

Selection Position Filters

:eq(n)       :first        :last          :nth(n)
:even        :gt(n)        :lt(n)         :odd

Document Position Filters

:first-child               :nth-child(n)
:last-child                :nth-child(even)
:only-child                :nth-child(odd)
                           :nth-child(xn+y)

Miscellaneous Filters

:contains(text)            :not(selector)
:empty                     :parent
:has(selector)

Basic jQuery Methods and Properties
These are the basic methods and properties of jQuery objects. They don’t alter the selection
or the selected elements in any way, but they allow you to query and iterate over the set of
selected elements. See §19.1.2 for details.

context
The context, or root element, under which the selection was made. This is the second
argument to $() or the Document object.

each(f(idx,elt))
Invoke f once as a method of each selected element. Stops iterating if the function returns
false. Returns the jQuery object on which it was invoked.

get(idx):elt
get():array

Return the selected element at the specified index in the jQuery object. You can also use
regular square-bracket array indexing. With no arguments, get() is a synonym for
toArray().

index():int
index(sel):int
index(elt):int

With no argument, return the index of the first selected element among its siblings. With
a selector argument, return the index of the first selected element within the set of ele-
ments that match the selector sel, or -1 if it is not found. With an element argument,
return the index of elt in the selected elements, or -1 if it is not found.

is(sel):boolean
Return true if at least one of the selected elements also matches sel.
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length
The number of selected elements.

map(f(idx,elt)):jQuery
Invoke f once as a method of each selected element and return a new jQuery object that
holds the returned values, with null and undefined values omitted and array values
flattened.

selector
The selector string originally passed to $().

size():int
Return the value of the length property.

toArray():array
Return a true array of the selected elements.

jQuery Selection Methods
The methods described in this section alter the set of selected elements, by filtering them,
adding new elements, or using the selected elements as starting points for new selections. In
jQuery 1.4 and later, jQuery selections are always sorted in document order and do not con-
tain duplicates. See §19.8.2.

add(sel, [context])
add(elts)
add(html)

The arguments to add() are passed to $(), and the resulting selection is merged with the
current selection.

andSelf()
Add the previously selected set of elements (from the stack) to the selection.

children([sel])
Select children of the selected elements. With no argument, select all children. With a
selector, select only matching children.

closest(sel, [context])
Select the closest ancestor of each selected element that matches sel and is a descendant
of context. If context is omitted, the context property of the jQuery object is used.

contents()
Select all children of each selected element, including text nodes and comments.

end()
Pop the internal stack restoring the selection to the state it was in before the last selection-
altering method.

eq(idx)
Select only the selected element with the specified index. In jQuery 1.4, negative indexes
count from the end.
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filter(sel)
filter(elts)
filter(f(idx):boolean)

Filter the selection so it only includes elements that also match the selector sel, that are
included in the array-like object elts, or for which the predicate f returns true when
invoked as a method of the element.

find(sel)
Select all descendants of any selected element that match sel.

first()
Select only the first selected element.

has(sel)
has(elt)

Filter the selection to include only those selected elements that have a descendant that
matches sel or that are ancestors of elt.

last()
Select only the last selected element.

next([sel])
Select the next sibling of each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude those that do
not match.

nextAll([sel])
Select all of the siblings following each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude those
that do not match.

nextUntil(sel)
Select the siblings following each selected element up to (but not including) the first
sibling that matches sel.

not(sel)
not(elts)
not(f(idx):boolean)

This is the opposite of filter(). It filters the selection to exclude elements that match
sel, that are included in elts, or for which f returns true. elts may be a single element
or an array-like object of elements. f is invoked as a method of each selected element.

offsetParent()
Select the nearest positioned ancestor of each selected element.

parent([sel])
Select the parent of each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude any that do not
match.

parents([sel])
Select the ancestors of each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude any that do not
match.
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parentsUntil(sel)
Select the ancestors of each selected element up to (but not including) the first one that
matches sel.

prev([sel])
Select the previous sibling of each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude those that
do not match.

prevAll([sel])
Select all of the siblings before each selected element. If sel is specified, exclude those
that do not match.

prevUntil(sel)
Select the siblings preceding each selected element up to (but not including) the first
sibling that matches sel.

pushStack(elts)
Push the current state of the selection so that it can be restored with end(), and then select
the elements in the elts array (or array-like object).

siblings([sel])
Select the siblings of each selected element, excluding the element itself. If sel is specified,
exclude any siblings that do not match.

slice(startidx, [endidx])
Filter the selection to include only elements with an index greater than or equal to
startidx and less than (but not equal to) endidx. Negative indexes count backward from
the end of the selection. If endidx is omitted, the length property is used.

jQuery Element Methods
The methods described here query and set the HTML attributes and CSS style properties of
elements. Setter callback functions with an argument named current are passed the current
value of whatever it is they are computing a new value for. See §19.2.

addClass(names)
addClass(f(idx,current):names)

Add the specified CSS class name or names to the class attribute of each selected element.
Or invoke f as a method of each element to compute the class name or names to add.

attr(name):value
attr(name, value)
attr(name, f(idx,current):value)
attr(obj)

With one string argument, return the value of the named attribute for the first selected
element. With two arguments, set the named attribute of all selected elements to the
specified value or invoke f as a method of each element to compute a value. With a single
object argument, use property names as attribute names and property values as attribute
values or attribute computing functions.
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css(name):value
css(name, value)
css(name, f(idx,current):value)
css(obj)

Like attr(), but query or set CSS style attributes instead of HTML attributes.

data():obj
data(key):value
data(key, value)
data(obj)

With no arguments, return the data object for the first selected element. With one string
argument, return the value of the named property of that data object. With two argu-
ments, set the named property of the data object of all selected elements to the specified
value. With one object argument, replace the data object of all selected elements.

hasClass(name):boolean
Returns true if any of the selected elements includes name in its class attribute.

height():int
height(h)
height(f(idx,current):int)

Return the height (not including padding, border, or margin) of the first selected element,
or set the height of all selected elements to h or to the value computed by invoking f as
a method of each element.

innerHeight():int
Return the height plus padding of the first selected element.

innerWidth():int
Return the width plus padding of the first selected element.

offset():coords
offset(coords)
offset(f(idx,current):coords)

Return the X and Y position (in document coordinates) of the first selected element, or
set the position of all selected elements to coords or to the value computed by invoking
f as a method of each element. Coordinates are specified as objects with top and left
properties.

offsetParent():jQuery
Select the nearest positioned ancestor of each selected element and return them in a new
jQuery object.

outerHeight([margins=false]):int
Return the height plus the padding and border, and, if margins is true, the margins of the
first selected element.

outerWidth([margins=false]):int
Return the width plus the padding and border, and, if margins is true, the margins of the
first selected element.
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position():coords
Return the position of the first selected element relative to its nearest positioned ancestor.
The return value is an object with top and left properties.

removeAttr(name)
Remove the named attribute from all selected elements.

removeClass(names)
removeClass(f(idx,current):names)

Remove the specified name or names from the class attribute of all selected elements. If
a function is passed instead of a string, invoke it as a method of each element to compute
the name or names to be removed.

removeData([key])
Removed the named property from the data object of each selected element. If no prop-
erty name is specified, remove the entire data object instead.

scrollLeft():int
scrollLeft(int)

Return the horizontal scrollbar position of the first selected element or set it for all selected
elements.

scrollTop():int
scrollTop(int)

Return the vertical scrollbar position of the first selected element or set it for all selected
elements.

toggleClass(names, [add])
toggleClass(f(idx,current):names, [add])

Toggle the specified class name or names in the class property of each selected element.
If f is specified, invoke it as a method of each selected element to compute the name or
names to be toggled. If add is true or false, add or remove the class names rather than
toggling them.

val():value
val(value)
val(f(idx,current)):value

Return the form value or selection state of the first selected element, or set the value or
selection state of all selected elements to value or to the value computed by invoking f
as a method of each element.

width():int
width(w)
width(f(idx,current):int)

Return the width (not including padding, border, or margin) of the first selected element,
or set the width of all selected elements to w or to the value computed by invoking f as a
method of each element.
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jQuery Insertion and Deletion Methods
The methods described here insert, delete, and replace document content. In the method
signatures below, the content argument may be a jQuery object, a string of HTML, or an
individual document element, and the target argument may be a jQuery object, an individual
document element, or a selector string. See §19.2.5 and §19.3 for further details.

after(content)
after(f(idx):content)

Insert content after each selected element, or invoke f as a method of, and insert its return
value after, each selected element.

append(content)
append(f(idx,html):content)

Append content to each selected element, or invoke f as a method of, and append its
return value to, each selected element.

appendTo(target):jQuery
Append the selected elements to the end of each specified target element, cloning them
as necessary if there is more than one target.

before(content)
before(f(idx):content)

Like after(), but make insertions before the selected elements instead of after them.

clone([data=false]):jQuery
Make a deep copy of each of the selected elements and return a new jQuery object rep-
resenting the cloned elements. If data is true, also clone the data (including event han-
dlers) associated with the selected elements.

detach([sel])
Like remove(), but does not delete any data associated with the detached elements.

empty()
Delete the content of all selected elements.

html():string
html(htmlText)
html(f(idx,current):htmlText)

With no arguments, return the content of the first selected element as an HTML-
formatted string. With one argument, set the content of all selected elements to the
specified htmlText or to the value returned by invoking f as a method of those elements.

insertAfter(target):jQuery
Insert the selected elements after each target element, cloning them as necessary if there
is more than one target.

insertBefore(target):jQuery
Insert the selected elements before each target element, cloning them as necessary if
there is more than one target.
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prepend(content)
prepend(f(idx,html):content)

Like append(), but insert content at the beginning of each selected element instead of at
the end.

prependTo(target):jQuery
Like appendTo(), except that the selected elements are inserted at the beginning of the
target elements instead of at the end.

remove([sel])
Remove all selected elements or all selected elements that also match sel, from the docu-
ment, removing any data (including event handlers) associated with them. Note that the
removed elements are no longer part of the document, but are still members of the re-
turned jQuery object.

replaceAll(target)
Insert the selected elements into the document so that they replace each target element,
cloning the selected elements as needed if there is more than one target.

replaceWith(content)
replaceWith(f(idx,html):content)

Replace each selected element with content, or invoke f as a method of each selected
element, passing the element index and current HTML content, and then replace that
element with the return value.

text():string
text(plainText)
text(f(idx,current):plainText)

With no arguments, return the content of the first selected element as a plain-text string.
With one argument, set the content of all selected elements to the specified plainText or
to the value returned by invoking f as a method of those elements.

unwrap()
Remove the parent of each selected element, replacing it with the selected element and
its siblings.

wrap(wrapper)
wrap(f(idx):wrapper)

Wrap wrapper around each selected element, cloning as needed if there is more than one
selected element. If a function is passed, invoke it as a method of each selected element
to compute the wrapper. The wrapper may be an element, a jQuery object, a selector, or
a string of HTML, but it must have a single innermost element.

wrapAll(wrapper)
Wrap wrapper around the selected elements as a group by inserting wrapper at the location
of the first selected element and then copying all selected elements into the innermost
element of wrapper.
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wrapInner(wrapper)
wrapInner(f(idx):wrapper)

Like wrap(), but inserts wrapper (or the return value of f) around the content of each
selected element rather than around the elements themselves.

jQuery Event Methods
The methods in this section are for registering event handlers and triggering events. See §19.4.

event-type()
event-type(f(event))

Register f as a handler for event-type, or trigger an event of event-type. jQuery defines the
following convenience methods that follow this pattern:

ajaxComplete() blur()     focusin()   mousedown()     mouseup()
ajaxError()    change()   focusout()  mouseenter()    resize()
ajaxSend()     click()    keydown()   mouseleave()    scroll()
ajaxStart()    dblclick() keypress()  mousemove()     select()
ajaxStop()     error()    keyup()     mouseout()      submit()
ajaxSuccess()  focus()    load()      mouseover()     unload()

bind(type, [data], f(event))
bind(events)

Register f as a handler for events of the specified type on each of the selected elements.
If data is specified, add it to the event object before invoking f. type may specify multiple
event types and may include namespaces.

If a single object is passed, treat it as a mapping of event types to handler functions, and
register handlers for all the specified events on each selected element.

delegate(sel, type, [data], f(event))
Register f as a live event handler. f will be triggered when events of type type occur on
an element matching sel and bubble up to any of the selected elements. If data is specified,
it will be added to the event object before f is invoked.

die(type, [f(event)])
Deregister live event handlers registered with live() for events of type type on elements
that match the selector string of the current selection. If a specific event handler function
f is specified, only deregister that one.

hover(f(event))
hover(enter(event), leave(event))

Register event handlers for “mouseenter” and “mouseleave” events on all selected ele-
ments. If only one function is specified, it is used as the handler for both events.

live(type, [data], f(event))
Register f as a live event handler for events of type type. If data is specified, add it to the
event object before invoking f. This method does not use the set of selected elements,
but it does use the selector string and context object of the jQuery object. f will be trig-
gered when type events bubble up to the context object (usually the document) and the
event’s target element matches the selector. See delegate().
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one(type, [data], f(event))
one(events)

Like bind(), except that the registered event handlers are automatically deregistered after
they are invoked once.

ready(f())
Register f to be invoked when the document becomes ready, or invoke it immediately if
the document is ready. This method does not use the selected elements and is a synonym
for $(f).

toggle(f1(event), f2(event),...)
Register an “click” event handler on all selected elements that alternates (or toggles)
among the specified handler functions.

trigger(type, [params])
trigger(event)

Trigger a type event on all selected elements, passing params as extra parameters to event
handlers. params may be omitted, or may be a single value or an array of values. If you
pass an event object, its type property specifies the event type, and any other properties
are copied into the event object that is passed to the handlers.

triggerHandler(type, [params])
Like trigger(), but do not allow the triggered event to bubble or to trigger the browser’s
default action.

unbind([type],[f(event)])
With no arguments, deregister all jQuery event handlers on all selected elements. With
one argument, deregister all event handlers for the type events on all selected elements.
With two arguments, deregister f as a handler for type events on all selected elements.
type may name multiple event types and may include namespaces.

undelegate()
undelegate(sel, type, [f(event)])

With no arguments, deregister all live event handlers delegated from the selected ele-
ments. With two arguments, deregister live event handlers for type events on elements
matching sel that are delegated from the selected elements. With three arguments, only
deregister the single handler f.

jQuery Effects and Animation Methods
The methods described here produce visual effects and custom animations. Most return the
jQuery object on which they are called. See §19.5.

Animation options

complete    duration    easing     queue      specialEasing     step

jQuery.fx.off
Set this property to true to disable all effects and animations.
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animate(props, opts)
Animate the CSS properties specified by the props object on each selected element, using
the options specified by opts. See §19.5.2 for details of both objects.

animate(props, [duration], [easing], [f()])
Animate the CSS properties specified by props on each selected element, using the speci-
fied duration and easing function. Invoke f as a method of each selected element when
done.

clearQueue([qname="fx"])
Clear the effects queue or the named queue for each selected element.

delay(duration, [qname="fx"])
Add a delay of the specified duration to the effects queue or the named queue.

dequeue([qname="fx"])
Remove and invoke the next function on the effects queue or the named queue. It is not
normally necessary to dequeue the effects queue.

fadeIn([duration=400],[f()])
fadeOut([duration=400],[f()])

Fade the selected elements in or out by animating their opacity for duration ms. When
complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of each selected element.

fadeTo(duration, opacity, [f()])
Animate the CSS opacity of the selected elements to opacity over the specified
duration. When complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of each selected element.

hide()
hide(duration, [f()])

With no arguments, hide each selected element immediately. Otherwise, animate the
size and opacity of each selected element so that they are hidden after duration ms. When
complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of each selected element.

slideDown([duration=400],[f()])
slideUp([duration=400],[f()])
slideToggle([duration=400],[f()])

Show, hide, or toggle the visibility of each selected element by animating its height for
the specified duration. When complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of each selected
element.

show()
show(duration, [f()])

With no arguments, show each selected element immediately. Otherwise, animate the
size and opacity of each selected element so that they are fully visible after duration ms.
When complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of each selected element.

stop([clear=false], [jump=false])
Stop the current animation (if one is running) on all selected elements. If clear is true,
also clear the effects queue for each element. If jump is true, jump the animation to its
final value before stopping it.
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toggle([show])
toggle(duration, [f()])

If show is true, show() the selected elements immediately. If show is false, hide() the
selected elements immediately. If show is omitted, toggle the visibility of the elements.

If duration is specified, toggle the visibility of the selected elements with a size and opacity
animation of the specified length. When complete, invoke f, if specified, as a method of
each selected element.

queue([qname="fx"]):array
queue([qname="fx"], f(next))
queue([qname="fx"], newq)

With no arguments or just a queue name, return the named queue of the first selected
element. With a function argument, add f to the named queue of all selected elements.
With an array argument, replace the named queue of all selected elements with the
newq array of functions.

jQuery Ajax Functions
Most of the jQuery Ajax-related functionality takes the form of utility functions rather than
methods. These are some of the most complicated functions in the jQuery library. See
§19.6 for complete details.

Ajax status codes

success     error      notmodified   timeout       parsererror

Ajax Data Types

text        html       xml           script        json           jsonp

Ajax Events

ajaxStart   ajaxSend   ajaxSuccess   ajaxError     ajaxComplete   ajaxStop

Ajax Options

async        context     global         processData    type
beforeSend   data        ifModified     scriptCharset  url
cache        dataFilter  jsonp          success        username
complete     dataType    jsonpCallback  timeout        xhr
contentType  error       password       traditional

jQuery.ajax(options):XMLHttpRequest
This is the complicated but fully general Ajax function on which all of jQuery’s Ajax
utilities are based. It expects a single object argument whose properties specify all details
of the Ajax request and the handling of the server’s response. The most common options
are described in §19.6.3.1 and callback options are covered in §19.6.3.2.

jQuery.ajaxSetup(options)
This function sets default values for jQuery’s Ajax options. Pass the same kind of options
object you would pass to jQuery.ajax(). The values you specify will be used by any
subsequent Ajax request that does not specify the value itself. This function has no return
value.
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jQuery.getJSON(url, [data], [f(object,status)]):XMLHttpRequest
Asynchronously request the specified url, adding any data that is specified. When the
response is received, parse it as JSON, and pass the resulting object to the callback func-
tion f. Return the XMLHttpRequest object, if any, used for the request.

jQuery.getScript(url, [f(text,status)]):XMLHttpRequest
Asynchronously request the specified url. When the response arrives, execute it as a
script, and then pass the response text to f. Return the XMLHttpRequest object, if any,
used for the request. Cross-domain is allowed, but do not pass the script text to f, and
do not return an XMLHttpRequest object.

jQuery.get(url, [data], [f(data,status,xhr)], [type]):XMLHttpRequest
Make an asynchronous HTTP GET request for url, adding data, if any, to the query
parameter portion of that URL. When the response arrives, interpret it as data of the
specified type, or according to the Content-Type header of the response, and execute it
or parse it if necessary. Finally, pass the (possibly parsed) response data to the callback
f along with the jQuery status code and the XMLHttpRequest object used for the request.
That XMLHttpRequest object, if any, is also the return value of jQuery.get().

jQuery.post(url, [data], [f(data,status,xhr)], [type]):XMLHttpRequest
Like jQuery.get(), but make an HTTP POST request instead of a GET request.

jQuery.param(o, [old=false]):string
Serialize the names and values of the properties of o in www-form-urlencoded form, suitable
for adding to a URL or passing as the body of an HTTP POST request. Most jQuery Ajax
functions will do this automatically for you if you pass an object as the data parameter.
Pass true as the second argument if you want jQuery 1.3–style shallow serialization.

jQuery.parseJSON(text):object
Parse JSON-formatted text and return the resulting object. jQuery’s Ajax functions use
this function internally when you request JSON-encoded data.

load(url, [data], [f(text,status,xhr)])
Asynchronously request the url, adding any data that is specified. When the response
arrives, interpret it as a string of HTML and insert it into each selected element, replacing
any existing content. Finally, invoke f as a method of each selected element, passing the
response text, the jQuery status code, and the XMLHttpRequest object used for the
request.

If url includes a space, any text after the space is used as a selector, and only the portions
of the response document that match that selector are inserted into the selected elements.

Unlike most jQuery Ajax utilities, load() is a method, not a function. Like most jQuery
methods, it returns the jQuery object on which it was invoked.

serialize():string
Serialize the names and values of the selected forms and form elements, returning a string
in www-form-urlencoded format.
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jQuery Utility Functions
These are miscellaneous jQuery functions and properties (not methods). See §19.7 for more
details.

jQuery.boxModel
A deprecated synonym for jQuery.support.boxModel.

jQuery.browser
This property refers to an object that identifies the browser vendor and version. The
object has the property msie for Internet Explorer, mozilla for Firefox, webkit for Safari
and Chrome, and opera for Opera. The version property is the browser version number.

jQuery.contains(a,b):boolean
Returns true if document element a contains element b.

jQuery.data(elt):data
jQuery.data(elt, key):value
jQuery.data(elt, data)
jQuery.data(elt, key, value)

A low-level version of the data() method. With one element argument, return the data
object for that element. With an element and a string, return the named value from that
element’s data object. With an element and an object, set the data object for the element.
With an element, string, and value, set the named value in the element’s data object.

jQuery.dequeue(elt, [qname="fx"])
Remove and invoke the first function in the named queue of the specified element. Same
as $(elt).dequeue(qname).

jQuery.each(o, f(name,value)):o
jQuery.each(a, f(index,value)):a

Invoke f once for each property of o, passing the name and value of the property and
invoking f as a method of the value. If the first argument is an array, or array-like object,
invoke f as a method of each element in the array, passing the array index and element
value as arguments. Iteration stops if f returns false. This function returns its first
argument.

jQuery.error(msg)
Throw an exception containing msg. You can call this function from plug-ins or override
(e.g. jQuery.error = alert) it when debugging.

jQuery.extend(obj):object
jQuery.extend([deep=false], target, obj...):object

With one argument, copy the properties of obj into the global jQuery namespace. With
two or more arguments, copy the properties of the second and subsequent objects, in
order, into the target object. If the optional deep argument is true, a deep copy is done
and properties are copied recursively. The return value is the object that was extended.

jQuery.globalEval(code):void
Execute the specified JavaScript code as if it were a top-level <script>. No return value.
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jQuery.grep(a, f(elt,idx):boolean, [invert=false]):array
Return a new array that contains only the elements of a for which f returns true. Or, if
invert is true, return only those elements for which f returns false.

jQuery.inArray(v, a):integer
Search the array or array-like object a for an element v, and return the index at which it
is found or -1.

jQuery.isArray(x):boolean
Return true only if x is a true JavaScript array.

jQuery.isEmptyObject(x):boolean
Return true only if x has no enumerable properties.

jQuery.isFunction(x):boolean
Return true only if x is a JavaScript function.

jQuery.isPlainObject(x):boolean
Return true only if x is a plain JavaScript object, such as one created by an object literal.

jQuery.isXMLDoc(x):true
Return true only if x is an XML document or an element of an XML document.

jQuery.makeArray(a):array
Return a new JavaScript array that contains the same elements as the array-like object a.

jQuery.map(a, f(elt, idx)):array
Return a new array that contains the values returned by f when invoked for each element
in the array (or array-like object) a. Return values of null are ignored and returned arrays
are flattened.

jQuery.merge(a,b):array
Append the elements of the array b to a, and return a. The arguments may be array-like
objects or true arrays.

jQuery.noConflict([radical=false])
Restore the symbol $ to its value before the jQuery library was loaded and return jQuery. If
radical is true, also restore the value of the jQuery symbol.

jQuery.proxy(f, o):function
jQuery.proxy(o, name):function

Return a function that invokes f as a method of o, or a function that invokes o[name] as
a method of o.

jQuery.queue(elt, [qname="fx"], [f])
Query or set the named queue of elt, or add a new function f to that queue. Same as
$(elt).queue(qname, f).

jQuery.removeData(elt, [name]):void
Remove the named property from the data object of elt or remove the data object itself.
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jQuery.support
An object containing a number of properties describing the features and bugs of the
current browser. Most are of interest only to plug-in writers. jQuery.support.boxModel is
false in IE browsers running in quirks mode.

jQuery.trim(s):string
Return a copy of the string s, with leading and trailing whitespace trimmed off.

KeyEvent
see Event

Label
a <label> for a form control Node, Element

A Label object represents a <label> element in an HTML form.

Properties

readonly Element control
The FormControl that this Label is associated with. If htmlFor is specified, this property
is the control specified by that property. Otherwise, this property is the first FormCon-
trol child of the <label>.

readonly Form form
This property is a reference to the Form element that contains this label. Or, if the HTML
form attribute is set, the Form element identified by that ID.

string htmlFor
This property mirrors the HTML for attribute. Since for is a reserved word in JavaScript,
the name of this property is prefixed with “html” to create a legal identifier. If set, this
property should specify the ID of the FormControl that this label is associated with. (It is
usually simpler, however, to simply make that FormControl be a descendant of this
Label.)

Link
an HTML hyperlink Node, Element

HTML links are created with <a>, <area>, and <link> elements. <a> tags are used in the body
of a document to create hyperlinks. <area> tags are a rarely used feature for creating “image
maps.” <link> tags are used in the <head> of a document to refer to external resources such
as stylesheets and icons. The <a> and <area> elements have the same representation in Java-
Script. <link> elements have a somewhat different JavaScript representation, but, for con-
venience, these two types of links are documented together on this page.

KeyEvent
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When a Link object that represents an <a> element is used as a string, it returns the value of
its href property.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, a Link object also has properties that reflect the
underlying HTML attributes: hreflang, media, ping, rel, sizes, target, and type. Note that
the URL decomposition properties (such as host and pathname) that return portions of the
link’s href are only defined for <a> and <area> elements, not for <link> elements, and that the
sheet, disabled, and relList properties are only defined for <link> elements that refer to
stylesheets.

boolean disabled
For <link> elements that refer to stylesheets, this property controls whether the stylesheet
is applied to the document or not.

string hash
Specifies the fragment identifier of href, including the leading hash (#) mark—for
example, “#results”.

string host
Specifies the hostname and port portions of href—for example, “http://www.oreilly.com:
1234”.

string hostname
Specifies the hostname portion of href—for example, “http://www.oreilly.com”.

string href
Specifies the href attribute of the link. When an <a> or <area> element is used as a string,
it is the value of this property that is returned.

string pathname
Specifies the path portion of href—for example, “/catalog/search.html”.

string port
Specifies the port portion of href—for example, “1234”.

string protocol
Specifies the protocol portion of href, including the trailing colon—for example, “http:”.

readonly DOMTokenList relList
Like the classList property of Element, this property makes it easy to query, set, and
delete tokens from the HTML rel attribute of <link> elements.

string search
Specifies the query portion of href, including the leading question mark—for example,
“?q=JavaScript&m=10”.

readonly CSSStyleSheet sheet
For <link> elements that reference stylesheets, this property represents the linked
stylesheet.

string text
The plain-text content of an <a> or <area> element. A synonym for Node.textContent.
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string title
All HTML elements allow a title attribute, and it usually specifies tooltip text for that
element. Setting this attribute or property on a <link> element that has rel set to “alter-
nate stylesheet” provides a name by which the user can enable or disable the stylesheet,
and if the browser supports alternate stylesheets, the title you specify may appear within
the browser UI in some fashion.

Location
represents and controls browser location

The location property of the Window and Document objects refers to a Location object that
represents the web address (the “location”) of the current document. The href property con-
tains the complete URL of that document, and the other properties of the Location object
each describe a portion of that URL. These properties are much like the URL properties of
the Link object. When a Location object is used as a string, the value of the href property is
returned. This means that you can use the expression location in place of location.href.

In addition to representing the current browser location, the Location object also controls
that location. If you assign a string containing a URL to the Location object or to its href
property, the web browser loads and displays that URL. You can also make the browser load
a new document by setting other Location properties to alter portions of the current URL.
For example, if you set the search property, the browser reloads the current URL with a new
query string appended. If you set the hash property, the browser does not load a new docu-
ment, but it does create a new history entry. And if the hash property identifies an element of
the document, the browser scrolls the document to make that element visible.

Properties
The properties of a Location object refer to the various portions of the current document’s
URL. In each of the following property descriptions, the example given is a portion of this
(fictitious) URL:

http://www.oreilly.com:1234/catalog/search.html?q=JavaScript&m=10#results

string hash
The anchor portion of the URL, including the leading hash (#) mark—for example,
“#results”. This portion of the document URL specifies the name of an anchor within
the document.

string host
The hostname and port portions of the URL—for example, “http://www.oreilly.com:
1234”.

string hostname
The hostname portion of a URL—for example, “http://www.oreilly.com”.

string href
The complete text of the document’s URL, unlike other Location properties that specify
only portions of the URL. Setting this property to a new URL causes the browser to read
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and display the contents of the new URL. Assigning a value directly to a Location object
sets this property, and using a Location object as a string uses the value of this property.

string pathname
The pathname portion of a URL—for example, “/catalog/search.html”.

string port
The port portion of a URL— for example, “1234”. Note that this property is a string,
not a number.

string protocol
The protocol portion of a URL, including the trailing colon—for example, “http:”.

string search
The query portion of a URL, including the leading question mark—for example,
“?q=JavaScript&m=10”.

Methods

void assign(string url)

Load and display the contents of the specified url, as if the href property had been set to url.

void reload()

Reloads the document that is currently displayed.

void replace(string url)

Load and display the contents of the specified url, replacing the current document in the
browsing history so that the browser’s Back button will not take the browser back to the
previously displayed document.

MediaElement
a media player element Node, Element

MediaElement is the common superclass of the <audio> and <video> elements. Those two
elements define almost exactly the same API, which is described here, but see Audio and
Video for audio- and video-specific details. And see §21.2 for an introduction to these media
elements.

Constants
The NETWORK constants are the possible values of the networkState, and the HAVE constants are
the possible values of the readyState property.

unsigned short NETWORK_EMPTY = 0
The element has not started using the network. This would be the state before the src
attribute was set.
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unsigned short NETWORK_IDLE = 1
The element is not currently loading data from the network. It might have loaded the
complete resource, or it might have buffered all the data it currently needs. Or it might
have preload set to “none” and not yet have been asked to load or play the media.

unsigned short NETWORK_LOADING = 2
The element is currently using the network to load media data.

unsigned short NETWORK_NO_SOURCE = 3
The element is not using the network because it was not able to find a media source that
it is able to play.

unsigned short HAVE_NOTHING = 0
No media data or metadata has been loaded.

unsigned short HAVE_METADATA = 1
The media metadata has been loaded, but no data for the current playback position has
been loaded. This means that you can query the duration of the media or the dimensions
of a video and you can seek by setting currentTime, but the browser cannot currently play
the media at currentTime.

unsigned short HAVE_CURRENT_DATA = 2
Media data for currentTime has been loaded, but not enough data has been loaded to
allow the media to play. For video, this typically means that the current frame has loaded,
but the next one has not. This state occurs at the end of a sound or movie.

unsigned short HAVE_FUTURE_DATA = 3
Enough media data has been loaded to begin playing, but it is likely not enough to play
to the end of the media without pausing to download more data.

unsigned short HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA = 4
Enough media data has been loaded that the browser is likely to be able to play to the
end without pausing.

Properties

boolean autoplay
If true, the media element will automatically begin playing when it has loaded enough
data. Mirrors the HTML autoplay attribute.

readonly TimeRanges buffered
The time ranges of the media data that are currently buffered.

boolean controls
If true, the media element should display a set of playback controls. Mirrors the HTML
controls attribute.

readonly string currentSrc
The URL of the media data, from the src attribute or one of the <source> children of this
element, or the empty string if no media data is specified.
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double currentTime
The current playback time, in seconds. Set this property to make the media element skip
to a new playback position.

double defaultPlaybackRate
The playback speed used for normal playback. The default is 1.0.

readonly double duration
The length, in seconds, of the media. If the duration is unknown (metadata has not been
loaded, for example), this property will be NaN. If the media is a stream of indefinite
duration, this property will be Infinity.

readonly boolean ended
True if the end of the media has been reached.

readonly MediaError error
This property is set when an error occurs and is null otherwise. It refers to an object
whose code property describes the kind of error.

readonly double initialTime
The initial playback position, in seconds. This is usually 0, but some types of media (such
as streaming media) may have a different starting point.

boolean loop
If true, the media element should automatically restart the media each time it reaches
the end. This property mirrors the HTML loop attribute.

boolean muted
Specifies whether the audio is muted or not. You can set this property to mute and unmute
audio. For <video> elements, you can use an audio="muted" attribute to mute the media
by default.

readonly unsigned short networkState
Whether media data is currently loading or not. The legal values are listed in the Con-
stants section above.

readonly boolean paused
true if playback is currently paused.

double playbackRate
The current playback speed. 1.0 is normal playback. Values greater than 1.0 are fast-
forward. Values between 0 and 1.0 are slow-motion. Values less than 0 play the media
backward. (Media is always muted when played backward, and it will also be muted
when played particularly quickly or slowly.)

readonly TimeRanges played
The time ranges that have been played.

string preload
This property mirrors the HTML attribute of the same name, and you can use it to specify
how much media data the browser should fetch before the user requests that the media
be played. The value “none” means that no data should be preloaded. The value
“metadata” means that the browser should fetch the media metadata (such as duration)
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but not the actual data itself. The value “auto” (or just the empty string if the preload
attribute is specified with no value) means that the browser is allowed to download the
entire media resource, just in case the user decides to play it.

readonly unsigned short readyState
The media’s readiness to play, based on the amount of data that has been buffered. The
legal values are the HAVE_ constants defined above.

readonly TimeRanges seekable
The range or ranges of times that you can set currentTime to. When playing back simple
media files, this is typically any time between 0 and duration. But for streaming media,
times in the past may no longer be buffered and times in the future may not yet be
available.

readonly boolean seeking
This property is true while the media element is switching to a new currentTime playback
position. If a new playback position is already buffered, this property will be true only
for a short time. But if the media element must download new media data, seeking will
remain true for a longer time.

string src
This property mirrors the HTML src attribute of the media element. You can set this
property to make the media element load new media data. Note that this property is not
the same as currentSrc.

readonly Date startOffsetTime
The real-world date and time of the playback position 0, if the media metadata includes
that information. (A video file might include the time at which it was recorded, for
example.)

double volume
This property queries and sets the volume for audio playback. It should be a value be-
tween 0 and 1. Also see the muted property.

Event Handlers
<audio> and <video> tags define the following event handlers, which can be set as HTML
attributes or as JavaScript properties. At the time of this writing, some browsers do not support
these properties and require you to register your event handlers using addEventListener() (see
EventTarget). Media events do not bubble and have no default action to cancel. The associated
event object is a an ordinary Event. 

Event Handler Invoked When...

onabort The element has stopped loading data, typically at the user’s request. error.code is
error.MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED.

oncanplay Enough media data has loaded that playback can begin, but additional buffering is likely to be required.

oncanplaythrough Enough media data has loaded that the media can probably be played all the way through without
pausing to buffer more data.

ondurationchange The duration property has changed
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Event Handler Invoked When...

onemptied An error or abort has caused the networkState to return to NETWORK_EMPTY.

onended Playback has stopped because the end of the media has been reached.

onerror A network or other error prevented media data from being loaded. error.code is a value other
than MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED (see MediaError).

onloadeddata Data for the current playback position has loaded for the first time.

onloadedmetadata The media metadata has been loaded, and the duration and dimensions of the media are ready.

onloadstart The element begins requesting media data.

onpause The pause() method was called and playback has been paused.

onplay The play() method has been invoked, or the autoplay attribute has caused the equivalent.

onplaying The media has begun to play.

onprogress Network activity is continuing to load media data. Typically fired between 2 and 8 times per second.
Note that the object associated with this event is a simple Event object, not the ProgressEvent
object used by other APIs that fire events named “progress”.

onratechange The playbackRate or defaultPlaybackRate has changed.

onseeked The seeking property has changed back to false.

onseeking The script or user has requested that playback skip to an unbuffered portion of the media and playback
has stopped while data loads. The seeking property is true.

onstalled The element is trying to load data, but no data is arriving.

onsuspend The element has buffered enough data and has temporarily stopped downloading.

ontimeupdate The currentTime property has changed. During normal playback, this event is fired between 4
and 60 times per second.

onvolumechange The volume or muted property has changed.

onwaiting Playback cannot begin, or playback has stopped, because there is not enough data buffered. A playing
event will follow when enough data is ready.

Methods

string canPlayType(string type)

This method asks the media element whether it can play media of the specified MIME type.
If the player is certain it cannot play the type, it returns the empty string. If it is confident (but
not certain) that it can play the type, it returns the string “probably”. Media elements will
generally not return “probably” unless type includes a codecs= parameter that lists specific
media codecs. If the media element is not certain whether it will be able to play media of the
specified type, this method will return “maybe”.

void load()

This method resets the media element and makes it select a media source and start loading
its data. This happens automatically when the element is first inserted into the document or
whenever you set the src attribute. If you add, remove, or modify the <source> descendants
of the media element, however, you should call load() explicitly.
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void pause()

Pauses playback of the media.

void play()

Starts playback of the media.

MediaError
an <audio> or <video> error

When an error occurs on an <audio> or <video> tag, an error event is triggered and the
error property is set to a MediaError object. The code property specifies what kind of error
occurred. The following constants define the values of that property.

Constants

unsigned short MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED = 1
The user asked the browser to stop loading the media.

unsigned short MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK = 2
The media is of the right type, but a network error prevented it from being loaded.

unsigned short MEDIA_ERR_DECODE = 3
The media is of the right type, but an encoding error prevented it from being decoded
and played.

unsigned short MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED = 4
The media specified by the src attribute is not a type that the browser can play.

Properties

readonly unsigned short code
This property describes the type of media error that occurred. Its value will be one of the
constants above.

MessageChannel
a pair of connected MessagePorts

A MessageChannel is simply a pair of connected MessagePort objects. Calling
postMessage() on either one triggers a message event on the other. If you want to establish a
private communication channel with a Window or Worker thread, create a MessageChannel and
then pass one member of the MessagePort pair to the Window or Worker (using the ports
argument of postMessage()).

MessageChannel and MessagePort types are an advanced feature of HTML5 and, at the time
of this writing, some browsers support cross-origin messaging (§22.3) and worker threads
(§22.4) without supporting private communication channels with MessagePort.

MediaError
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Constructor
new MessageChannel()

This no-argument constructor returns a new MessageChannel object.

Properties

readonly MessagePort port1
readonly MessagePort port2

These are the two connected ports that define the communication channel. The two are
symmetrical: retain one or the other for your code, and pass the other to the Window or
Worker you want to communicate with.

MessageEvent
a message from another execution context Event

Various APIs use message events for asynchronous communication between unrelated exe-
cution contexts. The Window, Worker, WebSocket, EventSource, and MessagePort objects all de-
fine onmessage properties for handling message events. The message associated with a message
event is any JavaScript value that can be cloned as described in “Structured
Clones” on page 672. The message is wrapped in a MessageEvent object and available on the
data property. The various APIs that rely on message events also define a few additional
properties in the MessageEvent object. Message events do not bubble and have no default
action to cancel.

Properties

readonly any data
This property holds the message that is being delivered. data can be of any type that can
be cloned with the structured clone algorithm (“Structured Clones” on page 672): this
includes core JavaScript values including objects and arrays but not functions. Client-
side values such as Document and Element nodes are not allowed, although Blobs and
ArrayBuffers are.

readonly string lastEventId
For message events on an EventSource (§18.3), this field contains the lastEventId string,
if any, that was sent by the server.

readonly string origin
For message events on an EventSource (§18.3) or on a Window (§22.3), this property
contains the origin URL of the message sender.

readonly MessagePort[] ports
For message events on a Window (§22.3), Worker (§22.4), or MessagePort, this property
contains an array of MessagePort objects, if any were passed in the corresponding call to
postMessage().
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readonly Window source
For message events on a Window (§22.3), this property refers to the Window from which
the message was sent.

MessagePort
pass asynchronous messages EventTarget

A MessagePort is used for asynchronous, event-based message passing, typically between
JavaScript execution contexts, such as windows or worker threads. MessagePorts must be
used in connected pairs: see MessageChannel. Calling postMessage() on a MessagePort triggers
a message event on the MessagePort to which it is connected. The cross-origin messaging API
(§22.3) and Web Workers (§22.4) also communicate using a postMessage() method and
message events. Those APIs effectively use an implicit MessagePort object. Explicit use of
MessageChannel and MessagePort enables the creation of additional private communication
channels and can be used, for example, to allow direct communication between two sibling
Worker threads.

MessageChannel and MessagePort types are an advanced feature of HTML5 and, at the time
of this writing, some browsers support cross-origin messaging (§22.3) and worker threads
(§22.4) without supporting private communication channels with MessagePort.

Methods

void close()

This method disconnects this MessagePort from the port to which it was connected (if any).
Subsequent calls to postMessage() will have no effect, and no message events will be delivered
in the future.

void postMessage(any message, [MessagePort[] ports])

Send a clone of the specified message through the port and deliver it in the form of a message
event on the port to which this one is connected. If ports is specified, deliver those as part of
the message event as well. message can be any value that is compatible with the structured
clone algorithm (“Structured Clones” on page 672).

void start()

This method causes the MessagePort to start firing message events. Before this method is
called, any data sent through the port is buffered. Delaying messages this way allows a script
to register all of its event handlers before any messages are sent. Note, however, that you only
need to call this method if you use the EventTarget method addEventListener(). If you simply
set the onmessage property, start() will be called implicitly.

Event Handlers

onmessage
This property defines an event handler for message events. Message events are triggered
on the MessagePort object. They do not bubble and have no default action. Note that
setting this property calls the start() method to start the delivery of message events.
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Meter
a graphical meter or gauge Node, Element

A Meter object represents an HTML <meter> element that displays a graphical representation
of a value within a range of possible values, where the range may optionally be annotated to
indicate regions that are considered low, optimum, and high.

Most of the properties of this object simply mirror the HTML attributes with the same name.
The JavaScript properties are numbers, however, while the HTML attributes are strings.

<meter> is an HTML5 element that, at the time of this writing, is not yet widely supported.

Properties

readonly Form form
The Form element, if there is one, that is the ancestor of this element or that was identified
with the HTML form attribute.

double high
If specified, this property indicates that values between high and max should be graphically
indicated as “high”.

readonly NodeList labels
An array-like object of Label elements that are associated with this element.

double low
If specified, this property indicates that values between min and low should be graphically
indicated as “low”.

double max
The maximum value that can be displayed by the <meter>. The default is 1.

double min
The minimum value that can be displayed by the <meter>. The default is 0.

double optimum
If specified, the value that should be considered an optimum value.

double value
The value that is represented by this <meter>.

MouseEvent
see Event
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Navigator
information about the web browser

The Navigator object contains properties that describe the web browser your code is running
in. You can use its properties to perform platform-specific customization. The name of this
object is a reference to the Netscape Navigator browser, but all browsers support it. There is
only a single instance of the Navigator object, which you can reference through the
navigator property of any Window object.

Historically, the Navigator object has been used for “client sniffing,” to run different code
depending on what browser was in use. Example 14-3 shows a simple way to do this, and the
accompanying text in §14.4 describes the pitfalls of relying on the Navigator object. A better
approach to cross-browser compatibility is described in §13.4.3.

Properties

readonly string appName
The name of the browser. For Netscape-based browsers, the value of this property is
“Netscape”. In IE, the value of this property is “Microsoft Internet Explorer”. For com-
patibility with existing code, many browsers return old, spoofed information.

readonly string appVersion
Version and platform information for the browser. For compatibility with existing code,
most browsers return old out-of-date values for this property.

readonly Geolocation geolocation
A reference to the Geolocation object for this browser. The methods of that object allow
a script to request the current geographical location of the user.

readonly boolean onLine
This property is false if the browser will not attempt to download anything from the
network. This might be because the browser is certain that the computer is not connected
to the network or because the user has configured the browser to perform no networking.
If the browser will attempt downloads (because the computer might be online), this
property is true. The browser fires online and offline events at the Window object when
the state of this property changes.

readonly string platform
The operating system and/or hardware platform on which the browser is running. Al-
though there is no standard set of values for this property, some typical values are
“Win32”, “MacPPC”, and “Linux i586”.

readonly string userAgent
The value the browser uses for the user-agent header in HTTP requests. For example:

Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US) 
AppleWebKit/534.16 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/10.0.648.45 
Safari/534.16

Navigator
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Methods

void registerContentHandler(string mimeType, string url, string title)

This method requests the registration of the specified url as a handler for displaying content
of the specified mimeType. title is a human-readable site title that the browser may display to
the user. The url argument must contain the string “%s”. When this content handler is to be
used to handle a web page of the specified mimeType, the URL of that web page will be encoded
and inserted into the url in place of the “%s”. Then, the browser will visit the resulting URL.
This is a new feature of HTML5 and may not be implemented in all browsers.

void registerProtocolHandler(string scheme, string url, string title)

This method is like registerContentHandler(), but it registers a website to use as a handler
for the URL protocol scheme. scheme should be a string like “mailto” or “sms” without a colon.
This is a new feature of HTML5 and may not be implemented in all browsers.

void yieldForStorageUpdates()

Scripts that use Document.cookie or Window.localStorage or Window.sessionStorage (see Stor-
age and Chapter 20) are not supposed to be able to observe storage changes made by con-
currently running (same-origin) scripts in other windows. Browsers can (though at the time
of this writing, not all browsers do) prevent concurrent updates with a locking mechanism
like those used for databases. In browsers that support it, this method explicitly releases the
lock, potentially unblocking concurrent scripts in other windows. Stored values retrieved after
calling this method may be different than those retrieved before calling it.

Node

All objects in a document tree (including the Document object itself) implement the Node
interface, which provides the fundamental properties and methods for traversing and ma-
nipulating the tree. The parentNode property and childNodes[] array allow you to move up
and down the document tree. You can enumerate the children of a given node by looping
through the elements of childNodes[] or by using the firstChild and nextSibling properties
(or the lastChild and previousSibling properties, to loop backward). The appendChild(),
insertBefore(), removeChild(), and replaceChild() methods allow you to modify the docu-
ment tree by altering the children of a node.

Every object in a document tree implements both the Node interface and a more specialized
subinterface, such as Element or Text. The nodeType property specifies which subinterface a
node implements. You can use this property to test the type of a node before using properties
or methods of the more specialized interface. For example:

var n;   // Holds the node we're working with
if (n.nodeType == 1) {       // Or use the constant Node.ELEMENT_NODE
    var tagname = n.tagName; // If the node is an Element, this is the tag name
}

Node
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Constants

unsigned short ELEMENT_NODE = 1
unsigned short TEXT_NODE = 3
unsigned short PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE = 7
unsigned short COMMENT_NODE = 8
unsigned short DOCUMENT_NODE = 9
unsigned short DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE = 10
unsigned short DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE = 11

These constants are possible values of the nodeType property. Note that these are static
properties of the Node() constructor function; they are not properties of individual Node
objects. Also note that they are not defined in IE8 and before. For compatibility, you can
hardcode values or define your own constants.

unsigned short DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED = 0x01
unsigned short DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING = 0x02
unsigned short DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING = 0x04
unsigned short DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS = 0x08
unsigned short DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY = 0x10

These constants specify bits that may be on or off in the return value of compareDocument
Position().

Properties

readonly string baseURI
This property specifies the base URL of this Node against which relative URLs are re-
solved. For all nodes in HTML documents, this is the URL specified by the <base> element
of the document, or just the Document.URL with the fragment identifier removed.

readonly NodeList childNodes
This property is an array-like object that contains the child nodes of the current node.
This property should never be null: for nodes with no children, childNodes is an array
with length zero. Note that the NodeList object is live: any changes to this element’s list
of children are immediately visible through the NodeList.

readonly Node firstChild
The first child of this node, or null if the node has no children.

readonly Node lastChild
The last child of this node, or null if the node has no children.

readonly Node nextSibling
The sibling node that immediately follows this one in the childNodes[] array of the
parentNode, or null if there is no such node.

readonly string nodeName
The name of the node. For Element nodes, specifies the tag name of the element, which
can also be retrieved with the tagName property of the Element interface. For most other
types of nodes, the value is a constant string that depends on the node type.

Node
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readonly unsigned short nodeType
The type of the node—i.e., which subinterface the node implements. The legal values
are defined by the previously listed constants. Since these constants are not supported
by Internet Explorer, however, you may prefer to use hardcoded values instead of the
constants. In HTML documents, the common values for this property are 1 for Element
nodes, 3 for Text nodes, 8 for Comment nodes, and 9 for the single top-level Document
node.

string nodeValue
The value of a node. For Text nodes, it holds the text content.

readonly Document ownerDocument
The Document object with which this node is associated. For Document nodes, this
property is null. Note that nodes have owners even if they have not been inserted into a
document.

readonly Node parentNode
The parent (or container) node of this node, or null if there is no parent. Note that the
Document and DocumentFragment nodes never have parent nodes. Also, nodes that
have been removed from the document, or that are newly created and have not yet been
inserted into the document tree, have a parentNode of null.

readonly Node previousSibling
The sibling node that immediately precedes this one in the childNodes[] array of the
parentNode, or null if there is no such node.

string textContent
For Text and Comment nodes, this property is just a synonym for the data property. For
Element and DocumentFragment nodes, querying this property returns the concatenated
text content of all Text node descendants. Setting this property on a Element or Docu-
mentFragment replaces all descendants of that element or fragment with a single new
Text node that holds the specified value.

Methods

Node appendChild(Node newChild)

This method adds the node newChild to the document, inserting it as the last child of this
node. If newChild is already in the document tree, it is removed from the tree and then rein-
serted at its new location. If newChild is a DocumentFragment node, it is not inserted itself;
instead, all its children are appended, in order, to the end of this node’s childNodes[] array.
Note that a node from (or created by) one document cannot be inserted into a different docu-
ment. That is, the ownerDocument property of newChild must be the same as the ownerDocu
ment property of this node. (See Document.adoptNode()). This method returns the Node that
was passed to it.

Node cloneNode(boolean deep)

The cloneNode() method makes and returns a copy of the node on which it is called. If passed
the argument true, it recursively clones all descendants of the node as well. Otherwise, it
clones only the node and none of its children. The returned node is not part of the document
tree, and its parentNode property is null. When an Element node is cloned, all of its attributes
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are also cloned. Note, however, that event-listener functions registered on a node are not
cloned.

unsigned short compareDocumentPosition(Node other)

This method compares the document position of this node to the document position of the
other node and returns a number whose set bits describe the relationship between the nodes.
If the two nodes are the same, no bits are set and this method returns 0. Otherwise, one or
more bits will be set in the return value. The DOCUMENT_POSITION_ constants listed above give
symbolic names for each of the bits, which have the following meanings:

DOCUMENT_POSITION_ Value Meaning

DISCONNECTED 0x01 The two nodes are not in the same document, so their position cannot be compared.

PRECEDING 0x02 The other node appears before this node.

FOLLOWING 0x04 The other node comes after this node.

CONTAINS 0x08 The other node contains this node. When this bit is set, the PRECEDING bit is always
also set.

CONTAINED_BY 0x10 The other node is contained by this node. When this bit is set, the FOLLOWING bit is
always also set.

boolean hasChildNodes()

Returns true if this node has one or more children or false if it has none.

Node insertBefore(Node newChild, Node refChild)

This method inserts the node newChild into the document tree as a child of this node and then
returns the inserted node. The new node is positioned within this node’s childNodes[] array
so that it comes immediately before the refChild node. If refChild is null, newChild is inserted
at the end of childNodes[], just as with the appendChild() method. Note that it is illegal to
call this method with a refChild that is not a child of this node.

If newChild is already in the document tree, it is removed from the tree and then reinserted at
its new position. If newChild is a DocumentFragment node, it is not inserted itself; instead,
each of its children is inserted, in order, at the specified location.

boolean isDefaultNamespace(string namespace)

Returns true if the specified namespace URL is the same as the default namespace URL returned
by lookupNamespaceURI(null) and false otherwise.

boolean isEqualNode(Node other)

Returns true if this node and other are identical, with equal type, tagname, attributes, and
(recursively) children. Returns false if the two nodes are not equal.

boolean isSameNode(Node other)

Returns true if this node and other are the same node and false otherwise. You can also
simply use the == operator.

Node
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string lookupNamespaceURI(string prefix)

This method returns the namespace URL associated with the specified namespace prefix, or
null if there isn’t one. If prefix is null, it returns the URL of the default namespace.

string lookupPrefix(string namespace)

This method returns the namespace prefix associated with the specified namespace URL, or
null if there is none.

void normalize()

This method normalizes the text node descendants of this node, merging adjacent nodes and
removing empty nodes. Documents do not normally have empty or adjacent text nodes, but
this can occur when a script adds or removes nodes.

Node removeChild(Node oldChild)

This method removes oldChild from the childNodes[] array of this node. It is an error to call
this method with a node that is not a child. removeChild() returns the oldChild node after
removing it. oldChild continues to be a valid node and can be reinserted into the document
later.

Node replaceChild(Node newChild, Node oldChild)

This method replaces oldChild with newChild and returns oldChild. oldChild must be a child
of this node. If newChild is already part of the document, it is first removed from the document
before being reinserted at its new position. If newChild is a DocumentFragment, it is not in-
serted itself; instead, each of its children is inserted, in order, at the position formerly occupied
by oldChild.

NodeList
a read-only array-like object of Nodes

A NodeList is a read-only array-like object whose elements are Node objects (usually Elements).
The length property specifies how many nodes are in the list, and you can retrieve those nodes
from indexes 0 through length-1. You can also pass the desired index to the item() method
instead of indexing the NodeList directly. The elements of a NodeList are always valid Node
objects: NodeLists never contain null elements.

NodeLists are commonly used: the childNodes property of Node, and the return values
of Document.getElementsByTagName(), Element.getElementsByTagName(), and HTMLDocu
ment.getElementsByName() are all NodeLists, for example. Because NodeList is an array-like
object, however, we often refer to those values informally as arrays, using language like “the
childNodes[] array.”

Note that NodeList objects are usually live: they are not static snapshots but immediately
reflect changes to the document tree. For example, if you have a NodeList that represents the
children of a specific node and you then delete one of those children, the child is removed
from your NodeList. Be careful when you are looping through the elements of a NodeList:
the body of your loop can make changes to the document tree (such as deleting nodes) that
can affect the contents of the NodeList!

NodeList
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Properties

readonly unsigned long length
The number of nodes in the NodeList.

Methods

Node item(unsigned long index)

Returns the Node at the specified index or null if the index is out of bounds.

Option
an <option> in a Select element Node, Element

The Option object describes a single option displayed within a Select object. The properties
of this object specify whether it is selected by default, whether it is currently selected, the
position it has in the options[] array of its containing Select object, the text it displays, and
the value it passes to the server if it is selected when the containing form is submitted.

For historical reasons, the Option element defines a constructor that you can use to create
and initialize new Option elements. (You can also use the normal Document.cre
ateElement() method, of course.) Once a new Option object is created, it can be appended
to the options collection of a Select object. See HTMLOptionsCollection for details.

Constructor
new Option([string text, string value, boolean defaultSelected, boolean selected])

The Option() constructor creates an <option> element. The four optional argument specify
the textContent (see Node) of the element and the initial values of the value,
defaultSelected and selected properties.

Properties

boolean defaultSelected
This property mirrors the HTML selected attribute. It defines the initial selectedness of
the option, and also the value that is used when the form is reset.

boolean disabled
true if this option is disabled. Options are disabled if they or a containing <optgroup> has
the HTML disabled attribute.

readonly Form form
The <form> element, if any, of which this Option element is a part.

readonly long index
The index of this Option element within its containing Select element. (See also
HTMLOptionsCollection).

string label
The value of the HTML label attribute if there is one, or otherwise the textContent (see
Node) of this Option.

Option
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boolean selected
true if this option is currently selected, or false otherwise.

string text
The textContent (see Node) of this Option element, with leading and trailing whitespace
removed and runs of two or more spaces replaced with a single space character.

string value
The value of the HTML value attribute, if this Option has one, or the textContent of the
element otherwise.

Output
an HTML form <output> element Node, Element, FormControl

The Output object represents an HTML form <output> element. In browsers that support
them, Output objects implement most of the properties of FormControl.

Properties

string defaultValue
This property is the initial value of the Output element’s textContent (see Node). When
the form is reset, its value is restored to this value. If this property is set and the Output
element is currently displaying its previous defaultValue, the new default value will be
displayed. Otherwise, the currently displayed value will not be changed.

readonly DOMSettableTokenList htmlFor
The HTML for attribute of an <output> element is a space-separated list of the IDs of
elements whose values contributed to the computed content displayed by the <output>
element. for is a reserved word in JavaScript, so this corresponding JavaScript property
is named htmlFor instead. You can get and set this property as if it was an ordinary string
value, or you can use the methods of DOMTokenList to query and set individual element
IDs from the list.

PageTransitionEvent
event object for pageshow and pagehide events Event

Browsers fire a pageshow event after the load event when a document first loads, and then
fire another pageshow event each time the page is restored from the in-memory history cache.
A PageTransitionEvent object is associated with each pageshow event, and its persisted
property is true if the page is being restored rather than loaded or reloaded.

Pagehide events also have an associated PageTransitionEvent object, but the persisted prop-
erty is always true for pagehide events.

Pageshow and pagehide events are triggered on the Window object. They do not bubble and
have no default action to cancel.

PageTransitionEvent
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Properties

readonly boolean persisted
For pageshow events, this property is false if the page was loaded (or reloaded) from the
network or the disk cache. It is true if the page being shown was restored from the in-
memory cache without being reloaded.

For pagehide events, this property is always true.

PopStateEvent
history transition event Event

Web applications that manage their own history (see §22.2) use the pushState() method of
History to create a new entry in the browsing history and associate a state value or object with
it. When the user uses the browser’s Back or Forward buttons to navigate between those saved
states, the browser triggers a popstate event on the Window object and passes a copy of the
saved application state in the associated PopStateEvent object.

Properties

readonly any state
This property holds a copy of the state value or object that was passed to the
History.pushState() or History.replaceState() method. The state can be any value that
can be cloned with the structured clone algorithm (see “Structured Clones”
on page 672).

ProcessingInstruction
a processing instruction in an XML document Node

This infrequently used interface represents a processing instruction (or PI) in an XML docu-
ment. Programmers working with HTML documents will never encounter a Process-
ingInstruction node.

Properties

string data
The content of the processing instruction (i.e., the first nonspace character after the tar-
get, up to but not including the closing ?>).

readonly string target
The target of the processing instruction. This is the first identifier that follows the opening
<?; it specifies the “processor” for which the processing instruction is intended.

Progress
a progress bar Node, Element

A Progress object represents an HTML <progress> element and displays a graphical repre-
sentation of progress toward the completion of some kind of task.

PopStateEvent
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When the amount of work or time required to complete the task is not know, the Progress
element is said to be in an indeterminate state. In this state, it simply displays some kind of
“working” animation to indicate that something is happening. When the total amount of
work (or time or bytes) and the amount accomplished are known, the Progress element is a
determinate state and can display progress with some kind of completion percentage graphic.

<progress> is an HTML5 element that, at the time of this writing, is not yet widely supported.

Properties

readonly Form form
The Form element, if there is one, that is the ancestor of this element or that was identified
with the HTML form attribute.

readonly NodeList labels
An array-like object of Label elements that are associated with this element.

double max
The total amount of work to be done. When using a Progress element to display upload
or download progress of an XMLHttpRequest, for example, you might set this property
to the total number of bytes to be transferred. This property mirrors the max attribute.
The default value is 1.0.

readonly double position
If this is a determinate Progress element, this property is the computed value value/
max. Otherwise this property will be -1.

double value
A value between 0 and max indicating how much progress has been made. This property
mirrors the value attribute. If the attribute exists, the Progress element is a determinate
element. If it does not exist, the Progress element is indeterminate. To switch from de-
terminate to indeterminate mode (because of a stalled event from a MediaElement, for
example), you can use the removeAttribute() method of Element.

ProgressEvent
downloading, uploading, or file reading progress Event

The ApplicationCache, FileReader, and (level 2) XMLHttpRequest object all fire Progress events
to inform interested applications of the progress of a data transfer process such as a network
download or upload or a file read. Events of this sort are known generically as Progress
events, but only one such event actually has the name “progress.” Other Progress events fired
by FileReader and XMLHttpRequest are loadstart, load, loadend, error and abort.
XMLHttpRequest also fires a timeout Progress event. ApplicationCache fires a number of
events, but only the one named “progress” is a Progress event of the type described here.

Progress events are triggered in a sequence that begins with a loadstart event and always ends
with a loadend event. The event immediately before loadend will be load, error, or abort,
depending on whether the data transfer operation succeeded and if not, how it failed. Zero
or more progress events (with the actual event name “progress”) are triggered between the
initial loadstart and the final two events. (The ApplicationCache object fires a different se-
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quence of events, but the progress event it fires as part of its cache update process is a Progress
event.)

Event handlers for Progress events are passed a ProgressEvent object that specifies how many
bytes of data have been transferred. This ProgressEvent object is unrelated to the HTML
<progress> element described in Progress, but the ProgressEvent object passed to the
onprogress event handler of an XMLHttpRequest (for example) could be used to update the
state of a <progress> element to display a visual download completion percentage value to
the user.

Properties

readonly boolean lengthComputable
true if the total number of bytes to transfer is known and false otherwise. If this property
is true, the data transfer completion percentage for a ProgressEvent e can be computed as:

var percentComplete = Math.floor(100*e.loaded/e.total);

readonly unsigned long loaded
How many bytes have been transferred so far.

readonly unsigned long total
The total number of bytes to be transferred, if that value is known, or 0 otherwise. This
information might come from the size property of a Blob or the Content-Length header
returned by a web server, for example.

Screen
information about the display screen

The screen property of a Window refers to a Screen object. The properties of this global object
contain information about the computer monitor on which the browser is displayed. Java-
Script programs can use this information to optimize their output for the user’s display ca-
pabilities. For example, a program can choose between large and small images based on the
display size.

Properties

readonly unsigned long availHeight
Specifies the available height, in pixels, of the screen on which the web browser is dis-
played. This available height does not include vertical space allocated to permanent
desktop features, such as a bar or dock at the bottom of the screen.

readonly unsigned long availWidth
Specifies the available width, in pixels, of the screen on which the web browser is dis-
played. This available width does not include horizontal space allocated to permanent
desktop features.

readonly unsigned long colorDepth
readonly unsigned long pixelDepth

These synonymous properties both specify the color depth of the screen in bits per pixel.

Screen
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readonly unsigned long height
Specifies the total height, in pixels, of the screen on which the web browser is displayed.
See also availHeight.

readonly unsigned long width
Specifies the total width, in pixels, of the screen on which the web browser is displayed.
See also availWidth.

Script
an HTML <script> element Node, Element

A Script object represents an HTML <script> element. Most of its properties simply mirror
the HTML attributes with the same name, but text works like the textContent property
inherited from Node.

Note that a <script> will not run more than once. You cannot change the src or text property
of an existing <script> element to make it run a new script. You can set these properties on
a newly created <script> element to execute a script, however. Note, though, that a
<script> tag must be inserted into a Document in order to run. The script will be executed
when src or type is set or when it is inserted into the document, whichever comes last.

Properties

boolean async
true if the <script> element has an async attribute and false otherwise. See §13.3.1.

string charset
The character encoding of the script specified by src URL. This property is not normally
specified, and the default is to interpret the script using the same encoding as the con-
taining document.

boolean defer
true if the <script> element has a defer attribute and false otherwise. See §13.3.1.

string src
The URL of the script to be loaded.

string text
The text that appears between the <script> tag and the closing </script> tag.

string type
The MIME type of the scripting language. The default is “text/javascript”, and you do
not need to set this property (or the HTML attribute) for ordinary JavaScript scripts. If
you set this property to a custom MIME type of your own, you can embed arbitrary
textual data within the <script> element for use by other scripts.

Script
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Select
a graphical selection list Node, Element, FormControl

The Select element represents an HTML <select> tag, which displays a graphical list of
choices to the user. If the HTML multiple attribute is present, the user may select any number
of options from the list. If that attribute is not present, the user may select only one option,
and options have a radio button behavior—selecting one deselects whichever was previously
selected.

The options in a Select element can be displayed in two distinct ways. If the size attribute
has a value greater than 1, or if the multiple attribute is present, they are displayed in a list
box that is size lines high in the browser window. If size is smaller than the number of options,
the listbox includes a scrollbar. On the other hand, if size is 1 and multiple is not specified,
the currently selected option is displayed on a single line, and the list of other options is made
available through a drop-down menu. The first presentation style displays the options clearly
but requires more space in the browser window. The second style requires minimal space but
does not display alternative options as explicitly. size defaults to 4 when the multiple attribute
is set, and 1 otherwise.

The options[] property of the Select element is the most interesting. This is an array-like
object of <option> elements (see Option) that describe the choices presented by the Select
element. For historical reasons, this array-like object has some unusual behaviors for adding
and removing new <option> elements. See HTMLOptionsCollection for details.

For a Select element without the multiple attribute specified, you can determine which option
is selected with the selectedIndex property. When multiple selections are allowed, however,
this property tells you the index of only the first selected option. To determine the full set of
selected options, you must iterate through the options[] array and check the selected prop-
erty of each Option object.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, Select elements also define the properties of Ele-
ment and FormControl and mirror HTML attributes with the following JavaScript properties:
multiple, required, and size.

unsigned long length
The number of elements in the options collection. Select objects are themselves array-
like objects, and for a Select object s and a number n, s[n] is the same as s.options[n].

readonly HTMLOptionsCollection options
An array-like object of Option elements contained by this Select element. See HTMLOp-
tionsCollection for a description of the historical behavior of this collection.

long selectedIndex
The position of the selected option in the options array. If no options are selected, this
property is −1. If multiple options are selected, this property holds the index of the first
selected option.

Setting the value of this property selects the specified option and deselects all other op-
tions, even if the Select object has the multiple attribute specified. When you’re doing
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listbox selection (when size > 1), you can deselect all options by setting selectedIndex
to −1. Note that changing the selection in this way does not trigger the onchange() event
handler.

readonly HTMLCollection selectedOptions
A read-only array-like object of Option elements that are selected. This is a new property
defined by HTML5 and, at the time of this writing, it is not yet widely supported.

Methods
The methods listed here all delegate to the same-named methods of the options property; see
HTMLOptionsCollection for details. In addition to these methods, Select elements also imple-
ment the methods of Element and FormControl.

void add(Element element, [any before])

This method works just like options.add() to add a new Option element.

any item(unsigned long index)

This method works just like options.item() to return an Option element. It is also invoked
when the user indexes the Select object directly.

any namedItem(string name)

This method is just like options.namedItem(). See HTMLOptionsCollection.

void remove(long index)

This method works just like options.remove() to remove an Option element. See HTMLOp-
tionsCollection.

Storage
client-side storage of name/value pairs

The localStorage and sessionStorage properties of Window are both Session objects that rep-
resent persistent client-side associative arrays that map string keys to values. In theory, a
Session object can store any value that can be cloned with the structured clone algorithm (see
“Structured Clones” on page 672). At the time of this writing, however, browsers only support
string values.

The methods of a Storage object allow you to add new key/value pairs, remove key/value
pairs, and query the value associated with a specified key. You don’t have to call these methods
explicitly, however: you can use array indexing and the delete operator in their place, and
treat localStorage and sessionStorage as if they were ordinary JavaScript objects.

If you change the contents of a Storage object, any other Windows that have access to the
same storage area (because they’re displaying a document from the same origin) will be no-
tified of the change with a StorageEvent.

Properties

readonly unsigned long length
The number of key/value pairs stored.

Storage
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Methods

void clear()

Removes all stored key/value pairs.

any getItem(string key)

Returns the value associated with key. (In implementations current at the time of this writing,
the return value will always be a string.) This method is invoked implicitly when you index
the Storage object to retrieve a property named key.

string key(unsigned long n)

Returns the nth key in this Storage object or null if n is greater than or equal to length. Note
that the order of the keys may change if you add or remove key/value pairs.

void removeItem(string key)

Removes key, and its associated value, from this Storage object. This method is invoked im-
plicitly if you use the delete operator to delete the property named key.

void setItem(string key, any value)

Add the specified key and value to this Storage object, replacing any value that is already
associated with key. This method is invoked implicitly if you assign a value to the property
named key of the Storage object. That is, you can use ordinary JavaScript property access and
assignment syntax instead of explicitly calling setItem().

StorageEvent
Event

The localStorage and sessionStorage properties of a Window object refer to Storage objects
that represent client-side storage areas (see §20.1). If more than one window, tab, or frame
is displaying documents from the same origin, multiple windows have access to the same
storage areas. If a script in one window changes the contents of a storage area, a storage event
is triggered on all other Window objects that share access to that storage area. (Note that the
event is not triggered in the window that made the change.) Storage events are triggered on
the Window object and do not bubble. They do not have any default action that can be
canceled. The object associated with a storage event is a StorageEvent object, and its prop-
erties describe the change that occurred to the storage area.

Properties

readonly string key
This property is the key that was set or deleted. If the entire storage area was cleared with
Storage.clear(), this property (as well as newValue and oldValue) will be null.

readonly any newValue
The new value of the specified key. This will be null if the key was removed. At the time
of this writing, browser implementations only allow string values to be stored.
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readonly any oldValue
The old value of the key that was changed, or null if this key was newly added to the
storage area. At the time of this writing browser implementations only allow string values
to be stored.

readonly Storage storageArea
This property will be equal to the localStorage or sessionStorage property of the Win-
dow that receives this event and indicates which storage area was changed.

readonly string url
This is the URL of the document whose script changed the storage area.

Style
an HTML <style> element Node, Element

A Style object represents an HTML <style> tag.

Properties

boolean disabled
Set this property to true to disable the stylesheet associated with this <style> element,
and set it to false to re-enable it.

string media
This property mirrors the HTML media attribute and specifies the mediums to which the
specified styles apply.

boolean scoped
This property is true if the HTML scoped attribute is present on the <style> element, and
false otherwise. At the time of this writing, browsers do not support scoped stylesheets.

readonly CSSStyleSheet sheet
The CSSStyleSheet defined by this <style> element.

string title
All HTML elements allow a title attribute. Setting this attribute or property on a
<style> element may allow the user to select the stylesheet (as an alternate stylesheet) by
title, and the title you specify may appear within the web browser UI in some fashion.

string type
Mirrors the HTML type attribute. The default value is “text/css”, and you do not nor-
mally need to set this attribute.

Table
an HTML <table> Node, Element

The Table object represents an HTML <table> element and defines a number of convenience
properties and methods for querying and modifying various sections of the table. These
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methods and properties make it easier to work with tables, but their functionality can also be
duplicated with core DOM methods.

HTML tables are composed of sections, rows, and cells. See TableCell, TableRow, and Table-
Section.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, Table elements also have a summary property that
mirrors the HTML attribute of the same name.

Element caption
A reference to the <caption> element for the table, or null if there is none

readonly HTMLCollection rows
An array-like object of TableRow objects that represent all the rows in the table. This
includes all rows defined within <thead>, <tfoot>, and <tbody> tags.

readonly HTMLCollection tBodies
An array-like object of TableSection objects that represent all the <tbody> sections in this
table.

TableSection tFoot
The <tfoot> element of the table, or null if there is none.

TableSection tHead
The <thead> element of the table, or null if there is none.

Methods

Element createCaption()

This method returns an Element object representing the <caption> of this table. If the table
already has a caption, this method simply returns it. If the table does not have an existing
<caption>, this method creates a new (empty) caption and inserts it into the table before
returning it.

TableSection createTBody()

This method creates a new <tbody> element, inserts it into the table, and returns it. The new
element is inserted after the last <tbody> in the table, or at the end of the table.

TableSection createTFoot()

This method returns a TableSection representing the first <tfoot> element for this table. If
the table already has a footer, this method simply returns it. If the table does not have an
existing footer, this method creates a new (empty) <tfoot> element and inserts it into the table
before returning it.

TableSection createTHead()

This method returns a TableSection representing the first <thead> element for this table. If
the table already has a header, this method simply returns it. If the table does not have an
existing header, this method creates a new (empty) <thead> element and inserts it into the
table before returning it.
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void deleteCaption()

Removes the first <caption> element from the table, if it has one.

void deleteRow(long index)

This method deletes the row at the specified position from the table. Rows are numbered in
the order in which they appear in the document source. Rows in <thead> and <tfoot> sections
are numbered along with all other rows in the table.

void deleteTFoot()

Removes the first <tfoot> element from the table, if it has one.

void deleteTHead()

Removes the first <thead> element from the table, if it has one.

TableRow insertRow([long index])

This method creates a new <tr> element, inserts it into the table at the specified index, and
returns it.

The new row is inserted in the same section and immediately before the existing row at the
position specified by index. If index is equal to the number of rows in the table (or to -1), the
new row is appended to the last section of the table. If the table is initially empty, the new
row is inserted into a new <tbody> section that is itself inserted into the table.

You can use the convenience method TableRow.insertCell() to add content to the newly
created row. See also the insertRow() method of TableSection.

TableCell
a cell in an HTML table Node, Element

A TableCell object represents a <td> or <th> element.

Properties

readonly long cellIndex
The position of this cell within its row.

unsigned long colSpan
The value of the HTML colspan attribute, as a number.

unsigned long rowSpan
The value of the HTML rowspan attribute, as a number.

TableRow
a <tr> element in an HTML table Node, Element

A TableRow object represents a row (a <tr> element) in an HTML table and defines properties
and methods for working with the TableCell elements of the row.
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Properties

readonly HTMLCollection cells
An array-like object of TableCell objects representing the <td> and <th> elements in this
row.

readonly long rowIndex
The index of this row in the table.

readonly long sectionRowIndex
The position of this row within its section (i.e., within the <thead>, <tbody>, or <tfoot>
in which it is contained).

Methods

void deleteCell(long index)

This method deletes the cell at the specified index in the row.

Element insertCell([long index])

This method creates a new <td> element, inserts it into the row at the specified position, and
then returns it. The new cell is inserted immediately before the cell that is currently at the
position specified by index. If index is omitted, is -1, or is equal to the number of cells in the
row, the new cell is appended to the end of the row.

Note that this convenience method inserts <td> data cells only. If you need to add a header
cell into a row, you must create and insert the <th> element using Document.cre
ateElement() and Node.insertBefore() or related methods.

TableSection
a header, footer, or body section of a table Node, Element

A TableSection object represents a <tbody>, <thead>, or <tfoot> element in an HTML table.
The tHead and tFoot properties of a Table are TableSection objects, and the tBodies property
is an HTMLCollection of TableSection objects.

A TableSection contains TableRow objects and is contained in a Table object.

Properties

readonly HTMLCollection rows
An array-like object of TableRow objects representing the rows in this section of the table.

Methods

void deleteRow(long index)

This method deletes the row at the specified position within this section.

TableRow insertRow([long index])

This method creates a new <tr> element, inserts it into this table section at the specified
position, and returns it. If index is -1 or is omitted or equals the number of rows currently in
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the section, the new row is appended to the end of the section. Otherwise, the new row is
inserted immediately before the row that is currently at the position specified by index. Note
that for this method, index specifies a row position within a single table section, not within
the entire table.

Text
a run of text in a document Node

A Text node represents a run of plain text in a document and typically appear in the document
tree as children of Element. The textual content of a Text node is available through the
data property or through the nodeValue and textContent properties inherited from Node. You
can create a new Text node with Document.createTextNode(). Text nodes never have children.

Properties

string data
The text contained by this node.

readonly unsigned long length
The length, in characters, of the text.

readonly string wholeText
The text content of this node and any adjacent text nodes before or after this one. If
you’ve called the normalize() method of the parent Node, this property will be the same
as data.

Methods
Unless you are writing a web-based text editor application, these methods are not commonly
used.

void appendData(string text)

This method appends the specified text to the end of this Text node.

void deleteData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count)

This method deletes characters from this Text node, starting with the character at the position
offset and continuing for count characters. If offset plus count is greater than the number of
characters in the Text node, all characters from offset to the end of the string are deleted.

void insertData(unsigned long offset, string text)

This method inserts the specified text into the Text node at the specified offset.

void replaceData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count, string text)

This method replaces count characters starting at position offset with the contents of the
string text. If the sum of offset and count is greater than the length of the Text node, all
characters from offset on are replaced.
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Text replaceWholeText(string text)

This method creates a new Text node that contains the specified text. It then replaces this
node and any adjacent Text nodes with the single new node and returns the new node. See
the wholeText property above and the normalize() method of Node.

Text splitText(unsigned long offset)

This method splits a Text node in two at the specified offset. The original Text node is
modified so that it contains all text content up to, but not including, the character at position
offset. A new Text node is created to contain all the characters from (and including) the
position offset to the end of the string. This new Text node is the return value of the method.
Additionally, if the original Text node has a parentNode, the new node is inserted into this
parent node immediately after the original node.

string substringData(unsigned long offset, unsigned long count)

This method extracts and returns the substring that starts at position offset and continues
for count characters from the text of a Text node. If a Text node contains a very large amount
of text, using this method may be more efficient than using String.substring().

TextArea
a multiline text input area Node, Element, FormControl

A TextArea object represents an HTML <textarea> element that creates a multiline text input
field, often within an HTML form. The initial content of the text area is specified as plain text
between the <textarea> and </textarea> tags. You can query and set the displayed text with
the value property.

TextArea is a form control element like Input and Select. Like those objects, it defines form,
name, type, and value properties and the other properties and methods documented in
FormControl.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, TextArea elements also define the properties of
Element and FormControl and mirror HTML attributes with the following JavaScript proper-
ties: cols, maxLength, rows, placeholder, readOnly, required, and wrap.

string defaultValue
The initial plain-text content of the <textarea> element. When the form is reset, the text
area is restored to this value. This property is the same as the textContent property in-
herited from Node.

unsigned long selectionEnd
Returns or sets the index of the first input character after the selected text. See also
setSelectionRange().

unsigned long selectionStart
Returns or sets the index of the first selected character in the <textarea>. See also
setSelectionRange().
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readonly unsigned long textLength
The length, in characters, of the value property (see FormControl).

Methods
In addition to the methods listed here, TextArea elements also implement the methods of
Element and FormControl.

void select()

This method selects all the text displayed by this <textarea> element. In most browsers, this
means that the text is highlighted and that new text entered by the user replaces the highlighted
text instead of being appended to it.

void setSelectionRange(unsigned long start, unsigned long end)

Select text displayed in the <textarea>, starting with the character at position start and con-
tinuing up to (but not including) the character at end.

TextMetrics
measurements of a string of text

A TextMetrics object is returned by the measureText() method of CanvasRenderingCon-
text2D. Its width property holds the width of the measured text, in CSS pixels. Additional
metrics may be added in the future.

Properties

readonly double width
The width, in CSS pixels, of the measured text.

TimeRanges
a set of media time ranges

The buffered, played, and seekable properties of a MediaElement represent the portions of a
media timeline that have data buffered, that have been played, and that playback can be
started at. Each of these portions of the timeline may include multiple disjoint time ranges
(this happens to the played property when the user skips to the middle of a video file, for
example). A TimeRanges object represents zero or more disjoint time ranges. The length
property specifies the number of ranges, and the start() and end() methods return the bounds
of each range.

The TimeRanges objects returned by MediaElements are always normalized, which means that
the ranges they contain are in order, nonempty and do not touch or overlap.

Properties

readonly unsigned long length
The number of ranges represented by this TimeRanges object.
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Methods

double end(unsigned long n)

Returns the end time (in seconds) of time range n, or throws an exception if n is less than zero
or greater than or equal to length.

double start(unsigned long n)

Returns the start time (in seconds) of time range n, or throws an exception if n is less than
zero or greater than or equal to length.

TypedArray
fixed-size binary arrays ArrayBufferView

A TypedArray is an ArrayBufferView that interprets the bytes of an underlying ArrayBuffer as
an array of numbers and allows read and write access to the elements of that array. This page
does not document a single type named TypedArray. Instead, it covers eight different kinds
of typed arrays. These eight types are all subtypes of ArrayBufferView, and they differ from
each other only in the number of bytes per array element and the way those bytes are inter-
preted. The eight actual types are:

Int8Array
One byte per array element, interpreted as a signed integer.

Int16Array
Two bytes per array element, interpreted as a signed integer, using platform byte order.

Int32Array
Four bytes per array element, interpreted as a signed integer, using platform byte order.

Uint8Array
One byte per array element, interpreted as an unsigned integer.

Uint16Array
Two bytes per array element, interpreted as an unsigned integer, using platform byte order.

Uint32Array
Four bytes per array element, interpreted as an unsigned integer, using platform byte order.

Float32Array
Four bytes per array element, interpreted as a floating-point number, using platform byte order.

Float64Array
Eight bytes per array element, interpreted as a floating-point number, using platform byte order.

As their name implies, these are array-like objects, and you can get and set element values
using normal square-bracket array notation. Note, however, that objects of these types always
have a fixed length.

As noted in the descriptions above, the TypedArray classes use the default byte ordering of
the underlying platform. See DataView for an ArrayBuffer view that allows explicit control over
byte order.
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Constructor
new TypedArray(unsigned long length)
new TypedArray(TypedArray array)
new TypedArray(type[] array)
new TypedArray(ArrayBuffer buffer,[unsigned long byteOffset],[unsigned long length])

Each of the eight kinds of TypedArray has a constructor that can be invoked in the four ways
shown above. The constructors work as follows:

• If the constructor is called with a single numeric argument, it creates a new typed array
with the specified number of elements, and initializes each element to 0.

• If passed a single typed array object, the constructor creates a new typed array with the
same number of arguments as the argument array, and then copies the elements of the
argument array to the newly created array. The type of the argument array need not be
the same as the type of the array being created.

• If passed a single array (a true JavaScript array), the constructor creates a new typed array
with the same number of arguments and then copies element values from the argument
array into the new array.

• Finally, if passed an ArrayBuffer object, along with optional offset and length arguments,
the constructor creates a new typed array that is a view of the specified region of the
specified ArrayBuffer. The length of the new TypedArray depends on the ArrayBuffer
region and on the element size of the typed array.

Constants

long BYTES_PER_ELEMENT
The number of bytes that each element of this array occupies in the underlying Array-
Buffer. This constant will have the value 1, 2, 4, or 8, depending on what kind of
TypedArray is in use.

Properties

readonly unsigned long length
The number of elements in the array. TypedArrays have fixed size, and the value of this
property never changes. Note that this property is not, in general, the same as the byte
Length property inherited from ArrayBufferView.

Methods

void set(TypedArray array, [unsigned long offset])

Copy elements of array into this typed array, starting at index offset.

void set(number[] array, [unsigned long offset])

This version of set() is like the one above, but it uses a true JavaScript array rather than a
typed array.

TypedArray subarray(long start, long end)

Return a new TypedArray that uses the same underlying ArrayBuffer as this one does. The
first element of the returned array is element start of this array. And the last element of the
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returned array is element end–1 of this array. Negative values of start and end are interpreted
as offsets from the end of this array rather than the beginning.

URL
Blob URL methods

The URL property of the Window object refers to this URL object. In the future, this object
may become a constructor for a URL parsing and manipulation utility class. At the time of
this writing, however, it simply serves as a namespace for the two Blob URL functions de-
scribed below. See §22.6 and §22.6.4 for more on Blobs and Blob URLs.

The URL object is new at the time of this writing and the API is not yet stable. You may need
to use it with a vendor-specific prefix: webkitURL, for example.

Functions

string createObjectURL(Blob blob)

Return a Blob URL for the specified blob. HTTP GET requests for that URL will return the
contents of blob.

void revokeObjectURL(string url)

Revoke the specified Blob url, so that it is no longer associated with any Blob and can no
longer be loaded.

Video
an HTML <video> element Node, Element, MediaElement

A Video object represents an HTML <video> element. <video> and <audio> elements are very
similar and their common properties and methods are documented in MediaElement. This
page documents a handful of additional properties that are specific to Video objects.

Properties

DOMSettableTokenList audio
This property specifies audio options for the video. The options are specified as a space-
separated list of tokens on the HTML audio attribute, and the set is mirrored in JavaScript
as a DOMSettableTokenList. At the time of this writing, however, the HTML5 standard
defines only one legal token (“muted”), and you can treat this property as a string.

unsigned long height
The onscreen height of the <video> element, in CSS pixels. Mirrors the HTML height
attribute.

string poster
The URL of an image to be displayed as a “poster frame” before the video begins playing.
Mirrors the HTML poster attribute.
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readonly unsigned long videoHeight
readonly unsigned long videoWidth

These properties return the intrinsic width and height of the video (i.e., the size of its
frames) in CSS pixels. These properties will be zero until the <video> element has loaded
the video metadata (while readyState is still HAVE_NOTHING and the loadedmetadata event
has not been dispatched).

unsigned long width
The desired onscreen width of the <video> element, in CSS pixels. Mirrors the HTML
width attribute.

WebSocket
a bidirectional socket-like network connection EventTarget

A WebSocket represents a long-lived, bidirectional, socket-like network connection to a serv-
er that supports the WebSocket protocol. This is a fundamentally different networking model
than the request/response model of HTTP. Create a new connection with the WebSocket()
constructor. Use send() to send textual messages to the server, and register a handler for
message events to receive messages from the server. See §22.9 for further details.

WebSockets are a new Web API and, at the time of this writing, are not supported by all
browsers.

Constructor
new WebSocket(string url, [string[] protocols])

The WebSocket() constructor creates a new WebSocket object and begins the (asynchronous)
process of establishing a connection to a WebSocket server. The url argument specifies the
server to connect to and must be an absolute URL that uses the ws:// or wss:// URL scheme.
The protocols argument is an array of subprotocol names. If the argument is specified, it is
the client’s way of telling the server which communication protocols or which protocol ver-
sions it is able to “speak.” The server must choose one and inform the client as part of the
connection process. protocols may also be specified as a single string instead of an array: in
this case, it is treated as an array of length 1.

Constants
These constants are the values of the readyState property.

unsigned short CONNECTING = 0
The connection process is underway.

unsigned short OPEN = 1
The WebSocket is connected to the server; messages can be sent and received.

unsigned short CLOSING = 2
The connection is closing.

unsigned short CLOSED = 3
The connection has closed.
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Properties

readonly unsigned long bufferedAmount
The number of characters of text that have been passed to send() but not yet actually
sent. If you need to send large amounts of data, you can use this property to ensure that
you are not sending messages faster than they can be transmitted.

readonly string protocol
If an array of subprotocols was passed to the WebSocket() constructor, this property holds
the one chosen by the server. Note that when the WebSocket is first created, the con-
nection is not established and the server’s choice is not known. So this property starts as
the empty string. If you passed protocols to the constructor, this property will change to
reflect the server’s choice of subprotocol when the open event is triggered.

readonly unsigned short readyState
The current state of the WebSocket connection. This property holds one of the constant
values listed above.

readonly string url
This property holds the URL that was passed to the WebSocket() constructor.

Methods

void close()

If the connection is not already closed or closing, this method begins the process of closing
it, setting readyState to CLOSING. Message events may continue to be fired even after
close() is called, until readyState changes to CLOSED and the close event is fired.

void send(string data)

This method sends the specified data to the server at the other end of the WebSocket con-
nection. This method throws an exception if called before the open event has been triggered,
while readyState is still CONNECTING. The WebSocket protocol supports binary data, but at the
time of this writing, the WebSocket API only allows strings to be sent and received.

Event Handlers
Network communication is inherently asynchronous, and like XMLHttpRequest, the Web-
Socket API is event-based. WebSocket defines four event handler registration properties, and
also implements EventTarget, so you can also register event handlers using the EventTarget
methods. The events described below are all fired at the WebSocket object. None of them
bubble, and none have a default action to cancel. Note, however, that they do have different
event objects associated with them.

onclose
A close event is triggered when the WebSocket connection closes (and readyState
changes to CLOSED). The associated event object is a CloseEvent, which specifies
whether the connection closed cleanly or not.

onerror
An error event is triggered when a network or WebSocket protocol error occurs. The
associated event object is a simple Event.
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onmessage
When the server sends data through the WebSocket, the WebSocket fires a message
event, with an associated MessageEvent object whose data property refers to the received
message.

onopen
The WebSocket() constructor returns before the connection to the specified url is estab-
lished. When the connection handshake completes and the WebSocket is ready to send
and receive data, an open event is fired. The associated event object is a simple Event.

Window
a web browser window, tab, or frame EventTarget

The Window object represents a browser window, tab, or frame. It is documented in detail
in Chapter 14. In client-side JavaScript, the Window serves as the “global object,” and all
expressions are evaluated in the context of the current Window object. This means that no
special syntax is required to refer to the current window, and you can use the properties of
that window object as if they were global variables. For example, you can write document rather
than window.document. Similarly, you can use the methods of the current window object as if
they were functions: e.g., alert() instead of window.alert().

Some of the properties and methods of this object actually query or manipulate the browser
window in some way. Others are defined here simply because this is the global object. In
addition to the properties and methods listed here, the Window object also implements all
the global properties and functions defined by core JavaScript. See Global in Part III for details.

Web browsers fire many kinds of events at windows. This means that the Window object
defines quite a few event handlers, and that Window objects implement the methods defined
by EventTarget.

The Window object has window and self properties that refer to the window object itself. You
can use these to make the current window reference explicit rather than implicit.

A Window can contain other Window objects, typically in the form of <iframe> tags. Each
Window is an array-like object of nested Window objects. Rather than indexing a Window
object directly, however, you typically use its self-referential frames property as if it were the
array-like object. The parent and top properties of a Window refer to the directly containing
window and top-level ancestor window.

New top-level browser windows are created with the Window.open() method. When you call
this method, save the return value of the open() call in a variable and use that variable to
reference the new window. The opener property of the new window is a reference back to the
window that opened it.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, document content displayed within the window
causes new properties to come into existence. As explained in §14.7, you can refer to an
element within the document by using the value of the element’s id attribute as a property of
the window (and since the window is the global object, its properties are global variables).
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readonly ApplicationCache applicationCache
A reference to the ApplicationCache object. Cached and offline web apps can use this
object to manage their cache updates.

readonly any dialogArguments
In Window objects created by the showModalDialog(), this property is the arguments value
that was passed to showModalDialog(). In regular Window objects, this property does not
exist. See §14.5 for more information.

readonly Document document
The Document object that describes the content of this window (see Document for details).

readonly Event event [IE only]
In Internet Explorer, this property refers to the Event object that describes the most recent
event. In IE8 and before, the event object is not always passed to the event handler and
must sometimes be accessed through this property. See Chapter 17 for further details.

readonly Element frameElement
If this Window is within an <iframe>, this property refers to that IFrame element. For top-
level windows, this property is null.

readonly Window frames
This property, like the self and window properties, refers to the Window object itself.
Every Window object is an array-like object of the frames contained within it. Instead of
writing w[0] to refer to the first frame within a window w, this property allows you to
more clearly write w.frames[0].

readonly History history
The History object of this window. See History.

readonly long innerHeight
readonly long innerWidth

The height and width, in pixels, of the document display area of this window. These
properties are not supported in IE8 and before. See Example 15-9 for an example.

readonly unsigned long length
The number of frames contained in this window. See frames.

readonly Storage localStorage
This property refers to a Storage object that provides client-side storage for name/value
pairs. Data stored through localStorage is visible to and shared with any documents with
the same origin, and persists until deleted by the user or by a script. See also session
Storage and §20.1.

readonly Location location
The Location object for this window. This object specifies the URL of the currently loaded
document. Setting this property to a new URL string causes the browser to load and
display the contents of that URL. See Location.

string name
The name of the window. The name is optionally specified when the window is created
with the open() method or with the name attribute of a <frame> tag. The name of a window
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can be used as the value of a target attribute of an <a> or <form> tag. Using the target
attribute in this way specifies that the hyperlinked document or the results of form sub-
mission should be displayed in the named window or frame.

readonly Navigator navigator
A reference to the Navigator object, which provides version and configuration informa-
tion about the web browser. See Navigator.

readonly Window opener
A read/write reference to the Window object that contained the script that called
open() to open this browser window, or null for windows that were not created in that
way. This property is valid only for Window objects that represent top-level windows,
not those that represent frames. The opener property is useful so that a newly created
window can refer to properties and functions defined in the window that created it.

readonly long outerHeight
readonly long outerWidth

These properties specify the total height and width, in pixels, of the browser window,
including toolbars, scrollbars, window borders, and so on. These properties are not sup-
ported in IE8 and before.

readonly long pageXOffset
readonly long pageYOffset

The number of pixels that the current document has been scrolled to the right
(pageXOffset) and down (pageYOffset). These properties are not supported in IE8 and
before. See Example 15-8 for an example and compatibility code that works in IE.

readonly Window parent
The Window object that contains this one. If this window is a top-level window,
parent refers to the window itself. If this window is a frame, the parent property refers
to the window or frame that contains it.

string returnValue
This property does not exist in normal windows, but it is defined for Windows created
by showModalDialog() and has the empty string as its default value. When a dialog Win-
dow is closed (see the close() method), the value of this property becomes the return
value of showModalDialog().

readonly Screen screen
The Screen object that specifies information about the screen: the number of available
pixels and the number of available colors. See Screen for details.

readonly long screenX
readonly long screenY

The coordinates of the upper left corner of the window on the screen.

readonly Window self
A reference to this window itself. This is a synonym for the window property.

readonly Storage sessionStorage
This property refers to a Storage object that provides client-side storage for name/value
pairs. Data stored through sessionStorage is visible only to same-origin documents with-
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in the same top-level window or tab, and persists only for the duration of the browsing
session. See also localStorage and §20.1.

readonly Window top
The top-level window that contains this window. If this window is a top-level window
itself, the top property simply refers to the window itself. If this window is a frame, the
top property refers to the top-level window that contains the frame. Contrast with the
parent property.

readonly object URL
At the time of this writing, this property is simply a reference to a placeholder object that
defines the functions documented at URL. In the future, this property may become a
URL() constructor and define an API for parsing URLs and their query strings.

readonly Window window
The window property is identical to the self property; it contains a reference to this win-
dow. Since the Window object is the global object of client-side JavaScript, this property
allows us to write window to refer to the global object.

Constructors
As the global object for client-side JavaScript, the Window object must define all the global
constructors for the client-side environment. Although they are not listed here, all of the global
constructors documented in this reference section are properties of the Window object. The
fact that client-side JavaScript defines Image() and XMLHttpRequest() constructors, for exam-
ple, means that every Window object has properties named Image and XMLHttpRequest.

Methods
The Window object defines the following methods and also inherits all the global functions
defined by core JavaScript (see Global in Part III).

void alert(string message)

The alert() method displays the specified plain-text message to the user in a dialog box. The
dialog box contains an OK button the user can click to dismiss it. The dialog box is typically
modal (at least for the current tab), and the call to alert() blocks until the dialog is dismissed.

string atob(string atob)

This utility function accepts a base64-encoded string and decodes it into a JavaScript binary
string in which each character represents a single byte. Use the charCodeAt() method of the
returned string to extract byte values. See also btoa().

void blur()

The blur() method removes keyboard focus from the top-level browser window specified by
the Window object. It is unspecified which window gains keyboard focus as a result. In some
browsers and/or platforms, this method may have no effect.

string btoa(string btoa)

This utility function accepts a JavaScript binary string (in which each character represents a
single byte) as an argument and returns the base64 encoding of it. Use String.fromChar
Code() to create a binary string from an arbitrary sequence of byte values. See also atob().
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void clearInterval(long handle)

clearInterval() stops the repeated execution of code that was started by a call to
setInterval(). intervalId must be the value that was returned by a call to setInterval().

void clearTimeout(long handle)

clearTimeout() cancels the execution of code that has been deferred with the setTimeout()
method. The timeoutId argument is a value returned by the call to setTimeout() and identifies
which deferred code to cancel.

void close()

The close() method closes the top-level browser window on which it is invoked. Scripts are
generally only allowed to close windows that they opened.

boolean confirm(string message)

This method displays the specified question as plain text in a modal dialog box. The dialog
box contains OK and Cancel buttons that the user can use to answer the question. If the user
clicks the OK button, confirm() returns true. If the user clicks Cancel, confirm() returns false.

void focus()

This method gives keyboard focus to the browser window. On most platforms, a top-level
window is brought forward to the top of the window stack so that it becomes visible when it
is given focus.

CSSStyleDeclaration getComputedStyle(Element elt, [string pseudoElt])

An element in a document can obtain style information from an inline style attribute and
from any number of stylesheets in the stylesheet “cascade.” Before the element can actually
be displayed in a window, its style information must be extracted from the cascade, and styles
specified with relative units (such as percentages or “ems”) must be “computed” to convert
to pixels. These computed values are sometimes also called “used” values.

This method returns a read-only CSSStyleDeclaration object that represents the CSS style
values actually used to display the element. All dimensions will be in pixels.

The second argument to this method is usually omitted or null, but you can also pass the CSS
pseudoelement “::before” or “::after” to determine the styles used for CSS-generated content.

Contrast getComputedStyle() with the style property of an HTMLElement, which gives you
access only to the inline styles of an element, in whatever units they were specified, and tells
you nothing about stylesheet styles that apply to the element.

This method is not implemented in IE8 and before, but similar functionality is available
through the nonstandard currentStyle property of each HTMLElement object.

Window open([string url], [string target], [string features], [string replace])

The open() method loads and displays the specified url in a new or existing browser window
or tab. The url argument specifies the URL of the document to load. If not specified,
“about:blank” is used.

The target argument specifies the name of the window into which the url should be loaded.
If not specified, “_blank” is used. If target is “_blank”, or if there is no existing window with
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the specified name, a new window is created to display the contents of url. Otherwise, the
url is loaded into the existing window with the specified name.

The features argument used to specify the window position, size, and features (such as
menubar, toolbar, etc.). In modern browsers that support tabs, it is often ignored, and it is
not documented here.

When you use Window.open() to load a new document into an existing window, the replace
argument specifies whether the new document has its own entry in the window’s browsing
history or whether it replaces the history entry of the current document. If replace is true,
the new document replaces the old. If this argument is false or is not specified, the new
document has its own entry in the Window’s browsing history. This argument provides func-
tionality much like that of the Location.replace() method.

void postMessage(any message, string targetOrigin, [MessagePort[] ports])

Send a copy of the specified message and the optionally specified ports to this window, but
only if the document displayed in this window has the specified targetOrigin.

message can be any object that can be cloned with the structured clone algorithm (see “Struc-
tured Clones” on page 672). targetOrigin should be an absolute URL that specifies the
scheme, host, and port of the desired origin. Or targetOrigin can be “*” if any origin is ac-
ceptable or “/” to use the script’s own origin.

Calling this method on a window causes a message event on that window. See MessageEvent
and §22.3.

void print()

Calling print() causes the browser to behave as if the user had selected the browser’s Print
button or menu item. Usually, this brings up a dialog box that enables the user to cancel or
customize the print request.

string prompt(string message, [string default])

The prompt() method displays the specified message in a modal dialog box that also contains
a text input field and OK and Cancel buttons and blocks until the user clicks one of the
buttons.

If the user clicks the Cancel button, prompt() returns null. If the user clicks the OK button,
prompt() returns the text currently displayed in the input field.

The default argument specifies the initial value of the text input field

void scroll(long x, long y)

This method is a synonym for scrollTo().

void scrollBy(long x, long y)

scrollBy() scrolls the document displayed in window by the relative amounts specified by dx
and dy.

void scrollTo(long x, long y)

scrollTo() scrolls the document displayed within window so the point in the document speci-
fied by the x and y coordinates is displayed in the upper left corner, if possible.
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long setInterval(function f, unsigned long interval, any args...)

setInterval() registers the function f to be invoked after interval milliseconds and then to
be repeatedly invoked at that specified interval. f will be invoked with the Window as its
this value, and will be passed any additional args that were passed to setInterval().

setInterval() returns a number that can later be passed to Window.clearInterval() to cancel
the execution of code.

For historical reasons, f may be a string of JavaScript code instead of a function. If so, the
string will be evaluated (as if it were a <script>) every interval milliseconds.

Use setTimeout() when you want to defer the execution of code but do not want it to be
repeatedly executed.

long setTimeout(function f, unsigned long timeout, any args...)

setTimeout() is like setInterval(), except that it invokes the specified function only once: it
registers f to be invoked after timeout milliseconds have been elapsed and returns a number
that can later be passed to clearTimeout() to cancel the pending invocation. When the speci-
fied time has passed, f will be invoked as a method of the Window and will be passed any
specified args. If f is a string rather than a function, it will be executed after timeout millisec-
onds as if it were a <script>.

any showModalDialog(string url, [any arguments])

This method creates a new Window object, sets its dialogArguments property to arguments,
loads url into the window, and blocks until the window is closed. Once closed, it returns the
returnValue property of the window. See §14.5 and Example 14-4 for a discussion and
example.

Event Handlers
Most events that occur on HTML elements bubble up the document tree, to the Document
object and then on to the Window object. For this reason, you can use all of the event handler
properties listed in Element on Window objects. And in addition, you can use the event handler
properties listed below. For historical reasons, each of the event handler properties listed here
can also be defined (as an HTML attribute or as a JavaScript property) on the <body> element.

Event Handler Invoked...

onafterprint After the window’s contents are printed

onbefore
print

Before the window’s contents are printed

onbe
foreunload

Before navigating away from the current page. If the return value is a string, or if the handler sets the
returnValue property of its event object to a string, that string will be displayed in a confirmation
dialog. See BeforeUnloadEvent.

onblur When the window loses keyboard focus

onerror When a JavaScript error occurs. This is not an ordinary event handler. See §14.6.

onfocus When the window gains keyboard focus

onhashchange When the fragment identifier (see Location.hash) of the document changes as the result of history
navigation (see HashChangeEvent)
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Event Handler Invoked...

onload When the document and its external resources are fully loaded

onmessage When a script in another window sends a message by calling the postMessage() method. See Mes-
sageEvent.

onoffline When the browser loses its connection to the Internet

ononline When the browser regains a connection to the Internet

onpagehide When the page is about to be cached and replaced by another page

onpageshow When a page is first loaded, a pageshow event is fired right after the load event, and the event object has
a persisted property of false. When a previously loaded page is restored from the browser’s in-
memory cache, however, no load event is fired (since the cached page is already in its loaded state) and a
pageshow event is fired with an event object that has its persisted property set to true. See Page-
TransitionEvent.

onpopstate When the browser loads a new page or restores a state saved with History.pushState() or
History.replaceState(). See PopStateEvent.

onresize When the user changes the size of the browser window

onscroll When the user scrolls the browser window

onstorage Content of localStorage or sessionStorage changes. See StorageEvent.

onunload The browser navigates away from a page. Note that if you register an onunload handler for a page, that
page will not be cacheable. To allow users to quickly return to your page without reloading, use
onpagehide instead. 

Worker
a worker thread EventTarget

A Worker represents a background thread. Create a new Worker with the Worker() con-
structor, passing the URL of a file of JavaScript code for it to run. The JavaScript code in that
file can use synchronous APIs or perform compute-intensive tasks without freezing up the
main UI thread. Workers run their code in a completely separate execution context (see
WorkerGlobalScope), and the only way to exchange data with a worker is via asynchronous
events. Call postMessage() to send data to the Worker, and handle message events to receive
data from the worker.

See §22.4 for an introduction to worker threads.

Constructor
new Worker(string scriptURL)

Constructs a new Worker object and causes it to run the JavaScript code in scriptURL.

Methods

void postMessage(any message, [MessagePort[] ports])

Send message to the worker, which will receive it as a MessageEvent object sent to its
onmessage handler. message can be a JavaScript primitive value or object or array, but not a
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function. Client-side types ArrayBuffer, File, Blob, and ImageData are allowed, but Nodes,
such as Document and Element, are not allowed (see “Structured Clones” on page 672 for
details).

The optional ports argument is an advanced feature that allows you to pass one or more direct
communication channels to the Worker. If you create two Worker objects, for example, you
can allow them to communicate directly with each other by passing them each one end of a
MessageChannel.

void terminate()

Stop the worker and abort the script it is running.

Event Handlers
Because workers run code in a completely separate execution environment than the one that
created them, the only way they can communicate with their parent thread is by events. You
can register event handlers on these properties or use the EventTarget methods.

onerror
When an exception is thrown in the script being run by a Worker, and that error is not
handled by the onerror handler of the WorkerGlobalScope, the error triggers an error
event on the Worker object. The event object associated with this event is a
ErrorEvent. The error event does not bubble. If this worker is owned by another worker,
canceling an error event prevents it from being propagated up to the parent worker. If
this Worker object is already in the main thread, canceling the event may prevent it from
being displayed in the JavaScript console.

onmessage
When the script that the worker is running calls its global postMessage() function (see
WorkerGlobalScope), a message event is triggered on the Worker object. The object passed
to the event handler is a MessageEvent, and its data property contains a clone of the value
that the worker script passed to postMessage().

WorkerGlobalScope
EventTarget, Global

A Worker thread runs in a completely different execution environment than the parent thread
that spawned it. The global object for a worker is a WorkerGlobalScope object, so this page
describes the execution environment “inside” a Worker. Since WorkerGlobalScope is a global
object, it inherits the Global object of core JavaScript.

Properties
In addition to the properties listed here, WorkerGlobalScope also defines all of the core Java-
Script global properties, such as Math and JSON.

readonly WorkerLocation location
This property is like the window.location Location object: it allows a worker to inspect
the URL it was loaded from and includes properties that return individual portions of
the URL.
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readonly WorkerNavigator navigator
This property is like the window.navigator Navigator object: it defines properties that
allow a worker to determine what browser it is running in and whether it is currently
online or not.

readonly WorkerGlobalScope self
This self-referential property refers to the WorkerGlobalScope global object itself. It is
like the window property of the Window object in the main thread.

Methods
In addition to the properties listed here, WorkerGlobalScope also defines all of the core Java-
Script global functions, such as isNaN() and eval().

void clearInterval(long handle)

This method is just like the Window method of the same name.

void clearTimeout(long handle)

This method is just like the Window method of the same name.

void close()

This method puts the worker into a special “closing” state. Once in this state, it will not fire
any timers or trigger any events. The script continues running until it returns to the worker’s
event loop, at which point the worker stops.

void importScripts(string urls...)

For each of the specified urls, this method resolves the URL relative to the worker’s
location, then loads the content of the URL, and then executes that content as JavaScript
code. Note that this is a synchronous method. It loads and executes each file in turn and does
not return until all scripts have executed. (If any script throws an exception, however, that
exception will propagate and prevent any subsequent URLs from being loaded and executed.)

void postMessage(any message, [MessagePort[] ports])

Sends a message (and optionally an array of ports) to the thread that spawned this worker.
Calling this method causes a message event to be triggered on the Worker object in the parent
thread, and the associated MessageEvent object will include a clone of message as its data
property. Note that in a worker, postMessage() is a global function.

long setInterval(any handler, [any timeout], any args...)

This method is just like the Window method of the same name.

long setTimeout(any handler, [any timeout], any args...)

This method is just like the Window method of the same name.

Constructors
WorkerGlobalScope includes all of the core JavaScript constructors, such as Array(),
Date(), and RegExp(). It also defines key client-side constructors for XMLHttpRequest,
FileReaderSync, and even the Worker object itself.
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Event Handlers
You can register event handlers for workers by setting these global event handler properties,
or you can use the EventTarget methods implemented by WorkerGlobalScope.

onerror
This is not a normal event handler: it is like the onerror property of Window rather than
the onerror property of Worker. When an unhandled exception occurs in the worker,
this function, if defined, will be invoked with three string arguments that specify an error
message, a script URL, and a line number. If the function returns false, the error is
considered handled and does not propagate. Otherwise, if this property is not set, or if
the error handler does not return false, the error propagates and causes an error event
on the Worker object in the parent thread.

onmessage
When the parent thread calls the postMessage() method of the Worker object that rep-
resents this worker, it causes a message event to be triggered on this WorkerGlobalScope.
This event handler function will be passed a MessageEvent object, and the data property
of that object will hold a clone of the message argument sent by the parent thread.

WorkerLocation
the URL of a worker’s main script

The WorkerLocation object referenced by the location property of a WorkerGlobalScope is
like the Location object referenced by the location property of a Window: it represents the
URL of the worker’s main script and defines properties that represent portions of that URL.

Workers differ from Windows in that they cannot be navigated or reloaded, so the properties
of a WorkerLocation object are read-only, and the object does not implement the methods
of the Location object.

The WorkerLocation object does not automatically convert to a string the way a regular
location object does. In a worker, you cannot simply write location when you mean
location.href.

Properties
These properties have the same meanings as the same-named properties of the Location
object.

readonly string hash
The fragment identifier portion of the URL, including the leading hash mark.

readonly string host
The host and port portions of the URL.

readonly string hostname
The host portion of the URL.

WorkerLocation
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readonly string href
The complete text of the URL that was passed to the Worker() constructor. This is the
only value that the worker receives directly from its parent thread: all other values are
received indirectly through message events.

readonly string pathname
The pathname portion of the URL.

readonly string port
The port portion of the URL.

readonly string protocol
The protocol portion of the URL.

readonly string search
The search or query portion of the URL, including the leading question mark.

WorkerNavigator
browser information for workers

The navigator property of a WorkerGlobalScope refers to a WorkerNavigator object that is
a simplified version of the Navigator object of a Window.

Properties
Each of these properties has the same meaning that it does in the Navigator object.

readonly string appName
See the appName property of Navigator.

readonly string appVersion
See the appVersions property of Navigator.

readonly boolean onLine
true if the browser is online and false if it is not.

readonly string platform
A string that identifies the operating system and/or hardware platform on which the
browser is running.

readonly string userAgent
The value the browser uses for the user-agent header in HTTP requests.

XMLHttpRequest
An HTTP request and response EventTarget

The XMLHttpRequest object allows client-side JavaScript to issue HTTP requests and receive
responses (which need not be XML) from web servers. XMLHttpRequest is the subject of
Chapter 18, and that chapter contains many examples of its use.

WorkerNavigator
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Create an XMLHttpRequest object with the XMLHttpRequest() constructor (see the sidebar in
§18.1 for information on how to create an XMLHttpRequest object in IE6) and then use it
like this:

1. Call open() to specify the URL and method (usually “GET” or “POST”) for the request.

2. Set the onreadystatechange property to the function that will be notified of the progress
of the request.

3. Call setRequestHeader(), if needed, to specify additional request parameters.

4. Call send() to send the request to the web server. If it is a POST request, you can also
pass a request body to this method. Your onreadystatechange event handler function will
be invoked as the request proceeds. When readyState is 4, the response is complete.

5. When readyState is 4, check the status code to ensure that the request was successful.
If so, use getResponseHeader() or getResponseHeaders() to retrieve values from the re-
sponse header, and use the responseText or responseXML properties to obtain the response
body.

XMLHttpRequest defines a relatively high-level interface to the HTTP protocol. It takes care
of details such as handling redirects, managing cookies, and negotiating cross-origin connec-
tions with CORS headers.

The XMLHttpRequest features described above are well supported by all modern browsers.
At the time of this writing, an XMLHttpRequest Level 2 standard is under development and
browsers are beginning to implement it. The properties, methods, and event handlers listed
below include XMLHttpRequest Level 2 features, which may not yet be implemented by all
browsers. These newer features are marked “XHR2.”

Constructor
new XMLHttpRequest()

This no-argument constructor returns a new XMLHttpRequest object.

Constants
These constants define the values of the readyState property. Prior to XHR2, these constants
are not widely defined, and most code uses integer literals rather than these symbolic values.

unsigned short UNSENT = 0
This is the initial state. The XMLHttpRequest object has just been created or has been
reset with the abort() method.

unsigned short OPENED = 1
The open() method has been called, but send() has not. The request has not yet been sent.

unsigned short HEADERS_RECEIVED = 2
The send() method has been called, and the response headers have been received, but
the response body has not yet been received.

unsigned short LOADING = 3
The response body is being received but is not complete.
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unsigned short DONE = 4
The HTTP response has been fully received or has stopped because of an error.

Properties

readonly unsigned short readyState
The state of the HTTP request and the server’s response. The value of this property begins
at 0 when an XMLHttpRequest is first created and increases to 4 when the complete
HTTP response has been received. The constants listed above define the possible values.

The value of readyState never decreases, unless abort() or open() is called on a request
that is already in progress.

In theory, a readystatechange event is dispatched every time the value of this property
changes. In practice, however, an event is only really guaranteed when readyState
changes to 4. (The XHR2 progress events provide a more reliable way of tracking the
progress of a request.)

readonly any response
In XHR2, this property holds the server’s response. Its type depends on the response
Type property. If responseType is the empty string or “text”, property will hold the re-
sponse body as a string. If responseType is “document”, this property will be a parsed
representation of the response body as an XML or HTTP Document. If responseType is
“arraybuffer”, this property will be an ArrayBuffer that represents the bytes of the re-
sponse body. And if responseType is “blob”, this property will be a Blob that represents
the bytes of the response body.

readonly string responseText
If readyState is less than 3, this property is the empty string. When readyState is 3, this
property returns whatever portion of the response has been received so far. If ready
State is 4, this property holds the complete body of the response.

If the response includes headers that specify a character encoding for the body, that
encoding is used. Otherwise, the Unicode UTF-8 encoding is assumed.

string responseType
In XHR2, this property specifies the desired response type and determines the type of the
response property. The legal values are “text”, “document”, “arraybuffer”, and “blob”.
The default is the empty string, which is a synonym for “text”. If you set this property,
the responseText and responseXML properties will raise exceptions and you must use the
XHR2 response property to get the server’s response.

readonly Document responseXML
The response to the request, parsed as an XML or HTML Document object, or null if the
response body is not ready or is not a valid XML or HTML document.

readonly unsigned short status
The HTTP status code returned by the server, such as 200 for success, 404 for “Not
Found” errors, or 0 if the server has not set a status code yet.

XMLHttpRequest
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readonly string statusText
This property specifies the HTTP status code of the request by name rather than by
number. That is, it is “OK” when status is 200 and “Not Found” when status is 404.
This property is the empty string if the server has not set a status code yet.

unsigned long timeout
This XHR2 property specifies a timeout value in milliseconds. If the HTTP request takes
longer than this to complete, it will be aborted and timeout event will be triggered. You
can only set this property after calling open() and before calling send().

readonly XMLHttpRequestUpload upload
This XHR2 property refers to an XMLHttpRequestUpload object that defines a set of event
handler registration properties for monitoring the progress of the HTTP request body
upload.

boolean withCredentials
This XHR2 property specifies whether authentication credentials should be included in
CORS requests and whether cookie headers in CORS responses should be processed.
The default value is false.

Methods

void abort()

This method resets the XMLHttpRequest object to a readyState of 0 and aborts any pending
network activity. You might call this method, for example, if a request has taken too long,
and the response is no longer necessary.

string getAllResponseHeaders()

This method returns the HTTP response headers (with cookie and CORS headers filtered out)
sent by the server, or null if the headers have not been received yet. The headers are returned
as a single string, with one header per line.

string getResponseHeader(string header)

Returns the value of a named HTTP response header, or null if headers have not been received
yet or if the response does not include the specified header. Cookie and CORS-related headers
are filtered out and cannot be queried. If the response includes more than one header with
the specified name, the returned string will include the value of all of those headers, con-
catenated and separated by a comma and a space.

void open(string method, string url, [boolean async, string user, string pass])

This method resets the XMLHttpRequest object and stores its arguments for later use by the
send().

method is the HTTP method to be used for the request. Reliably implemented values include
GET, POST, and HEAD. Implementations may also support the CONNECT, DELETE,
OPTIONS, PUT, TRACE, and TRACK methods.

url is the URL being requested. Relative URLs are resolved in the normal way, using the URL
of the document that contains the script. The same-origin security policy (see §13.6.2)
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requires that this URL have the same hostname and port as the document that contains the
script making the request. XHR2 allows cross-origin requests to servers that support CORS.

If the async argument is specified and is false, the request is performed synchronously and
the send() method will block until the response is complete. This is not recommended except
when XMLHttpRequest is used in a Worker.

The optional user and pass arguments specify a username and password to use with the HTTP
request.

void overrideMimeType(string mime)

This method specifies that the server’s response should be interpreted according to the speci-
fied mime type (and charset parameter, if that is included) instead of using the Content-Type
header of the response.

void send(any body)

This method causes an HTTP request to be issued. If there has been no previous call to
open(), or, more generally, if readyState is not 1, send() throws an exception. Otherwise, it
issues an HTTP request that consists of:

• The HTTP method, URL, and authorization credentials (if any) specified in the previous
call to open().

• The request headers, if any, specified by previous calls to setRequestHeader().

• The body argument passed to this method. The body may be a string or a Document object
that specifies the request body, or may be omitted or null if the request has no body (such
as GET requests that never have a body). In XHR2, the body may also be an ArrayBuff-
er, a Blob, or a FormData object.

If the async argument to the previous call to open() was false, this method blocks and does
not return until readyState is 4 and the server’s response has been fully received. Otherwise,
send() returns immediately, and the server’s response is processed asynchronously with no-
tifications provided through event handlers.

void setRequestHeader(string name, string value)

setRequestHeader() specifies an HTTP request header name and value that should be included
in the request issued by a subsequent call to send(). This method may be called only when
readyState is 1—i.e., after a call to open(), but before a call to send().

If a header with the specified name has already been specified, the new value for that header
is the previously specified value, plus a comma, a space, and the value specified in this call.

If the call to open() specifies authorization credentials, XMLHttpRequest automatically sends
an appropriate Authorization request header. You can also append to this header yourself
with setRequestHeader(), however.

XMLHttpRequest automatically sets “Content-Length”, “Date”, “Referer”, and “User-
Agent” and does not allow you to spoof them. There are a number of other headers, including
cookie-related headers, that you cannot set with this method. The complete list is in §18.1.

XMLHttpRequest
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Event Handlers
The original XMLHttpRequest object defined only a single event handler property:
onreadystatechange. XHR2 expands the list with a set of progress event handlers that are much
easier to use. You can register handlers by setting these properties or by using the methods
of EventTarget. XMLHttpRequest events are always dispatched on the XMLHttpRequest ob-
ject itself. They do not bubble and have no default action to cancel. readystatechange events
have an associated Event object, and all of the other event types have an associated
ProgressEvent object.

See the upload property and XMLHttpRequestUpload for a list of events you can use to monitor
the progress of HTTP uploads.

onabort
Triggered when a request is aborted.

onerror
Triggered if the request fails with an error. Note that HTTP status codes such as 404 do
not constitute an error since the response still completes successfully. A DNS failure while
trying to resolve the URL or an infinite loop of redirects would both cause this event to
occur, however.

onload
Triggered when the request completes successfully.

onloadend
Triggered when the request has succeeded or failed after the load, abort, error, or timeout
event.

onloadstart
Triggered when the request starts.

onprogress
Triggered repeatedly (approximately every 50ms) while the response body is
downloading.

onreadystatechange
Triggered when the readyState property changes, most importantly when the response
is complete.

ontimeout
Triggered if the time specified by the timeout property has elapsed and the response is
not complete.

XMLHttpRequestUpload
EventTarget

An XMLHttpRequestUpload object defines a set of event handler registration properties for
monitoring the progress of an HTTP request body upload. In browsers that implement the
XMLHttpRequest Level 2 specification, each XMLHttpRequest object has an upload property
that refers to an object of this type. To monitor the progress of the request upload, simply set

XMLHttpRequestUpload
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these properties to appropriate event handler functions or call the EventTarget methods. Note
that the upload progress event handlers defined here are exactly the same as the download
progress event handlers defined on XMLHttpRequest itself, except that there is no
onreadystatechange property on this object.

Event Handlers

onabort
Triggered if the upload is aborted.

onerror
Triggered if the upload fails with a network error.

onload
Triggered when the upload succeeds

onloadend
Triggered when the upload finishes, whether successfully or not. A loadend event will
always follow a load, abort, error, or timeout event.

onloadstart
Triggered when the upload starts.

onprogress
Triggered repeatedly (approximately every 50ms) while the upload is occurring.

ontimeout
Triggered if the upload is aborted because the XMLHttpRequest timeout expired.

XMLHttpRequestUpload
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